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Abstract

Content Provider i.e. entities that own or are licensed to sell and distribute content e.g., HBO,

Netflix, Amazon Prime, which use the IP-based Internet model for content distribution, con-

sume a large percentage of network bandwidth that is expected to almost treble between

2014 and 2019 [Cisco, 2015]. This requires significant infrastructural investment by con-

tent providers, content distributors (i.e. fixed-infrastructure content distribution networks

(CDNs)) and network operators e.g., AT&T. Consequently, content providers are looking for

more efficient, cheaper, secure, scalable and accountable mechanisms for the distribution of

content to end-users.

Many existing and proposed future content distribution architectures offer desirable el-

ements that may lead to less bandwidth usage, reduced network congestion, higher content

availability and reduced costs e.g., multicast IP, peer-to-peer (P2P), and so forth. For exam-

ple, the Information Centric Networking (ICN) paradigm offers solutions to many of these

challenges by decoupling user trust in content from where it is obtained by enabling the

content to self-verify i.e. the user can establish integrity, trust and provenance in content re-

ceived from trusted or untrusted infrastructure. However, these architectures typically span

domains of trust that lack central administration. Consequently, it is difficult to gather re-

liable accounting and accountability information for the content distribution process, which

we argue is a fundamental business requirement for many content providers.

Content accounting refers to any information that a content distributor needs to track, re-

lating to the delivery of content to its intended consumers. In contrast, content accountability

refers to the willingness of the communicating infrastructure to produce accurate and verifi-

able information about the content distribution process. The primary difference between an

v
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accounting architecture and accountability architecture is that when trust fails the latter has

the tools to pinpoint the responsible entity with non-repudiable evidence.

In this thesis, we develop two tools to help identify the drawbacks and merits of existing

architectures. The first is a taxonomy for accounting information based on our analysis of

logging information gathered from the surveyed systems. The second is a generic model for

content distribution based on a synthesis of desirable elements from the surveyed architec-

tures. Utilising these tools, we propose an ICN architecture extension for content accounting

and accountability called the Savant framework, which we apply to the Named Data Net-

working (NDN) architecture. Savant naturally supports efficient content distribution while

gathering non-repudiable near real-time information efficiently from NDN clients and NDN

caches. This is supported using NDNs natural support for security, integrity and trust and by

maintaining hash chains of logs and commitment to log integrity between communicating

nodes.

Our proof-of-concept implementation, which is based on an NDN video content distri-

bution session, demonstrated that accounting and accountability information can be gathered

for an ICN packet-level architecture. Our analysis also showed that the overhead on the sys-

tem is very small if several extensions and improvements are applied to the architecture for

efficiency.

As described, ICNs/NDN with Savant support could eventually complement or replace

today’s CDN infrastructure with a scalable, trustworthy, reliable accounting and account-

ability framework for content distributed in trusted and untrusted environments meeting the

diverse requirements of content providers, network operators and end-users.
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cache server, content provider server, and so forth . 43

Untrusted Infrastructure Any untrusted cache element located in the network, e.g., P2P,

ISP cache, ICN cache, and so forth. 43



Chapter 1

Introduction

Internet video traffic from content providers i.e. entities that are licensed to sell and distribute

content1 such as Netflix and HBO, has seen exponential growth in the last fifteen years

and is predicted to make-up 80%-90% of total Internet traffic by 2019 [Cisco, 2015]. The

majority of this content is delivered to end-users by fixed-infrastructure content distribution

networks (CDNs) (referred to as Content Distributors) such as Akamai and Level3. CDNs

are typically located geographically close to end-users and offer high data availability and

performance. However, they are expensive to deploy and maintain, generate a lot of over-the-

top (OTT) traffic for Internet service providers (Internet Service Provider (ISP)) and many are

not close enough to the end-user to provide a quality content delivery experience [Aditya et

al., 2012][Ganjam et al., 2015][F. Chen et al., 2015]. These problems are exacerbated by IP’s

limitations, which include: poor security and Accountability; lack of data integrity, reliability

and trust; mobility challenges; bad multihoming support; unnecessary data retransmissions

and network traffic; network congestion; lack of user privacy; and so forth.

The Information Centric Networking (Information Centric Networking (ICN)) future In-

ternet paradigm seeks to identify solutions to these kinds of problems and limitations by

proposing solutions for the future Internet [Xylomenos et al., 2014]. ICN architectures

achieve this goal by treating names or identifiers (such as content, services and devices)

as first-class citizens. This is achieved by decoupling a user’s trust in content from where it

is obtained by enabling the content to Self-verify i.e. the user can establish integrity, trust and

1We refer to content and data interchangeably throughout this thesis.

1
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provenance in content received from trusted or untrusted infrastructure. This facilitates more

efficient distribution of data in an ICN network as copies of data can be supplied from any

infrastructure element that has an available copy. ICN architectures support a paradigm shift

towards a data-centric network architecture that focuses on content distribution resolving

many of the limitations and problems of the current IP-based Internet model.

However, existing ICN architectures do not provide natural support for content Account-

ing and Accountability. Instead, many of these architectures make a virtue out of not pro-

viding it, claiming to offer natural privacy to users. Content accounting2 refers to the in-

formation tracked by content distributors related to the delivery of content to its intended

consumers. This includes content views, end-user quality of experience (QoE), user de-

mographics, and so forth. In contrast, content accountability refers to a content providers

ability to produce accurate and verifiable information about the content distribution process.

This involves the ability to establish authentication, integrity, provenance, auditability and

non-repudiation in the accounting information received [Yumerefendi & Chase, 2005]. The

primary difference between these concepts is that when trust fails, the latter has the tools to

pinpoint the responsible entity with non-repudiable evidence. Consequently, accountability

is an important concept when the primary form of communication is between nodes that span

domains of trust.

Today, centrally managed fixed infrastructure CDNs offer the best option for the produc-

tion of trustworthy accounting information by guaranteeing the integrity of the information

gathered. However, this is not a sufficient model for content that can be distributed cheaply

with better efficiency (at least for popular content) from primarily untrusted ICN infrastruc-

ture. The aim of the Savant framework is to address this challenge for ICNs, specifically the

named data networking (NDN) architecture.

1.1 Background and Requirements

In our initial investigations, we studied and compared current and Future Content Distri-

bution Architectures identifying different components utilised for efficient and successful

2We refer to accounting and feedback interchangeably throughout this thesis.
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content delivery. Our analysis helped identify the need for a trustworthy accounting and

accountability framework when distributing content. Further examination helped us isolate

generic elements required for the collection of this information across trusted and untrusted

infrastructure. These include:

• A strong identity management system, which cryptographically binds actions to nodes.

• A methodology for producing trustworthy accounting information, which captures

client and cache actions and that can be audited by trusted infrastructure components.

• A protocol, which supports commitment to log integrity between communicating nodes.

• Distributed infrastructure components to support information gathering in Near Real-

Time3, which is scalable to 10s of millions of nodes.

The main usage scenario for Savant involves a client requesting data and a cache deliver-

ing the requested content object in response. This transaction should be supported with the

collection of accounting and accountability information for the content distribution process.

For example:

• an end-user requests a movie from Netflix,

• the request gets directed to a local ISP cache that has a copy of the requested movie,

• the cache delivers a movie to the end-user,

• both the client and cache produce accounting and accountability information for the

content distribution process, which is collected and processed by Savant and presented

to the content provider.
3Near real-time refers to data collected and processed within several seconds of an incidents occurrence.

This is in contrast to a real-time event, which is collected and processed within milliseconds of the events
occurrence. In Savant, real-time data is not required because a clients video buffer contains enough content,
typically 30 seconds of buffered data, to support recovery if problems are encountered.
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1.2 Savant Accounting and Accountability Framework

Savant is designed based on the premise that content providers want visibility over the con-

tent being distributed primarily for control and analytics purposes, irrespective of the infras-

tructure (trusted or untrusted) used to distribute the content. It achieves this goal by pushing

primary responsibility for accounting and accountability out to NDN clients and NDN caches

(collectively referred to as NDN agents) distributing and receiving content. Additionally, it

incorporates components and principles from many different systems and architectures to

support a near real-time accounting and accountability framework for NDN content distribu-

tion. These include [Clarke, 2001][Xylomenos et al., 2014][Aditya et al., 2012][Haeberlen

et al., 2007][Cugola & Margara, 2012]:

1. a small-world model of trust supported by the Simple Public Key Infrastructure/Simple

Distributed Security Infrastructure (SPKI/SDSI) public key infrastructure (PKI),

2. using ICN cryptographic techniques to produce log entries (referred to as published

log objects), which provide natural support for data security, integrity, authenticity and

provenance,

3. tamper-evident logs are maintained for each individual content provider by NDN agents

using an append-only hash chain between log entries,

4. a log commitment protocol to support log integrity and authenticity between NDN

agents for interests and data sent and received,

5. big data mechanisms to support the scalable near real-time collection, processing

and aggregation of published log objects with capabilities to increase or decrease the

amount of accounting and accountability information collected at NDN agents when

required.

We implemented many of Savant’s components to support a proof-of-concept implemen-

tation for use in an NDN video content distribution session. This implementation demon-

strated the feasibility of an accounting and accountability framework for an NDN content
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distribution architecture. Finally, Savant’s general principles can be applied to any ICN ar-

chitecture.

1.3 Key Contributions

• An analysis of existing and proposed future content distribution architectures4, the

components they use for efficient and successful content delivery and the identification

of the elements required for the collection of trustworthy accounting and accountability

information for content distributed across trusted and untrusted infrastructure.

• A scalable near real-time framework to support the collection, auditing, processing,

aggregation and alerting of trustworthy accounting and accountability information pro-

duced on trusted and untrusted NDN infrastructure when required.

• Demonstration of the feasibility of the Savant system in a real-world implementation

for NDN video content distribution.

1.4 Organisation of this Work

This dissertation is structured as follows. This chapter provides a high-level introduction to

some content distribution problems, providing the motivation for our work. We have also

identified key contributions from this work for accounting and accountability research in

ICN future Internet architectures.

Chapter 2, initially provides an analysis of existing and proposed future content delivery

architectures detailing their methodologies for providing efficient low-cost content distri-

bution, accounting and accountability across trustworthy and untrustworthy infrastructure.

We also provide background into the desirable architectural elements and principles based

on existing content distribution architectures, many of which Savant adopts to support near

real-time accounting and accountability for NDN content distribution.

4Future Content Distribution Architectures include emerging networking approaches such Information Cen-
tric Networking, MobilityFirst, Nebula, and so forth, that address the problems and limitations of the current
IP based Internet model for content distribution.
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In chapter 3, we develop and use two tools to help analyse the drawbacks and merits of

the content distribution architectures discussed in Chapter 2. First, a generic model for con-

tent distribution that leads to efficient low-cost distribution of content. Second, a taxonomy

for analytic information based on a survey of the logging information gathered by existing

systems. Using these tools we developed a table of elements required for efficient content

distribution. This helped identify the lack of an adequate accounting and accountability

component for ICN architectures.

Chapter 4, describes the design and security model of the Savant accounting and ac-

countability framework in detail, which is supported by the tools from Chapter 3 and desir-

able architectures and elements from existing systems in Chapter 2. Additionally, we outline

Savant’s extensions and improvements to support accounting and accountability in a packet-

level architecture such as NDN.

Chapter 5, provides a description of our implementation of the Savant system. We also

carried out simulations using ndnSIM to evaluate the scalability of the architecture support-

ing millions of NDN agents. Additionally, we demonstrate Savant’s ability to detect, isolate

and resolve content distribution problems. Finally, we provide a list of lessons learned during

implementation.

Chapter 6, concludes our work on this dissertation, summarising the main contributions

and provides direction for future work.

1.5 Publications Arising from this Work

• Ó Coileáin, D. and O’Mahony, D. (2014). Savant: Aggregated Feedback and Account-

ability Framework for Named Data Networking. In Proceedings of the 17th Royal Irish

Academy Research Colloquium on Communications and Radio Science into the 21st

Century.

• Ó Coileáin D. and O’Mahony, D. (2014). Savant: A Framework for Supporting Con-

tent Accountability in Information Centric Networks. In Heterogeneous Networking

for Quality, Reliability, Security and Robustness (QShine), 2014 10th International
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Conference on (p. 188-190). Rhodes, Greece: IEEE.

• Ó Coileáin D. and O’Mahony, D. (2014). SAVANT: Aggregated Feedback and Ac-

countability Framework for Named Data Networking. In Proceedings of the 1st Inter-

national Conference on Information-Centric Networking (pp. 187–188). Paris, France:

ACM. Available from http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2660129.2660165

• Ó Coileáin D. and O’Mahony, D. (2015). Accounting and Accountability in Content

Distribution Architectures: A survey. ACM Computing Surveys (CSUR), 47(4):59:1–59:35.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

The Savant framework has two main goals: provide auditable non-repudiable accounting

information to content providers for content distributed from trusted or untrusted ICN in-

frastructure, and to do this in a scalable and efficient manner. Savant consists of several

architectural elements which achieve these goals. These are adopted from existing content

distribution architectures. Throughout this chapter, we will discuss the background of each

of these elements. Moreover, this analysis will help us derive a set of requirements to support

content delivery in ICN networks while trying to satisfy the sometimes-conflicting demands

of content providers, ISP’s and end users.

We begin by defining existing content distribution models in Section 2.1, analysing them

in three ways. First, we briefly outline the content distribution methodologies adopted by

each architecture, some of the requirements they satisfy and highlight some of their advan-

tages/disadvantages. Second, we show that the trust model adopted by each architecture has

an impact on the integrity of the accounting information collected, which we believe has an

impact on the adoption of the architecture for data distribution by content providers. Third,

these elements form a basis for the development of the generic model for content distribution

outlined in Section 3.1 and the taxonomy for accounting information in Section 3.2, which

help guide the development of the Savant Framework in Chapter 4.

The rest of the chapter will provide an overview of ICN architectures in Section 2.2,

identify name resolution and security mechanisms to support Savant in Section 2.3, state of

the art accounting frameworks for IP and ICN systems in Section 2.4 and outline scalable

9
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information processing and control systems in Section 2.5.

2.1 Accounting and Accountability in Distribution Systems

All of the content distribution architectures we discuss in this section are designed to support

efficient content delivery. For example, some of the early content distribution architectures

(such as multicast IP and web caching) were created to help content providers and ISPs

reduce bandwidth usage and network congestion while offering higher content availability

and reduced costs. These architecture and many others discussed in this section were devel-

oped to accommodate a myriad of requirements from content providers, ISPs and end-users

operating across trustworthy and untrustworthy infrastructure related to mobility, security,

efficiency, cost, trust, privacy, accounting, accountability, and so forth.

The premise of our work states that content providers want visibility over the content

being distributed primarily for control and analytic’s purposes. Consequently, we have two

aims in this section. First, we briefly outline the content distribution methodologies adopted

by each architecture, some of the requirements they satisfy and highlight some of their ad-

vantages and disadvantages. Our aim is to ascertain what are the desirable characteristics

of an efficient and effective content distribution architecture? Second, we identify what ac-

counting information they produce, the trust model used and if there are mechanisms to

support accountability. Our aim is also to determine what accounting and accountability

information is necessary to support the content distribution process across trusted and un-

trusted infrastructure? To achieve these goals, at the end of each section we have added a

table to help define what attributes these architectures contain. This is achieved by answering

the following questions:

• Trustworthy Accounting: Is the accounting information produced by the architecture

trustworthy i.e., not open to tampering?

• Span Trust Domains: Does the architecture span domains of trust?

• Decentralised: Is the architecture centralised or decentralised?
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• Data Integrity: Is it possible for a malicious entity to pollute the architecture with bad

content? Can the receiver establish data integrity?

• Data Provenance: Can we determine the origin or source of the content?

• Scalable: Is the architecture scalable?

• Content Availability: Is content always available?

• Proximity Awareness: How close is the cache to the data receiver?

• Transient Nodes: Do nodes typically stay connected to the network for long periods of

time?

• Inexpensive: Is the architecture expensive or inexpensive?

• Searchable: Can the architecture be searched?

• Guaranteed (Content) Control: Does the architecture guarantee control of content?

• Guaranteed Quality: Will content be delivered with high quality?

• Guaranteed Reliability: Does it provide good reliability?

• Guaranteed Performance: Is performance guaranteed?

• Use ISP Cache: Can content be cached and retrieved from an ISP cache?

• Use P2P Cache: Is it possible to get content from a P2P cache?

• Use Multicast: Is multicast supported?

Desirable elements and attributes identified in this section form a basis for the develop-

ment of the Savant Framework in Chapter 4.
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2.1.1 Multicast IP and Web Caching

Accounting and accountability were not a priority in early content distribution architectures

such as multicast IP and web caching. Multicast IP facilitates the distribution of IP data-

grams to multiple simultaneous receivers in a network, which was pioneered by Stephen

Deering at Stanford University in 1988 [Deering, 1988]. In contrast, a web cache improves

on the distribution of popular time-shifted content, which was developed independently by

both CERN and the Harvest project (which was funded by DARPA), and released in 1994.

Both architectures were very effective solutions to the content distribution problem offering

bandwidth savings, reduced origin server load, higher content availability and a reduction

in network latency for users [Barish & Obraczke, 2000][Deering, 1988]. For example, web

caching offered bandwidth savings of between 40%-50% of data transferred from a central

server [Wang, 1999]. However, in the late 90’s this lack of accounting and accountability

was identified as being a significant barrier to their adoption and utilisation [Makofske &

Almeroth, 1999][Wang, 1999].

Multicast IP Accounting

Several tools were developed to help gather accounting information in multicast IP environ-

ments. This information, which includes QoE, user behaviour information and join/leave

times of participants, is gathered using two types of multicast monitoring: passive and active

monitoring. Passive monitoring can be achieved by listening for packet information e.g.,

Real-Time (Control) Protocol (RT(C)P) traffic [Schulzrinne et al., 1996] or NORM posi-

tive acknowledgements (NORM - Negative-acknowledgment Oriented Reliable Multicast)

[Adamson et al., 2009]. In contrast, active monitoring actively queries nodes in the net-

work, e.g., mtrace (a multicast traceroute tool that traces the reverse path to source from

a group member) or the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) (available from

routers and other network components on the multicast path in a domain) [Makofske &

Almeroth, 1999][Almeroth & Ammar, 1996][Al-Shaer & Tang, 2004]. Tools that utilised

some of these technologies to gather accounting information in multicast systems include:

• MListen (developed in 1996) used to monitor the join/leave times and session dura-
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tion using RTCP of multicast group members on the Multicast Bone (MBone) overlay

network [Almeroth & Ammar, 1996];

• MHealth combined the active and passive monitoring of RTCP and mtrace data to

provide real-time health and topology of the multicast distribution tree [Makofske &

Almeroth, 1999];

However, these tools lacked security, privacy, integrity, provenance, auditability and scal-

ability of accounting information produced, factors that contributed to multicast’s lack of

adoption [Makofske & Almeroth, 1999].

Web Cache Accounting

Recent improvements to web caching architectures such as the transparent cache (see Sec-

tion 2.1.5) seek to maintain the end-to-end relationship of traditional client-server communi-

cation. A transparent cache is an ISP managed distributed network of cache servers located

close to end-users that cache and deliver the most popular web content. However, they en-

counter many of the same challenges as web cache systems related to content accounting

and accountability as they span domains of trust [Yumerefendi & Chase, 2005]. These in-

clude lack of log integrity and ability to conceal information such as user QoE from content

providers. Additionally, content providers have challenges in maintaining control over con-

tent being distributed. This results in some content providers encrypting content, which

cannot be easily cached resulting in just 22%-34% of bandwidth savings for ISPs [Woo et

al., 2013].

2.1.2 Peer-to-Peer (P2P)

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, which are self-organising systems designed to share data through

direct peer communication with optional support from peer-assisted infrastructure [Androutsellis-

Theotokis & Spinellis, 2004], were one of the first architectures to take steps towards pro-

viding content accountability [Haeberlen et al., 2007][Yumerefendi & Chase, 2005]. This

was primarily born out of necessity. For example, a major challenge in distributing content
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on P2P networks is the inability to directly observe untrusted peer interactions, which re-

sults in parameters like end-user download experience, content served, and so forth going

unmeasured [Aditya et al., 2012]. Additionally, many P2P systems are specifically designed

to preserve user anonymity [Androutsellis-Theotokis & Spinellis, 2004]. Furthermore, the

interests of peers in a P2P network are typically not aligned with each other [Clark & Blu-

menthal, 2011], so relying on them for efficient content distribution is unwise. For example,

several BitTorrent clients exist that use the BitTorrent P2P protocol for selfish downloading

by either not contributing to the BitTorrent download process (e.g., BitThief [Locher et al.,

2006]) or by gaming the BitTorrent protocol into contributing minimal resources (e.g., Bit-

Tyrant [Piatek et al., 2007]). Additionally, as P2P systems span domains of trust, they are

also susceptible to Byzantine faults, software bugs, malicious users, and so forth which can

be difficult to identify and isolate [Yumerefendi & Chase, 2005].

Consequently, trying to establish trust in peers in a P2P system is important for building a

dependable and trustworthy content distribution system. This resulted in early research into

trust and accountability in P2P systems taking model designs from centralised reputation sys-

tems built around online communities such as the eBay auction site [Dellarocas, 2001]. For

example, the EigenTrust algorithm uses a transitive trust value to determine the reputation

of a peer. This value is assigned by other peers [Kamvar et al., 2003]. However, reputa-

tion systems such as EigenTrust are typically only effective when nodes repeatedly offend

[Haeberlen et al., 2007]. Additionally, reputation systems are susceptible to Sybil attacks,

where a host forges multiple identities that are used to increase the reputation of specific

peers [Douceur, 2002]. As a result, reputation systems are not a good enough solution when

there is not a penalty for misbehaviour [Yumerefendi & Chase, 2005], a financial incentive

for good behaviour [Sirivianos et al., 2007], or a business requirement for correct analytical

information [Aditya et al., 2012]. In these situations undeniable and non-repudiable evi-

dence of a node’s actions is required [Yumerefendi & Chase, 2005]. Consequently, there is

a requirement to get the untrusted infrastructure to produce evidence of their actions if the

integrity of the content distribution process is required.

There are two generations of P2P system unstructured and structured [Lua et al., 2005].
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The first, unstructured P2P, is characterised by loose joining rules, decentralised downloads,

decentralised search capabilities and the random placement of data across the P2P network

[Lua et al., 2005][Rodrigues & Druschel, 2010]. Content is typically located by random

walks or flooding requests across the P2P network with non-specific search terms e.g.,

Gnutella and BitTorrent [Androutsellis-Theotokis & Spinellis, 2004]. Additionally, many

of these systems have a dependence on centralised infrastructure to locate data and other

peers (e.g., Napster or SETI@home). In contrast, structured P2P is a particular kind of P2P

application, characterised by the use of structured mechanisms such as distributed hash ta-

bles (DHT’s) to place content (or pointers to content) not at random peers but at specific

locations which facilitate fast lookup for future queries [Lua et al., 2005] [Androutsellis-

Theotokis & Spinellis, 2004]. Examples include Chord, Pastry and Kademlia [Lua et al.,

2005][Maymounkov & Mazières, 2002]. Several implementations of structured P2P system

exist such as the Kad Network and Mainline DHT.

In the remainder of this section, we give a brief overview of several unstructured and

structured P2P architectures such as Napster, BitTorrent and the Kad network (based on

Kademlia DHT) and their methodology for collecting accounting information. We also iden-

tify how accountability information can be gathered and utilised by P2P systems based on

the PeerReview [Haeberlen et al., 2007] system. Finally, we identify the weaknesses of P2P

content distribution.

Unstructured P2P: Napster

Napster, launched in 1999 by Shawn Fanning, is credited with being the first peer-to-peer

file-sharing system. It is an unstructured P2P system, which is dependent on centralised

infrastructure for file indexing, searching and peer discovery [Androutsellis-Theotokis &

Spinellis, 2004]. As Napster is a proprietary system, we looked at OpenNap (a reverse

engineered open source Napster server and protocol [Drscholl, 2001]) to understand the ac-

counting information transmitted between Napster servers and peers. The OpenNap server

collects configuration information about peers when they log in such as IP address, port and

available bandwidth [Drscholl, April 2000]. Peers notify the Napster server when they have
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files available for sharing. These files are then indexed. When a peer submits a search re-

quest for a file, the Napster server responds with a list of peers hosting copies of the file.

The Napster client then sorts the results (such as server IP, port, peer bandwidth and file

details) and makes them available to the user who then decides from which server to down-

load. Once the file is selected for download, direct peer-to-peer communication takes place.

Napster was forced to shut down in 2001 due to its part in facilitating the illegal distribution

of copyrighted material following a court case filed by the Recording Industry Association

of America (RIAA) [Lua et al., 2005].

Unstructured P2P: BitTorrent

BitTorrent is a simple P2P protocol designed for peer-to-peer file sharing which runs over

the HTTP protocol. It depends on a centralised infrastructure component known as a tracker

to support file downloads. When a user wants to download a particular file, they search for

a torrent of the file. A torrent contains information about the file including a cryptographic

hash of the data pieces (pieces are fixed file size of 256KB, 512KB or 1MB), tracker URLs

and file length [B. Cohen, 2003]. A BitTorrent client then contacts the tracker or trackers

using the tracker URLs. A tracker’s primary responsibility is to help peers with complete

and partial copies of a file to locate each other. Consequently, trackers gather information

from peers such as file location and total bytes uploaded and downloaded. After an initial

list of peers has been received from a tracker (i.e. the swarm - a list of participating peers

that download and upload content to each other), peers can operate without further contact.

Structured P2P: The Kad Network

The Kad network is a structured P2P overlay implementation of the Kademlia distributed

hash table (DHT), designed in 2002 by Petar Maymounkov and David Mazières. DHT’s

(e.g. Kademlia, Pastry, Tapestry, and so forth) use a hash function (e.g. SHA1, and so

forth) to generate a globally unique key for both host machines and data objects. The key

for a data object is then stored on the host with the closest corresponding key. This method

facilitates efficient lookup for a key typically in O(logN) hops (where N corresponds to the
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number of hosts in the system) and guarantees results. Hosts use an API implementation to

access the DHT to perform operations for generating, adding, updating, locating (routing)

and removing keys in the overlay DHT system. The DHTs differ in their approach to these

operations.

Kademlia, for example, identifies hosts and data objects using a 160-bit key. It deter-

mines the numerically closest host to a data object key using the XOR metric, which defines

the distance between two points in a key space as their bitwise exclusive or (XOR), inter-

preted as d(x,y) = x⊕ y [Maymounkov & Mazières, 2002]. When a Kademlia host sends a

message to another host, it also transmits its <IPAddress, UDP port, hostID>, which can be

added to a list called a k-bucket on the receiving host. The most popular client that supports

the Kad network and uses an implementation of the Kademlia protocol is eMule, an open

source peer-to-peer file sharing application, in active development since 2002.

Accounting, Accountability and Efficiency: P2P Systems

Napster, BitTorrent and the Kad network gather accounting information related to server

configuration and performance, network performance, user engagement, user demographics

and user QoE. Every P2P application has a specific use for information gathered. For exam-

ple, several studies exist (such as Napigator and Xnap [Whitman & Lawrence, 2002][Mauri

et al., 2004]) that use the OpenNap protocol to measure file popularity, music artist demand,

and numbers of users. Similarly, BitTorrent trackers can derive a peer sharing ratio (calcu-

lated by dividing the total data uploaded by the total data downloaded to penalise freeriding.

Comparably, Kademlia k-buckets keep track of node uptime using a least-recently seen evic-

tion policy and low-latency paths. However, the accounting information collected by these

applications lacks any form of trust or accountability, a general characteristic of early P2P

systems. PeerReview [Haeberlen et al., 2007], a system for providing accountability in dis-

tributed systems that span domains of trust, offers a solution to this problem.

PeerReview [Haeberlen et al., 2007] maintains a secure tamper-evident log on each node

for all application messages sent and received in chronological order. Peers are assigned a

public key πi and private key σi pair bound to a unique node identifier, which is used to
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Table 2.1: Attributes of PeerReview: An Accountable P2P Architecture
Attribute PeerReview

Accountability x
Public/Private Key x

Tamper-Evident Log x
Log Consistency x
Trusted Auditing -

Non-Deterministic -
Challenge/Response Protocol x

Rapid Fault Detection -
Defend Accusations x
Statistical Sample x

Centralised -

digitally sign each message sent. Each node n has log entry ei = (si, ti,ci,hi) with a sequence

number si, a type ti and type-specific content ci [Haeberlen et al., 2007]. Each log record

also has a recursively defined hash hi, which creates the hash chain making the log tamper

evident. An authenticator αn
i = σn(si,hi), which is sent as part of the communication process

to node n2, is a signed statement that node n has updated its log entry ei with hash value

hi. To ensure commitment, the receiver node n2 must acknowledge the message received.

Furthermore, a single linear log, which contains all communication between peers, must be

maintained by each node to ensure consistency. This is verified by a set of independent wit-

nesses gathering all authenticators sent by node n. Each node has a number of witnesses

who check its correctness and distribute the results to other nodes in the system. A witness

can request node n to return all log entries within a certain range. It then audits node n’s

actions to ensure they conform to a reference implementation of expected behaviour based

on a deterministic state machine. Moreover, PeerReview’s challenge/response and evidence

protocols help ensure that all correct nodes eventually receive evidence of faulty nodes. Ad-

ditionally, using PeerReview, correct nodes are always able to defend themselves against

false accusations. Finally, while the PeerReview system provides irrefutable evidence of a

node’s actions using hash chains of logs, it does not scale well for large systems (hundreds

of nodes) if every fault is to be detected [Haeberlen et al., 2007]. However, using probabilis-

tic guarantees PeerReview can dramatically increase scalability at the expense of relaxed

completeness guarantees. A summary of PeerReview attributes is available in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.2: Attributes of P2P Architectures: Napster, BitTorrent and Kad
Attribute Napster BitTorrent Kad Network

Trustworthy Accounting - - -
Span Trust Domains x x x

Decentralised - - x
Data Integrity - x x

Data Provenance - - -
Scalable x x -

Content Availability x x -
Proximity Awareness - - -

Transient Nodes x x x
Inexpensive x x x
Searchable x x x

Guaranteed (Content) Control - - -
Guaranteed Quality - - -

Guaranteed Reliability - - -
Guaranteed Performance - - -

Use ISP Cache - - -
Use P2P Cache x x x
Use Multicast - - -

While systems like PeerReview propose solutions for accountability in distributed sys-

tems, P2P systems still have other challenges to overcome. A summary of attributes of P2P

architecture covered in this section is available in Table 2.2. For example, many unstructured

P2P systems e.g., BitTorrent, have difficulty locating less popular content while some search

mechanisms for structured P2P e.g., the Kad Network, can have implications for data scal-

ability, availability and persistence [Androutsellis-Theotokis & Spinellis, 2004]. Moreover,

many P2P systems are susceptible to having geographically dispersed neighbours in addition

to transient node populations joining and leaving the network. CDNs offer solutions to some

of these challenges however.

2.1.3 Content Delivery Networks (CDNs)

Accounting information is more prevalent in Content Delivery Network (CDN) systems,

which is a set of centrally managed, geographically dispersed, strategically located cache

servers that replicate and deliver popular content close to end-users. CDNs started to ap-

pear in 1998 when companies realised the benefits they offered in terms of content control,

delivery quality, reliability, scalability, performance and accounting [Pallis & Vakali, 2006].
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Since then, they have become one of the most important advances in content distribution on

the Internet with Akamai alone claiming to deliver between 15%-30% of the worlds total

web traffic [F. Chen et al., 2015]. The main components of the CDN architecture include:

the content origin server, surrogate/edge servers, software for content replication, request

routing infrastructure (RRI) and logging (data collection and analysis). In the remainder of

this section, we give a brief introduction to these components (followed by examples) as they

form a key element in understanding the requirements of content providers. Moreover, they

have a direct impact on the design of the Savant framework.

Main Components

A CDN is a tree architecture with the content origin server acting as the root of the tree. Data

is pushed to surrogate/edge servers, which are located geographically close to end-users. De-

termining how many copies of content to replicate and to which servers - known as content

outsourcing - is a major challenge. There are three content outsourcing practices that CDN

systems commonly use. These include [Pallis & Vakali, 2006]: cooperative push-based out-

sourcing, non-cooperative pull-based outsourcing and cooperative pull-based outsourcing. In

cooperative push-based outsourcing the content distributor pushes content to the CDN surro-

gate servers (or edge servers) that cooperate with each other to proactively replicate content

before client requests are handled [Pathan & Buyya, 2008]. However, this is a theoretical ap-

proach not used much in practice [Pathan & Buyya, 2008][Pallis & Vakali, 2006][Passarella,

2012]. Traditionally, CDN systems have preferred to use the non-cooperative pull-based out-

sourcing approach, which redirects user requests using DNS redirection or URL rewriting.

Cooperative pull-based outsourcing is reactive, only caching content once it is requested,

but cooperates with other caches if a cache miss occurs [Pallis & Vakali, 2006]. The RRI

component transparently redirects a user’s DNS request based on using a set of metrics such

as content location, latency to server, proximity to server and surrogate server load. The fi-

nal, and arguably one of the most important components in the CDN architecture, is logging

[Aditya et al., 2012]. CDN customers depend on logging information for analytics to help

determine what content is popular, user demographics, user behaviour, and so forth. Addi-
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tionally, content providers want to ensure CDN systems are meeting service level agreements

(SLA’s), as poor end-user QoE can have repercussions such as lower revenues and lower user

subscriptions. CDN systems also depend on logging information to help troubleshoot and

debug system and network faults, resolve security vulnerabilities and bill customers [Repan-

tis et al., 2010].

We have selected the following three CDN systems: Akamai, CoralCDN and YouTube to

illustrate how each system utilises these core CDN components and outline how accounting

and trust is provided to content providers.

Akamai

Akamai, founded in 1998 by a group at MIT as a solution to the flash crowd problem, is

now the biggest content delivery platform in the world with over 170,000 servers located in

102 countries [F. Chen et al., 2015]. Its architecture consists of a virtual overlay network of

edge servers comprising of the origin server, edge servers, mapping system (RRI), content

outsourcing (transport) system, logging infrastructure, control software and a management

portal [Nygren et al., 2010]. Most of these components (edge servers, mapping system, con-

tent outsourcing system and logging) act in accordance with full or partial content delivery

based on the non-cooperative pull-based outsourcing technique [Passarella, 2012].

Content replication information from the content outsourcing system acts as input for

RRI metrics. Additionally, edge server logs are mined for information about the server

and network performance, debugging and troubleshooting network faults, raising alarms and

billing customers. Akamai uses these logs to develop historical metrics based on server

performance and global network conditions for use in their RRI. Furthermore, Akamai’s

management portal allows customers to view analytics related to end-user demographics,

user behaviour, network QoE, and so forth [Nygren et al., 2010]. However, the amount of

logging information gathered can consume massive resources such as in Akamai’s Query

system [Repantis et al., 2010] (see Section 2.5.2). For example, in 2010 Akamai processed

over 100TB of logs per day collected from edge server’s [Nygren et al., 2010].

In contrast to Akamai’s commercial use of the non-cooperative pull-based outsourcing
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technique, CoralCDN uses the cooperative pull-based outsourcing technique, which is sup-

ported by a distributed hash table (DHT) [Pathan & Buyya, 2008][Passarella, 2012].

CoralCDN

CoralCDN, is an open source academic CDN based on P2P technologies, which has been

publicly available across the PlanetLab test bed since 2004. In 2011, it was serving between

25-50 million requests per day [CoralCDN, 2011]. The system was originally designed

so that participating peers could contribute resources to the CoralCDN network. However,

due to security implications (such as data integrity and susceptibility to pollution attacks)

it continues to be run on a centrally administered trusted test bed of primarily PlanetLab

server’s [Freedman, 2010].

The architecture itself is based on three major components: an indexing layer called

Coral, HTTP proxies and DNS servers. The Coral indexing layer offers abstract improve-

ments to existing DHT systems by helping locate nearby copies of data and avoiding server

hotspots. Coral achieves this by allowing lists of pointers (i.e. a pointer to a host with a

copy of the data) to be stored with the same key across multiple hosts. These lists offer

weaker consistency because Coral stores lists of pointers to many nodes that host data in

contrast to traditional DHT systems. A traditional DHT has only one value stored per key at

each host. This technique is known as distributed sloppy hash table (DSHT) by the authors

[Freedman & Mazières, 2003]. Furthermore, locality awareness is improved across the CDN

architecture by introducing hierarchical levels of DSHT called clusters, which have a maxi-

mum desired round trip time (RTT) called a diameter [Freedman et al., 2004]. CoralCDN, in

its current implementation, uses a three-level cluster hierarchy: regional (30ms), continental

(100ms) and global (∞) [Freedman et al., 2004] and each host becomes a member of each

cluster.

The most appealing aspect of CoralCDN’s design (which we have incorporated into the

generic model in Section 3.1) is its support for P2P content distribution. However, the in-

ability to distribute content from untrusted infrastructure (due to threats to pollution, data

integrity, and so forth) limits CoralCDNs ability to utilise this resource. Furthermore, pos-
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Figure 2.1: YouTube Architecture[adapted from [Adhikari et al., 2012]]

sibly due to CoralCDN being an academic CDN, it does not offer access to server logging

for analytics and reporting purposes. However, CoralCDN allows the origin host to track

the originator of the content request (i.e. does not interfere with absolute URL’s) to which

CoralCDN delivers the content.

In contrast to CoralCDN’s use of the cooperative pull-based outsourcing technique, YouTube

uses the non-cooperative pull-based outsourcing technique, which is supported by a dis-

tributed network of trustworthy hierarchical cache servers [Adhikari et al., 2012].

YouTube

YouTube, founded in 2005 by a group of ex-PayPal employees and acquired by Google in

2006, is a video sharing website that allows users to play videos on demand. There is no

public information available from Google about the YouTube CDN architecture, however it

was reverse engineered in a 2012 paper (architecture depicted in Figure 2.1) [Adhikari et

al., 2012]. According to [Adhikari et al., 2012], the YouTube CDN is based on three major

components: a flat video id space, multiple layers of anycast DNS hostnames that map to

geographically dispersed servers in a 3-tier cache hierarchy.
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The YouTube 3-tier cache hierarchy is comprised of a physical tier (in 38 geographic lo-

cations), a secondary tier (in eight geographic locations) and a tertiary tier (in five geographic

locations) [Adhikari et al., 2012]. YouTube uses a flat 11 character string literal identifier to

uniquely identify videos e.g. ’gqGEMQveoqg’. The total collection of video ids is referred

to as the video id space [Adhikari et al., 2012]. YouTube uses a fixed mapping technique

(using consistent hashing) to map video ids in the video id space to an anycast hostname at

the physical tier that has responsibility for serving the video e.g., v1.lscache1.c.youtube.com

[Adhikari et al., 2012]. Using the anycast hostname and multiple rounds of DNS resolutions

and HTTP redirections it is possible to locate a surrogate server geographically close to the

end-user that is responsible for the video delivery. Content distributed over the YouTube

infrastructure closely follows the Pareto Principle (80-20 rule) where the top most popular

10% of viewable items is viewed 80% of the time [Cha et al., 2007]. Popular video’s (i.e.

videos with more than 2 million views) have a much higher probability of being served by

the physical tier than unpopular videos, which need to be retrieved from secondary or tertiary

tiers [Adhikari et al., 2012].

YouTube provides extensive analytics to all content providers for advertising, user en-

gagement and user demographics. However, because Google controls the entire CDN in-

frastructure used to distribute YouTube content, no content distribution metrics are made

available for user QoE or network performance to content providers.

Accounting, Accountability and Efficiency: Content Distribution Networks

Currently, centrally managed CDN infrastructures offer the best option for the production

of trustworthy accounting information by guaranteeing the integrity of the information gath-

ered. However, this CDN model for accounting is based on trust. Content providers need to

trust the CDN will deliver content with adequate quality, speed and reliability, which is ver-

ified through the provision of accounting information. Moreover, content providers need to

trust the accounting information CDNs produce because they lack non-repudiable evidence

of actions taken i.e. accountability. However, CDN vendors depend on their reputations for

providing these services to keep existing customers and attract new ones [Clark & Blumen-
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Table 2.3: Attributes of Repeat and Compare: An Accountable CDN Architecture
Attribute Repeat and Compare

Accountability x
Public/Private Key x

Tamper-Evident Log x
Log Consistency x
Trusted Auditing x

Non-Deterministic -
Challenge/Response Protocol -

Rapid Fault Detection -
Defend Accusations x
Statistical Sample x

Centralised x

thal, 2011].

Moreover, the business model used by a CDN also determines the amount of informa-

tion it will share with content providers. For example, Akamai allows content providers to

view information such as user engagement, user QoE, advertising, user demographics and

network performance metrics [Nygren et al., 2010]. Furthermore, the Akamai Query sys-

tem gathers extensive information about distributed surrogate servers to detect system and

network anomalies, monitor system usage, raise alarms and troubleshoot problems, which is

available to Akamai staff and indirectly to Akamai customers [Repantis et al., 2010]. In con-

trast, YouTube only provide accounting information on: advertising, user engagement and

user demographics, while CoralCDN provides no accounting information at all to content

providers.

Lack of accountability i.e. the ability to establish integrity, authenticity, provenance, trust

and audit accounting information received, is also an issue for CDNs. However, Repeat and

Compare proposes a framework for providing accountability in untrusted peer-to-peer CDN

environments for static and dynamically generated content [Michalakis et al., 2007]. This

is supported by verifiers, which are randomly selected replica servers that deterministically

repeat the content generation process and compare the results with attestation records re-

ceived from the client. Attestation records provide undeniable evidence of replica server

behaviour by cryptographically binding them to content generated. Moreover, they bind

replica servers to code and external inputs used to deliver static and dynamic content. As
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Table 2.4: Attributes of CDN Architectures: Akamai, CoralCDN and YouTube
Attribute Amakai CoralCDN YouTube

Trustworthy Accounting x - x
Span Trust Domains - - -

Decentralised - - -
Data Integrity x x x

Data Provenance x x x
Scalable x x x

Content Availability x x x
Proximity Awareness x x x

Transient Nodes - - -
Inexpensive - x -
Searchable x x x

Guaranteed (Content) Control x - x
Guaranteed Quality x - x

Guaranteed Reliability x - x
Guaranteed Performance x - x

Use ISP Cache - - -
Use P2P Cache - - -
Use Multicast - - -

a result, an attestation record contains inputs e.g., client requests and original content, and

execution environment information e.g., API library and configuration parameters used. At-

testation records are included with all client requests and server responses and form a chain

of accountability from the client to the server. Each client and replica server has a public

key πi and private key σi pair generated by a trusted certification authority, which is used

to digitally sign each attestation record sent. Secure authentication is fundamental to the

Repeat and Compare system and if private keys are compromised a client or replica may

be held falsely accountable for illicit actions taken. Furthermore, a list of suspected replica

servers is distributed by a centralised set of trusted verifiers or using a decentralised trust

model based on off-line trust relationships between clients and replica servers. Repeat and

Compare offers eventual detection guarantees as clients forward sample attestation records

to verifiers, which supports scalability. A summary list of Repeat and Compare attributes is

available in Table 2.3.

CDNs offer content distributors a centralised element that supports data control, integrity,

provenance, availability, scalability and gives trustworthy accounting information for content

distributed. In most cases, such as large CDNs like Akamai and YouTube, they almost
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always guarantee quality, reliability and performance for content delivered. A summary

list of the attributes of CDN architectures covered in this section is available in Table 2.4.

However, there are also several disadvantages to using CDNs in comparison to other content

distribution architectures such as web caching, P2P, and so forth. For example, they are

expensive to deploy and maintain, generate a lot of accounting information, and many CDNs

are not close enough to the end-user to provide a quality content delivery experience [Bitar

et al., 2012][Frank et al., 2013]. Some solutions to these challenges already exist however.

For example, multi-CDN optimisers such as C3 provided by Conviva (see Section 2.5.4)

use primitive QoE metrics in order to redirect clients to the best available CDN server if

QoE problems are being encountered [Ganjam et al., 2015]. Similarly, some CDN systems

based on the non-cooperative pull-based outsourcing technique (e.g., Akamai and YouTube)

can provide at least some content delivery over the last mile due to peering agreements and

cache servers located inside ISP networks (see Network CDNs in Section 2.1.6). Moreover,

hybrid CDN-P2P systems offer solutions to some of these challenges.

2.1.4 Hybrid CDN-P2P

In a hybrid CDN-P2P architecture, the CDN edge server can use the resources of P2P peers

such as CPU, memory, storage and bandwidth [Yin et al., 2009] while acting as a regular

server to clients not participating in P2P distribution, acting as a tracker (a centralised server

that supports file downloads) for new P2P peers joining the network and acting as a seed

(a peer who has a complete copy of a file) for P2P peers already on the P2P network [Yin

et al., 2010]. Research has shown that using the resources of peers in this way can reduce

the load on edge servers by up to two-thirds [C. Huang et al., 2008]. For example, PPLive

- a P2P video on demand (VoD) streaming system popular in China - reports serving 1.5

million users each with a 400 kbps stream using less than 10 Mbps server bandwidth [Hei

et al., 2007]. Similarly, Akamai NetSession (Akamai’s hybrid CDN-P2P system) reports

offloading 70%-80% of traffic to peers from CDN infrastructure without any impact on QoE

[Zhao et al., 2013].

There are two types of P2P streaming models used by CDN-P2P: tree-based and mesh-
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based. In tree-based P2P, streaming peers are organised into groups that construct an over-

lay spanning tree for efficient data distribution, which is typically self-organising and self-

improving [Chu et al., 2002]. The tree-based streaming model delivers data to peers with low

delay and there is a reduction in packets travelling across the network compared to unicast or

mesh based P2P. Examples of tree-based CDN-P2P system include: PeerCast, End System

Multicast (ESM) [ESM, 2007] and SplitStream [Castro et al., 2003].

Mesh-based P2P streaming inspired by BitTorrent’s file swarming process, receives streams

from multiple parent peers by requesting (pulling) advertised (available) chunks of data. It

can also send streams to multiple child peers [Magharei et al., 2007]. Mesh-based P2P is

robust to peers joining and leaving with fair uploading but needs to maintain a large buffer

cache in case of late arrival of video segments [Yin et al., 2010]. Examples of mesh based

CDN-P2P system include PPLive [Y. Huang et al., 2008], AntFarm [R. S. Peterson & Sirer,

2009] and Akamai NetSession [Zhao et al., 2013]. A hybrid streaming approach combines

the push tree-based model with the pull mesh-based model, which leads to efficient delivery

with robustness to churn [Yin et al., 2009]. LiveSky [Yin et al., 2010] is example of the

hybrid approach.

Four hybrid CDN-P2P streaming systems: ESM [ESM, 2007], SplitStream [Castro et

al., 2003], PPLive [Y. Huang et al., 2008] and LiveSky [Yin et al., 2010], which demonstrate

tree-based, mesh-based and the hybrid streaming approach to content delivery are discussed

in the remainder of this section. Moreover, we briefly discuss SAAR [Nandi et al., 2007],

a control overlay for cooperative endsystem multicast (CEM) systems. Finally, we identify

what accounting information is collected to support the content distribution process.

End System Multicast (ESM) and SplitStream

The ESM research project, started in 1999 at Carnegie Mellon University [ESM, 2007], pio-

neered research into real-time P2P overlay multicast streaming. ESM is not currently imple-

mented in any production environments, however some of the ESM team went on to found

Conviva (which develops tools to support online video broadcast) in 2006 [ESM, 2007].

ESM, which is modelled on multicast IP, uses end-hosts to provide support for packet repli-
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cation and group membership instead of using dedicated IP infrastructure [Chu et al., 2002].

Research has shown that ESM can provide a 14-fold reduction of packets travelling over the

same link when compared to unicast traffic while using about twice as much bandwidth as

multicast IP [Chu et al., 2002].

New end nodes join an ESM broadcast by contacting the broadcast source, which replies

with a random list of nodes currently participating in the overlay communication. Each node

maintains a partial list of nodes in the network for future parent selection, and periodically

learns about new members using a gossip protocol [J. Liu et al., 2008]. This list includes

the path (parents, grandparents, and so forth) back to data source, which is used to prevent

routing loops by enabling nodes to notify parents that they are descendants during probing.

A host joining the group (say host "B"), runs a parent selection algorithm that probes hosts B

knows about. These hosts reply with their current throughput and delay from source, whether

they are saturated, whether they are a descendant of B and based on the response, B is able

to determine the RTT to the source [Chu et al., 2004]. The new host B then selects a parent

with the best throughput and least delay. The parent selection algorithm helps construct an

overlay tree (tree-based P2P) rooted at the source that is optimised primarily for bandwidth

and secondarily for delay, which is self-organising, incrementally self-improving (as new

network information becomes available) and adaptive to change [Chu et al., 2002].

However, ESM and similar tree-based P2P streaming systems use a single multicast tree

when distributing content [Castro et al., 2003]. Moreover, they depend on a small number of

peers for content distribution and can perform poorly when peer parents leave the system due

to packet loss. However, the SplitStream system improves on these problems by facilitating

the creation of efficient and scalable multi-trees (multicast trees) that reduce the bandwidth

demands on individual peers. Multi-trees split the content into independent disjoint stripes of

equal size and balance the forwarding load between participating peers [Castro et al., 2003].

Stripes are content encoded using techniques such as Multiple Description Coding (MDC),

which splits content into multiple prioritised descriptions. Content can be reconstructed

from any subset of stripes received at participating peers. The more stripes received the

more video quality improves. SplitStream is implemented using the Pastry DHT [Lua et
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al., 2005] and Scribe [Castro et al., 2002]. Pastry is a structured self-organising peer-to-

peer overlay network based on distributed hash tables with proximity awareness [Lua et

al., 2005]. Scribe is a decentralised application-level multicast system built upon Pastry

with resource discovery that can support large groups and an arbitrary number of members

with highly dynamic membership [Castro et al., 2002]. This combination of technologies

enables the SplitStream algorithm to construct multi-tree forests in a decentralised, scalable,

efficient and self-organising environment facilitating increased fault tolerance, path diversity

and forwarding load with low delay and link stress in comparison to ESM.

PPLive

The PPLive system is a high quality P2P protocol and application for streaming live video

and VoD - developed in 2004 at Huazhong University of Science and Technology in China. It

was commercialised in 2005 into a popular P2P based IPTV application. When a peer joins

the PPLive network, it interacts with several main centralised architectural components using

a gossip protocol (over UDP), which include: a bootstrap server, a content index server, a

tracker server (to find local peers) and a logging server [Y. Huang et al., 2008]. Once a peer

finds local peers sharing the requested content, it can also begin participating in file sharing

using the mesh-based P2P streaming model. PPLive uses its TV Engine buffer to reassemble

received video chunks, distribute chunks to other peers, reduce download rate variations

in the P2P network and feed the media buffer for video playback. To compensate for the

distribution of time-shifted content in the PPLive VoD system, peers contribute additional

disk storage to the TV Engine buffer (e.g., 1GB [Y. Huang et al., 2008]). PPLive initially

used TCP for streaming, but changed to UDP in 2007 [Y. Liu et al., 2009].

The PPLive system collects metrics that enable the content provider to determine the

health of the PPLive system. In AntFarm, which is also a mesh based P2P system, a cen-

tralised coordinator collects similar metrics and utilises them to optimise bandwidth alloca-

tion to reduce average download latencies across all peers [R. S. Peterson & Sirer, 2009].

Furthermore, SwarmServer [Sharma et al., 2014] analyses the benefits of coordinator (or

controller) performance in mesh based P2P protocols by comparing similar metrics gathered
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across a broad range of client-assisted content delivery systems. The LiveSky and SAAR

systems gathers similar accounting information but in a hybrid streaming environment.

LiveSky and SAAR

LiveSky is a commercially deployed CDN-P2P live streaming system developed by Chi-

naCache. The LiveSky CDN-P2P architecture is comprised of [Yin et al., 2010]: a man-

agement centre; service nodes that distribute content to end hosts; end hosts that are either

peer-to-peer nodes or legacy client-server nodes. LiveSky utilizes a hybrid tree-based and

mesh-based streaming service over UDP for P2P content distribution [Yin et al., 2010]. Ser-

vice nodes and peer nodes both aggregate and submit summarised logs regularly to a log

server in the management centre. Information gathered includes [Yin et al., 2009]: users

joining and leaving the system, bytes uploaded and downloaded, list of peer interaction,

playback quality and buffer fill-up time.

SAAR [Nandi et al., 2007], a control overlay for cooperative endsystem multicast (CEM)

systems, gathers similar metrics to LiveSky but separates data dissemination and control into

separate overlay networks. Consequently, the control overlay can be shared among multiple

data plane structures (e.g., tree, multi-tree, mesh-based), each distributing different content

or channels (e.g., IPTV). Participating peers in each data overlay or group maintain a set of

state variables and proactively send updates to the control overlay. Updates include: peer

forwarding capacity, current load, stream loss rate, tree-depth, and so forth. Group variables

are aggregated by the control plane, which is managed by a spanning-tree rooted at a random

member of the control overlay. Utilising aggregate system state information, SAAR can

support efficient peer selection using an anycast primitive, which takes a constraint and an

objective function as arguments. For example, a constraint might include all nodes with

spare forwarding capacity, while the objective function might seek to limit distance from

parent nodes. Using this methodology, SAARs offers improved content delivery, reduced

channel-switching time and reduced peer overhead while supporting multiple different data

plane structures for content dissemination.
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Accounting, Accountability and Efficiency: Hybrid CDN-P2P Systems

Based on our analysis, hybrid CDN-P2P systems typically gather accounting information on

server configuration and performance, network performance, user engagement and user QoE

[Yin et al., 2009][Y. Huang et al., 2008]. This information can tell a content publisher about

each participating host, the current overlay tree, the bandwidth of each overlay link, current

group membership and host performance [Chu et al., 2004]. Information gathered can also

be used to calculate additional metrics. For example, rebuffering rate i.e. the number of

clients that go into a buffering state per minute, start-up delay, aggregate quality indices, and

so forth [Yin et al., 2009]. Consequently, this information enables the CDN-P2P systems to

select the best service node for each peer, facilitates localised P2P interaction, keeps CDN

costs to a minimum while ensuring a good QoE for end-users.

To our knowledge none of these systems utilise accountability when collecting account-

ing information. However, the Reliable Client Accounting (RCA) system [Aditya et al.,

2012] proposes an accountability framework for hybrid CDN-P2P systems adopting simi-

lar principles to PeerReview [Haeberlen et al., 2007] by maintaining a hash chain of logs

between communicating peers (e.g., log entry e j = (h j,s j, t j,c j)). However, it differs in sev-

eral fundamental ways. First, the CDN infrastructure can audit logs in order to check for

integrity, consistency and plausibility i.e. modelled as an abstract state machine. This is

in contrast to PeerReview, which uses witnesses or peer infrastructure to audit logs based

on deterministic state machine. Furthermore, RCA’s focus is on reliable client accounting

rather than fault detection. Additionally, trusted RCA infrastructure use mechanisms to con-

trol client paring, quarantining problematic nodes (using statistical anomaly detection) and

issue public key πi and private key σi pairs to nodes. Moreover, RCA enforces resource

limits with the intention of constraining/minimising the impact of different types of attack

(e.g., Sybil). This information can also be used during auditing to verify clients are perform-

ing as expected. Additionally, RCA’s tamper-evident logs are designed with the intention of

reducing processing overhead on CDN infrastructure. Consequently, each client maintains

a hash sub chain along with one pair of authenticators α i
j = (s j,h j,σi(s j||h j)) for each peer

it communicates with. This represents a commitment of log integrity to the latest log entry
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Table 2.5: Attributes of RCA: An Accountable Hybrid CDN-P2P Architecture
Attribute RCA

Accountability x
Public/Private Key x

Tamper-Evident Log x
Log Consistency x
Trusted Auditing x

Non-Deterministic x
Challenge/Response Protocol x

Rapid Fault Detection -
Defend Accusations x
Statistical Sample x

Centralised x

and hash chain state (signed by i’s private key σi). All RCA authenticators are cumulative

as each message or acknowledgement can be used to verify all pervious log entries. This is

in contrast to PeerReview, which maintains a single linear log for all communication-taking

place between peers.

Enforcing resource limits in RCA is achieved by issuing resource certificates to clients

joining the network based on physical attributes. Attributes bound to clients include: public

key πi, client GUID Gi, maximum throughput Ci (assigned based on a bandwidth test), IP

address Ai, and expiration time Ti i.e. several hours. The issued certificate is signed by

the RCA CDN infrastructures private key σP and are reissued when they expire or when

the client IP address changes. As a result, a certificate has the following properties: τi =

σP(πi,Gi,Ci,Ai,Ti). The certificate τi issued to a client is sent back to CDN infrastructure

along with tamper-evident logs that are signed by the nodes private key σi and a set of

authenticators A j, which provide non-repudiable evidence of a node’s actions. Once auditing

is complete, logs can be checked for consistency, plausibility and statistical anomalies. A

summary of RCA’s attributes is available in Table 2.5.

Hybrid systems have several limitations including not being able to utilise cache re-

sources or multicast infrastructure in ISP networks. Moreover, they have issues producing

trustworthy accounting information. Fortunately, the RCA system offers solutions to the

reliable accounting problem. A full summary of hybrid CDN-P2P architecture attributes

covered in this section is available in Table 2.6. Transparent cache systems, network CDNs
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Table 2.6: Attributes of Hybrid CDN-P2P Architectures: ESM, SplitStream, PPLive,
LiveSky and SAAR

Attribute ESM SplitStream PPLive LiveSky SAAR
Trustworthy Accounting - - - - -

Span Trust Domains x x x x x
Decentralised - - - - -
Data Integrity - - - - -

Data Provenance - - - - -
Scalable x x x x x

Content Availability x x x x x
Proximity Awareness - x x x x

Transient Nodes x x x x x
Inexpensive x x x x x
Searchable x x x x x

Guaranteed (Content) Control x x x x x
Guaranteed Quality x x x x x

Guaranteed Reliability x x x x x
Guaranteed Performance x x x x x

Use ISP Cache x x x x x
Use P2P Cache x x x x x
Use Multicast x x x x x

and CDN Interconnection standardisation efforts propose solutions some of these challenges.

2.1.5 Transparent Caching

Similar to a web cache, the transparent cache is an ISP managed distributed network of

cache servers located close to end-users that cache and deliver the most popular web con-

tent. However, they maintain the end-to-end relationship of traditional client-server commu-

nication. ISPs have had to deal with the rapid growth in so-called over-the-top (OTT) data

traffic instituted by CDNs and services like YouTube and Netflix without yielding any addi-

tional revenue for the network operator. Transparent caching offers a partial solution to the

bandwidth burden of OTT traffic by caching content close to end-users. For example, AT&T

stated in a 2011 IP&TV forum presentation that content cached close to end-users needs to

travel less distance (about 90% less) across a network than content peered from an upstream

CDN [Skytide, Decemeber 2012].

A transparent cache works by redirecting web traffic to a cache server using deep packet

inspection (DPI), Policy Based Routing (PBR) and the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
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without the need to configure a user’s web browser [Barish & Obraczke, 2000]. Transparent

caching has been an area of research since the early 90’s, but previous transparent caches

failed to maintain sufficient state for some application logic, which resulted in reduced func-

tionality for users such as during user login and delivering device specific content e.g., iPad,

iPhone, Nokia Lumia, and so forth. Recent improvements to transparent caching seek to

maintain the end-to-end client-server relationship, which has the added benefit of always

delivering fresh content, facilitating copyright compliance, and introducing no security vul-

nerabilities while being transparent to the user and the content provider.

There are two types of new transparent cache architecture: in-line and out-of-band. The

in-line transparent cache uses DPI to inspect all data requests and responses, replying with

cached data or caching requested data for later reuse. PeerApp is an example of an in-line

transparent cache system. The out-of-band transparent cache is located off the main network

and only certain types of traffic such as CDN and P2P are redirected to it. Examples of

out-of-band transparent cache systems include OverSi and Quilt. These types of transparent

cache are able to handle multiple forms of data such as HTTP, Real-Time Messaging Protocol

(RTMP), BitTorrent and automatically update themselves to store popular content.

PeerApp: UltraBand

PeerApp’s UltraBand provides a caching solution for the delivery of virtually any service or

application including OTT video, software downloads, web browsing and P2P content deliv-

ery. UltraBand’s architecture consists of a cache engine, which is used to detect repeatedly

requested content; storage disks, which hold the content and a management centre, which is

used for reporting, configuration and management [PeerApp, 2014b]. UltraBand uses DPI

to intercept all traffic destined for the Internet and serves the requested content locally if it

is available. One of the key features of UltraBand is that it maintains the relationship with

the content provider by waiting for them to confirm delivery before serving the requested

content. This technique, known as prefix-based web caching, compares the first N-bytes (the

prefix-key) and the content-length of a requested cacheable, dynamic or un-cacheable web

object with the prefix-key and content-length of cached web objects [Woo et al., 2013]. If
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they both match the download is cancelled and instead delivered from the local cache. This

enables UltraBand to comply with US (DMCA 1998) and EU (E-Commerce Directive 2000)

digital protection laws as the application business logic is not interfered with and content is

always up-to-date.

Oversi’s: OverCache

Oversi’s transparent cache solution OverCache, provides caching for OTT video and P2P

content delivery. OverCache maintains the client-server relationship with the CDN content

provider for content requests but delivers the video file from a local cache server using the

same prefix-based web caching technique as PeerApp [Woo et al., 2013]. OverCache consists

of several architectural components including: a control plane, which offers a centralised

view of subscriber demands; a data plane, which includes a network of distributed content

caches; a management plane, which offers centralised management for the whole system.

The OverCache control plane intercepts traffic using DPI, PBR and BGP destined for

popular CDN and P2P networks and diverts packets to the data plane cache servers. The

data plane collects and stores HTTP and P2P traffic and provides better QoE to end-users

when delivering requested content.

Accounting, Accountability and Efficiency: Transparent Cache Systems

The transparent cache systems neglect to provide any accounting information to the content

distributor or content provider. They also fail to provide any accountability information for

content distributed. Moreover, a transparent cache’s inability to handle many streaming pro-

tocols or encrypted traffic results in just 22%-34% of bandwidth savings [Woo et al., 2013].

However, the transparent cache system does offer many desirable attributes for content dis-

tribution. These include: cheap resources close to end users in ISP networks that offer low

latency, high performance, large cache resources and support content control. A summary of

transparent cache architecture attributes covered in this section is available in Table 2.7.

In combination with CDN Interconnection (CDNI), network CDN (NCDN) and virtu-

alisation architectures, transparent cache software and infrastructure are evolving towards a
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Table 2.7: Attributes of Transparent Cache Architectures: UltraBand and OverCache
Attribute UltraBand OverCache

Accounting - -
Span Trust Domains x x

Decentralised x x
Data Integrity - -

Data Provenance - -
Scalable x x

Content Availability x x
Proximity Awareness x x

Transient Nodes - -
Inexpensive x x
Searchable x x

Guaranteed (Content) Control x x
Guarantee Quality x x

Guarantee Reliability x x
Guarantee Performance x x

Use ISP Cache x x
Use P2P Cache x x
Use Multicast - -

fully featured framework for content distribution [PeerApp, 2014a]. This is explored further

in the next section.

2.1.6 Network CDN, CDNI and Virtualisation

The following architectures, which each have desirable attributes but different underlying

objectives are evolving towards a fully featured framework of content distribution. This can

be attributed to network CDNs (NCDNs), CDNI standards and the IETF Network Function

Virtualisation (NFV) framework. In the remainder of this section, we give a brief overview

of NCDNs, CDNI and virtualisation standards. Furthermore, we give a brief overview of

how PeerApp’s transparent cache system has evolved to support NFV. Finally, we outline the

provision for accounting and accountability in these architectures.

Network CDN (NCDN)

A network CDN (NCDN) is a CDN deployed and managed inside an ISPs network at the

network’s point of presence (PoPs) i.e. where subscribers connect to the Internet. There are

two types of NCDN: managed and licensed [Sharma et al., 2013]. In a managed NCDN,
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a CDN provider such as Akamai or the Google Global Cache place their own servers at

PoPs inside the ISP’s network, which they maintain on behalf of the ISP. In contrast, a CDN

provider such as Akamai or EdgeCast license CDN software to ISPs enabling them to deploy

and manage their own CDN. Consequently, ISPs can determine where to place content, route

and redirect user requests. This enables NCDNs to enhance end-user QoE in comparison to

traditional CDNs and reduce the traffic on the backhaul and core network. For example,

recent research indicates that a mobile operator managed CDN with optimal positioning of

cache servers in their network can reduce content retrieval costs by more than 50% when

80% of content is cached in the CDN close to users [Spagna et al., 2013].

There has been a lot of recent research in this area. For example, several projects in-

vestigate content placement, routing and redirection strategies [Spagna et al., 2013][Sharma

et al., 2013]. Moreover, several projects are investigating NCDN and virtualisation in areas

of resource sharing and providing a dynamic and scalable architecture that is easily man-

aged [Jain & Paul, 2013][ETSI, 2013]. However, there are still outstanding challenges with

regards to accounting and accountability, controlling content, request routing and sharing

metadata between upstream and downstream CDNs. Consequently, interconnection between

independent CDNs is an area of active research, which try to address many of these chal-

lenges.

CDNs and Interconnection

The aim of the various on-going CDNI standardisation efforts (IETF CDNI [L. Peterson et

al., 2014]; ETSI Media Content Distribution (MCD) and Telecommunications and Internet

Converged Services and Protocols (TISPAN) CDNI [ETSI, 2011]; and ATIS Cloud Services

Forum (CSF) [ATIS, June 2011]) is to overcome many of the shortcomings of existing archi-

tectures by establishing a model for communication between separately administered CDNs.

A CDNI standard will enable an authoritative upstream CDN to utilise the infrastructure of a

standalone CDN that can offer the best service for content distribution. This involves defin-

ing how content is to be added, updated, deleted, pushed, pulled, converted (conversion or

adaptation), blocked (geo-blocking), logged, and so forth between one or multiple CDNs.
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Utilising CDNI infrastructure in this way will help reduce content delivery costs, facilitate

better quality of experience for end-users and increase delivery robustness for network opera-

tors and CDN systems [Bitar et al., 2012]. Because the primary goals of each standardisation

effort are the same, we focus on IETF’s CDNI standardisation effort as a sample illustration

of CDNI architecture.

IETF Content Distribution Network Interconnection (CDNI)

The IETF CDNI standardisation effort was established in 2011 with the intention of provid-

ing a model for CDN interconnection to industry, which develops on guidelines and require-

ments gathered by the IETF Content Internetworking (CDI) group [Day et al., 2003]. The

CDNI model specifies interfaces and functionality for [Bitar et al., 2012][L. Peterson et al.,

2014]: a control interface, a request routing interface, a metadata interface and a logging

interface. The CDNI control interface facilitates CDN communication by helping intercon-

nected CDNs with initial bootstrap, agreeing what logging information to share, purging old

content, updating new content, and so forth. The request routing interface ensures the user

is redirected to the correct downstream CDN for service delivery. The metadata interface

enables the downstream CDN to request metadata information e.g., actor, genre, rating, con-

tent resolution, aspect ratio, and so forth, from the upstream CDN [Bitar et al., 2012]. The

logging interface facilitates the distribution of logging information between interconnected

CDNs for billing, reporting and analytics purposes.

A major challenge for the CDNI group is the provision of an adequate solution for the

sharing of logging information between CDNs while maintaining log integrity. Logging

information is used by CDNs to charge content providers and perform analytics related to

system and network performance, troubleshoot issues, track audiences and determine quality

of service (QoS) to end-users. For example, an upstream CDN depends on these logs to en-

sure the user achieves adequate QoS and that SLA targets were achieved by the downstream

CDN. However, a downstream CDN may want to conceal system outages. Additionally, a

downstream CDN may want to hide the topology of their network, the number of distribution

servers and their location. Therefore, some filtering or obfuscation of the logging informa-
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tion is required by CDNs before sharing logs, but not enough to conceal critical information.

The question of how to filter logs while maintaining their integrity remains unanswered by

the CDNI architecture. One of the suggested solutions involves utilising a trusted third party

CDN to filter the logs [L. Peterson et al., 2014].

Virtualisation

In addition to using NCDN principles and infrastructure and CDNI standards, CDNs are

utilising virtualisation services inside ISP networks for content distribution. In these en-

vironments CDNs relinquish control over physical computation resources to ISPs with the

objective of being closer to end-users (i.e. subscribers) so that server delay and network

traffic are reduced. Moreover, virtual servers can be allocated in hours or minutes in differ-

ent locations in an ISPs network depending on end-user demands, application requirements

and resource availability [Frank et al., 2013]. For example, the Network Platform as a Ser-

vice (NetPaaS) framework supports CDN-ISP collaboration by allowing CDNs to expand or

shrink virtual server resources inside ISP networks on-demand [Frank et al., 2013].

Furthermore, the IETF Network Function Virtualisation (NVF) framework advocates

evolving virtualisation technology to combine networking hardware functions in software

that can be run on standard high volume servers, switches and storage infrastructure [ETSI,

2013][Mijumbi et al., 2016]. This results in reduced power consumption, service innovation

and automation, operational efficiencies, manageability, flexibility and efficiencies for ISP’s,

content providers and content distributors [ETSI, 2013][Jain & Paul, 2013]. For example,

these principles have been utilised recently by transparent cache providers (e.g., PeerApp)

and CDN providers (e.g., EdgeCast and Limelight) to distribute high quality video (with 4K

(4000 pixel) resolution) reliably to end users while reducing costs and network traffic and

increasing end-user QoE [PeerApp, 2014a].
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Table 2.8: Attributes of NCDN, CDNI and Virtualisation Architectures
Attribute NCDN CDNI Virtualisation

Trustworthy Accounting - - x
Span Trust Domains x x x

Decentralised x x -
Data Integrity - - -

Data Provenance - - -
Scalable x x x

Content Availability x x x
Proximity Awareness x x x

Transient Nodes - - -
Inexpensive x x x
Searchable x x x

Guaranteed (Content) Control x x x
Guaranteed Quality x x x

Guaranteed Reliability x x x
Guaranteed Performance x x x

Use ISP Cache x x -
Use P2P Cache - - -
Use Multicast - - -

Accounting, Accountability and Efficiency: NCDN, CDNI and Virtualisation Environ-

ments

NCDN, CDNI and virtualisation architectures offer cheap mechanisms of distributing con-

tent with guaranteed performance, quality, reliability, and so forth. Additionally, content

control is maintained by the content provider. These environments can also collect all ac-

counting information, which is shared with content providers. However, they do not provide

accountability capabilities to track and audit file history, integrity or provenance of logging

information produced for physical or VM servers used [Ko et al., 2011]. Moreover, they

cannot utilise P2P or multicast infrastructure. A summary of architecture attributes covered

in this section is available in Table 2.8.

In environments where the customer does not directly control the physical infrastructure,

it can be difficult to determine who is responsible, customer or NCDN/cloud provider, for

problems encountered in the absence of accountability [Haeberlen, 2010]. Consequently

these environments are susceptible to abuse, accidental faults, malicious users, software

bugs, data loss, outages, and so forth, which impacts user adoption [Haeberlen et al., 2010].

However, several proposals outline the challenges and requirements for accountability in
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these environments [Ko et al., 2011][Haeberlen, 2010]. For example, a basic log primitive

called AUDIT(A,S, t1, t2) (i.e. an agreement A for service S during time interval t1...t2)

could be offered [Haeberlen, 2010]. This primitive could be invoked by a customer to de-

tect and provide non-repudiable evidence of faults, which can be verified independently by

a third party.

For example, the accountable virtual machine (AVM), which is an ordinary virtual ma-

chine (VM) with accountability capabilities, uses a similar log entry (e.g., ei = (si, ti,ci,hi)).

It records non-repudiable information about software running on the VM that can be audited

by replaying it against a VM reference copy [Haeberlen et al., 2010]. AVM uses similar prin-

ciples to PeerReview’s tamper-evident logging [Haeberlen et al., 2007], which is extended

to add non-deterministic asynchronous inputs (such as virtual hardware interrupts, mouse

clicks, and so forth) from the VM instance. All application inputs, outputs, non-deterministic

events and tamper-evident logs are maintained by an accountable virtual machine monitor

(AVMM) process that runs in the VM. An authenticator, which is a commitment to log in-

tegrity, is attached to all outgoing messages: ai := (si,hi,σ(si||hi)). Consequently, authenti-

cators can be used as verifiable evidence that the log has been tampered. In order to perform

log auditing and replay in AVM, a copy of the tamper-evident log and authenticators pro-

duced during the execution are required. Additionally, the original software image, to replay

the whole log, or a snapshot of the virtual machine state, to replay the log from a log seg-

ment, is required. Authenticators are verified against log segments. If this step succeeds the

log is genuine. Furthermore, the segment is replayed on the reference software or snapshot

to check whether or not the execution described by the segment matches the events in the

tamper-evident log [Haeberlen et al., 2010]. These tools allow users to detect faults, iden-

tify faulty nodes and produce non-repudiable evidence of a VM’s actions. AVM could be

extended to provide evidence of time for SLAs by including precise program timing during

replay [A. Chen et al., 2014]. A summary of AVM attributes is available in Table 2.9.

VMs have additional levels of complexity in comparison to physical servers if tracking

the VM to physical server mapping is required. These include [Ko et al., 2011]: links be-

tween the VM and physical machine operating system; VM location and physical machine
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Table 2.9: Attributes of AVM: An Accountable Virtual Machine Architecture
Attribute PeerReview

Accountability x
Public/Private Key x

Tamper-Evident Log x
Log Consistency x
Trusted Auditing x

Non-Deterministic x
Challenge/Response Protocol -

Rapid Fault Detection -
Defend Accusations x
Statistical Sample -

Centralised x

location; how files are written in VM and physical machine memory. Current systems, such

as AVM [Haeberlen et al., 2010], provide accountability for the VM instance only, not phys-

ical server to VM mapping.

2.1.7 Summary

Many of the architectures discussed in this section offer desirable attributes for efficient con-

tent distribution such as multicast, caching, using distributed resources, and so forth. How-

ever, a content distribution architectures successful adoption depends on the requirements

of content providers, ISPs and end-users related to mobility, security, efficiency, cost, trust,

privacy, accounting, accountability, and so forth. In this section, we observed that content

providers primarily utilise content distribution infrastructure that offers extensive accounting

and accountability information for the content distribution process e.g., fixed infrastructure

CDNs. This observation forms the basis of our hypothesis, which states that the level of

adoption and utilisation of a content distribution architecture in commercial environments

relies on the level of content accounting and accountability they offer. Combining this ob-

servation with the information centric networking (ICN) future Internet paradigm, which

utilises many of the attributes discussed in this section for efficient content distribution, can

lead to a scalable, trustworthy, reliable, accounting and accountability framework for content

distributed in Trusted Infrastructure and Untrusted Infrastructure environments.
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2.2 Information Centric Networking (ICN)

The primary objective of the ICN paradigm is to identify the limitations of the current Inter-

net architecture and propose solutions for the future Internet [Xylomenos et al., 2014]. These

limitations include [Xu et al., 2006]: poor feedback and accountability; lack of data integrity,

reliability and trust; mobility challenges; bad security; inefficient caching and mirroring; un-

necessary data retransmissions and network traffic; network congestion; high distribution

costs; poor content availability; and lack of user privacy. This is achieved by treating names

or identifiers such as content, services and devices as first-class citizens. Key ICN design

principles include: routing, caching, mobility, security, content protection, trust, privacy and

accountability. ICNs are being actively investigated by many projects funded by the National

Science Foundation (NSF) in the USA and the European Commission in the EU [Venkatara-

mani et al., 2014][Han et al., 2012][Zhang et al., 2010][Trossen et al., 2008][Trossen, 2011].

ICNs naturally support the opportunistic caching of self-verifying content in the network

offering increased data availability, less bandwidth demands, reduced origin server load and

better QoS for content delivery [Fayazbakhsh et al., 2013]. For example, the MultiCache

ICN architecture demonstrated traffic reductions of between 53%-62% for inter-domain and

intra-domain traffic and better download times (over 62% lower) in comparison to BitTorrent

P2P content distribution [Katsaros et al., 2011]. Caching can take place on-path i.e. directly

in the path of network traffic such as Named Data Networking (NDN) (NDN) [Zhang et al.,

2010], or off-path i.e. available from an off-path cache server such as Network of Information

(NetInf) [Ahlgren et al., 2012]. On-path caching works in conjunction with name-based

routing i.e. a name is looked up in a routing table and then forwarded towards the relevant

data store. Data can be stored along the reverse request path in a router cache (e.g., NDN). In

off-path caching, data is resolved to a location and data availability announced using routing

protocols, which can then be resolved by a name resolution system (e.g., NetInf).

In the remainder of this section, we briefly describe several of the main ICN architectures

including Data-Oriented (and Beyond) Network Architecture (DONA), Publish-Subscribe

Internet (PSI), Network of Information (NetInf), Named Data Networking (NDN), eXpres-

sive Internet Architecture (XIA) and MobilityFirst.
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2.2.1 A Data-Oriented (and Beyond) Network Architecture (DONA)

The Data-Oriented Network Architecture (DONA) was proposed by a research team at UC

Berkeley in 2007. It was the first ICN architecture to propose a clean-slate redesign of Inter-

net naming and name resolution by advocating an approach based around flat-namespaces

for content, services, and so forth [Koponen et al., 2007]. These flat-namespaces take the

following form: <P:L>, where P is a cryptographic hash of the principal’s public key where

the principal represents a host, domain, person, organization, and so forth, and L represents

the label or human readable hierarchical name [Ghodsi et al., 2011][Koponen et al., 2007].

Every principal must be associated with a public-private key pair and every datum, service,

host, domain, and so forth must be associated with a principal [Koponen et al., 2007]. DONA

proposes that data is named in the following format [Ghodsi et al., 2011]:

<data, P, L, metadata, signature>

The data received in this format is self-certifying and can be verified as having come

from the principal by checking that the public key hashes to P and the key generated the

signature, which associates the object with the name [Koponen et al., 2007].

DONA uses resolution handlers (RHs), which are servers located within an autonomous

system to identify and locate data. There is at least one RH in each autonomous system.

Additionally, they are interconnected as an overlay over the Internet to RHs in Tier 1 and

peering autonomous systems supporting a hierarchical name resolution service [Xylomenos

et al., 2014]. The RH’s are aware of data location on a network due to REGISTER(P:L) mes-

sages, which act similar to link state advertisements (e.g., OSPF). These messages are sent

to RHs by content publishers (i.e. the principal). Moreover, RHs propagate these messages

to parent and peering autonomous system domains. Tier 1 autonomous systems are aware of

all registrations in the entire network [Xylomenos et al., 2014].

A client seeking data will issue a FIND(P:L) or FIND(*:L) message (where * means

any purveyor) to determine the location of an object named <P:L>or <*:L>. The RH’s will

route this request to the most appropriate copy of the data. RH’s use longest prefix matching

on <P:L>or <P>or <L>to yield the entry, which determines the location of data. Once a

FIND record has been resolved by a RH, a standard transport-level TCP response ensues and
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data is routed using normal IP routing and forwarding mechanisms [Koponen et al., 2007].

Moreover, mobility is supported by clients simply issuing a new FIND request from their

next location [Xylomenos et al., 2014].

DONA supports both on-path and off-path caching. If a RH wants to keep a cache of

the data it needs to change the FIND source address to be its own address. This ensures

that the data will traverse this RH on the return journey to the client. The RH cache can

now serve future FIND requests for this data. Once an RH has a copy of the content, it can

advertise this content using REGISTER(P:L) to other RH’s on the network, assuming that

the machine is authorized to service this content. DONA also provides an UNREGISTER

command to notify RH’s of expired data or when a mobile publisher has moved location

(before re-register), which will be relayed to other RH’s [Xylomenos et al., 2014]. If any

client in the system or autonomous system cannot service a FIND request, an error message

is returned to the source of the FIND [Koponen et al., 2007].

DONA also proposes using a routing mechanism similar to source-routing called path-

labels, which are constructed domain by domain as a packet travels from the client to the

server. The local-id of a domain is appended to packets as they cross-different domains by

routers. When the packet is on the return journey the local-id is removed from the source

address. This methodology has several benefits including: smaller inter-domain routing

tables, no-globally meaningful addresses, difficulty to spoof source addresses, a symmetric

path across domains, supports multicast distribution trees and importantly an ability for ISP’s

to identify DOS attacks [Koponen et al., 2007].

2.2.2 Publish-Subscribe Internet (PSI)

The PSI architecture realises the design principles of the EU funded projects PURSUIT

(September 2010 to February 2013) and its predecessor Publish-Subscribe Internet Routing

Paradigm (PSIRP) (January 2008 to June 2010) for a clean-slate, information oriented In-

ternet architecture. PSI supports caching, native multicast, multihoming and mobility of in-

formation objects including files, content chunks, streaming media and services [Xylomenos

et al., 2012]. A unique ID pair identifies information objects consisting of: scope identifier
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(SID) and rendezvous identifier (RID). SIDs group related information while RIDs uniquely

identify the information object itself. A RID must be unique within a scope(s) and a SID

must be unique within a parent scope. Information objects can belong to multiple scopes,

however they must be associated with at least one scope [Xylomenos et al., 2014]. Infor-

mation consumers subscribe to objects in a scope or information objects directly based on

RID.

The PSI architecture is supported by several key components. These include a ren-

dezvous node (RN), which matches a subscriber’s request to an information object publisher;

a topology manager (TM) that determines the best route to a subscriber; and a forwarder

node (FN), which delivers the requested object [Xylomenos et al., 2014]. RNs, or a collec-

tion of RNs in a rendezvous network (RENE) act as a hierarchical DHT to locate data based

on (SID,RID) pair [Xylomenos et al., 2012]. Information object producers announce the

availability of published information objects to their local RN. TMs utilise link-state rout-

ing to compute the best path to a consumer, in which RNs and FNs also participate. The

TM uses the LIPSIN source-routing scheme to compute the forwarding path to consumers.

LIPSIN is a multicast forwarding mechanism that uses a Bloom filter to encode source-

route-style forwarding instructions into packet headers [Jokela et al., 2009]. Moreover, PSI

supports security in the architecture using Packet Level Authentication (PLA), a technique

for encrypting and signing individual packets [Xylomenos et al., 2014]. Consequently, the

information consumer can easily establish data integrity, accountability and confidentiality.

Additionally, an RID can optionally be a hash of the information object facilitating easy self-

certification at the consumer. Consumer mobility is supported using multicast and caching.

This is achieved by sending data to multiple caches simultaneously (sometimes based on pre-

diction) with the goal of reducing handoff latencies [Xylomenos et al., 2014]. Finally, PSI

supports both on-path and off-path caching and managed content replication (comparable to

a CDN) [Xylomenos et al., 2012].
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2.2.3 Network of Information (NetInf)

The Network of Information (NetInf) architecture was proposed and implemented by the

Architecture and Design for the Future Internet (4WARD) project, active from January 2008

to December 2010 and the Scalable and Adaptive Internet Solutions (SAIL) project active

from August 2010 to February 2013. Both were funded by the EU under FP7. Named

information objects are flat-ish taking the form: ni://A/L, where A is the authority and L

is the local part relative to the authority [Xylomenos et al., 2014]. Both A and L can be a

hash (of the authorities public key and/or information object) allowing self-certification or

a hierarchical string [Dannewitz et al., 2010]. Hierarchical names are useful for routing as

longest prefix matching can be used. However, matching information objects to A and L are

always treated as if they are flat identifiers i.e. they must match content exactly.

One of the fundamental differences between NetInf and other ICN architectures is that

the public key/secret key (PK/SK) pair in NetInf is bound to the information object rather

than to any particular owner or company. This means that the owner of a data object can

change while keeping the information object ID persistent [Dannewitz et al., 2010]. The

metadata field provides additional information to help validate the data e.g., public keys for

information object and owner identification, content hashes, certificates and a data signature

authenticating the content.

NetInf supports two methods of information object retrieval: 1) using a name resolution

system (NRS) or 2) using name-based routing [Xylomenos et al., 2014]. The NRS uses a

distributed hash table (DHT) such as Multilevel DHT (MDHT) or SkipNet, which is a hier-

archy of DHT’s for name resolution. The NRS resolves information objects (i.e. ni://A/L)

to a globally-available resource (Global NRS) using the authority A part; or locally available

resource (Local NRS) using the local part L relative to the authority. Moreover, the MDHT

architecture also proposes a Resolution Exchange (REX) system that keeps track of all data

object owners in the NetInf Internet, which provides redirects to the primary resolution sys-

tem. REX principles are similar to DNS where a trusted third party will run distributed REX

systems. The other object retrieval method proposed by NetInf is name-based routing. Con-

tent routers (CRs) are populated by a routing protocol used by publishing sources to advertise
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available information objects, which are propagated to neighbour routers. Information object

requests are sent hop-by-hop towards the publisher or cache. Furthermore, a hybrid approach

using the NRS (to reach the general location) and name-based routing mechanisms or vice

versa can be chosen freely, which keeps routing table sizes small.

Like the other ICN designs, caching is fundamental to the NetInf’s ability to provide

enhanced information dissemination. NetInf supports both on-path and off-path caching. It

employs a storage engine to manage requests by end nodes to STORE() data on the network.

Once data has been stored on the network, the storage engine will register the published data

into the NRS using the PUBLISH() primitive. Data is retrieved using the GET primitive.

Finally, mobility is supported by the NRS maintaining topological information about each

connected node, which is updated by each host as it moves through the network [Xylomenos

et al., 2014].

2.2.4 Content-Centric Networking (CCN)

The Content-Centric Networking (CCN) (CCN) architecture, which supports ICNs princi-

ples, was initiated by Van Jacobson at the Palo Alto Research Centre (PARC) and described

in a Google tech talk in 2006 [Jacobson et al., 2009]. The Named Data Networking (NDN)

project, which is led by Lixia Zhang (UCLA) and funded by the National Science Founda-

tion (NSF) in the US under its Future Internet Architecture (FIA) program, is an implemen-

tation of CCN principles to improve on the current Internet architectures limitations. The

primary goal of the NDN project is to request an object by name and receive it from the net-

work rather than from a particular end-point on the Internet. Information flow thus becomes

receiver driven (pull-based model) and the network (i.e. the NDN routing infrastructure) di-

rects the content request to the best available resource. This is supported by digitally signed

self-verifying content.

The main infrastructure in the NDN architecture is the NDN router, which is comprised

of several components including: a Pending Interest Table (PIT); a Forward Information

Base (FIB), which is populated by a name-based routing protocol (e.g., based on OSPF) or

with static routes; and a Content Store, which can store requested data for future requests
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[Y. Liu et al., 2009]. The NDN client retrieves content by sending an Interest packet that

contains the name of requested content to the local NDN router, which is added to the PIT.

The NDN router performs longest-prefix match lookup for content name on the FIB table

and forwards the Interest out the relevant interface. Once a copy of the data is located, it is

sent back to the requesting client by checking the PIT entry of each router along the Interest

reverse request path. NDN routers create a multicast tree of frequently requested content

aggregated by the PIT table. Future requests for the same content can be delivered directly

from the NDN router content store (on-path caching) without having to return to the content

source for the data. Subscriber mobility is supported using the Listen First Broadcast Later

(LFBL) routing protocol, caching and multicast nature of the NDN architecture [Xylomenos

et al., 2014]. Finally, like other ICN architectures, NDN does not provide natural support for

content accounting and accountability; instead it offers natural privacy to users [Jacobson et

al., 2009].

Our work on the Savant framework outlined in Chapters 4 and 5 is based on NDN archi-

tecture principles.

2.2.5 eXpressive Internet Architecture (XIA)

The XIA clean-slate architecture, also funded by the NSF’s FIA program since 2010, aims to

provide an evolvable Internet architecture with functionality to support expressiveness and

intrinsic security [Anand et al., 2011]. XIA utilises the concept of principals, referred to

as eXpressive identifiers (XIDs), to support expressiveness in the architecture. Every prin-

cipal (or XID) uniquely identifies a host (HID), administrative domain (AD), service (SID),

content (CID), and so forth. These principals support an evolvable network that can easily

introduce new functionality such as the incremental deployment of new Internet architec-

tures over time. This is supported by a fallback option, which is a directed acyclic graph

(DAG) (used by XIA’s eXpressive Internet protocol (XIP)) containing the destination prin-

cipal and additional legacy principals that are known to existing routing infrastructure [Han

et al., 2012]. This fallback option specifies alternative action(s) if a legacy router does not

know how to deal with the primary principal. For example, AD:HID:SID:CID defines the
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route to CID, where AD (i.e. a fallback option) is globally routable. Moreover, this offers

the network more flexibility to perform in-network optimisations as it can observe intent

(based on principals) and act on them directly. For example, XIA supports on-path and

off-path caching of content objects [Han et al., 2012]. As a result, if a user requests con-

tent AD:HID:SID:CID, the network can direct the request to a local cache server with an

available copy of the requested content i.e. CID.

Intrinsic security is supported in the architecture by unique XIDs derived from the hash

of a public key or a hash of the content itself. As a result, communicating entities can

independently ascertain the integrity of the communication process without support from

third-party infrastructure [Anand et al., 2011]. Moreover, applications can utilise a name-

resolution service to resolve human readable names to addresses (i.e. XID or DAGs) [Han

et al., 2012]. Finally, these mechanisms support an evolvable Internet architecture that also

offers support for ICN content distribution.

2.2.6 MobilityFirst

MobilityFirst, also funded by the NSF’s Future Internet Architecture (FIA) program since

2010, proposes a clean-slate Internet architecture with mobility and trustworthiness as key

architectural design principles [Venkataramani et al., 2014]. These design goals are achieved

by separating names or identifiers from addresses or network location. This is supported by

a logically centralised global name service (GNS), which dynamically binds names to a flex-

ible set of attributes (including but not limited to a network address). Globally unique identi-

fiers (GUIDs) define names for principals such as devices, users, services, networks, content,

and so forth. These are derived using a one-way hash function of the entities public key or

from the content itself. Self-certification and authentication of GUIDs between communi-

cating entities is achieved without third-party support using a simple bilateral cryptographic

challenge-response procedure [Venkataramani et al., 2014]. MobilityFirst supports on-path

content storage and retrieval for popular content [Xylomenos et al., 2014]. Routing is sup-

ported by hierarchical forwarding tables, the GNS and routable content addresses (which are

encoded as a two-tuple [PID, CID] where PID corresponds to the publisher’s GUID and CID
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Table 2.10: Attributes of ICN Architectures
Attribute ICNs

Accounting -
Span Trust Domains x

Decentralised x
Data Integrity x

Data Provenance x
Scalable x

Content Availability x
Proximity Awareness x

Transient Nodes -
Inexpensive x
Searchable x

Guaranteed (Content) Control -
Guarantee Quality x

Guarantee Reliability x
Guarantee Performance x

Use ISP Cache x
Use P2P Cache x
Use Multicast x

is the content’s GUID) [Venkataramani et al., 2014]. MobilityFirst supports a dynamic, se-

cure and mobile architecture with many endpoint principals and location-independent com-

munication primitives supported by a logically centralised GNS. Finally, these mechanisms

offer support for ICN content distribution.

2.2.7 Summary

This section outlines some common ICN research architectures and their respective method-

ologies to resolve the problems and limitations of the current IP based Internet model. A

summary of ICN architecture attributes covered in this section is available in Table 2.10.

Content naming plays an important role in each architecture determining if support of a PKI

or a name resolution service is required. Naming also plays an important part in routing,

routing aggregation, security (e.g., self-verifying content) and so forth. Moreover, privacy is

identified as an important issue for all architectures. However, caching data on untrusted ICN

infrastructure has consequences for accounting and accountability, as the content provider

cannot directly observe or trust analytic’s associated with content distributed. This is in

contrast to the current CDN content distribution model, which provides extensive analytic’s
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to content providers. Moreover, initial ICN architectures give no indication about how to

gather this information from trusted or untrusted infrastructure. Instead, many of these ar-

chitectures make a virtue out of not providing it claiming to offer natural privacy to users.

Consequently, the goal of our work on Savant is to provide a framework for collecting ac-

counting and accountability information for content distributed from trusted and untrusted

ICN infrastructure. However, first we identify existing systems to support ICN architectures

and help avoid security threats and attacks mechanisms. Moreover, we will focus on security

mechanisms specifically related to the NDN ICN architecture as this is the architecture we

have utilised for the Savant framework.

2.3 Security Mechanisms

ICN content can be retrieved from any infrastructure element (trusted or untrusted) that has

an available copy. This is supported by digitally signed self-verifying content to help es-

tablish integrity, authenticity, provenance and trust in content received. However, securing

the content itself is not sufficient to ensure that an end user will receive the exact piece of

content they requested. Additionally, securing content rather than the path it travels across

has exposed many new and legacy types of security issues in ICNs [AbdAllah et al., 2015].

For example, a user can encounter network delays due to denial of service DoS attacks, cor-

rupt data, confidentiality issues, and so forth. Consequently, ICNs depend on a variety of

infrastructure, algorithms and techniques to ensure the requested content item is delivered to

end-users. Furthermore, NDN’s model of trust does not rely on any centralised public key

infrastructure (PKI), instead advocating a distributed model of trust. Trust in keys is typi-

cally established using a PKI-like certificate chain based on the content naming hierarchy

[Xylomenos et al., 2014]. However, individual applications are responsible for managing

their own trust models. Consequently, the elements outlined in this section are required to

support Savant framework. We start with a brief description of DNS and PKI as several of

the ICN security implementations utilise these components in their design.
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2.3.1 DNS

The domain name system (DNS) is a globally distributed hierarchical name service database

for the Internet that is administered by Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA), which

is in turn managed by Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). Its

most popular use is mapping human readable domain names to IP addresses. The original

specification was released in 1983 as a replacement to the hosts.txt file, which was centrally

maintained and distributed via FTP by the Stanford Research Institute Network Information

Centre (SRI-NIC) [Mockapetris & Dunlap, 1988]. DNS was designed to be easily updat-

able, scalable, distributed, fault tolerant and utilise caching to improve performance. The

architecture consists of three major components [Mockapetris, 1987]: domain namespace

and resource records (RRs), name servers and resolvers.

The domain namespace forms a tree-like structure, with "." acting as the root of the

tree. Each node or leaf in the tree is associated with a label. A nodes domain name is a

concatenation of labels, separated by ".", which represent a path from a node (left or farthest

point from root) to the root of the tree. Data for each domain name is organised as a set

of resource records (RRs). Each RR is composed of several fields, which include: type

(e.g., address record (A)), time to live (TTL) (i.e. length of time in seconds to cache a RR)

and RDATA (the data e.g., IP address) [Mockapetris & Dunlap, 1988]. By formatting data

in this way, queries can be limited to RRs of a specific type, which can also be cached by

name servers. Name servers are repositories of information that answer queries with data

they possess i.e. RRs. Resolvers interface with clients and use algorithms to resolve client

queries to name servers with RRs. These algorithms are supported by local DNS resolvers

that are preloaded with a list of root or top level domain (TLD) servers e.g., .ie, .org, .com.

As a result, they can direct unknown requests to a resolver that can provide an answer.

DNS’s scalability is supported by the concept of zones, which are sections of the global

database controlled and managed by specific organisations and that can grow to arbitrary

size. An organisation can gain zone control (become the authoritative name server for a

domain) by persuading a parent zone to assign it subzone control. Moreover, a parent can

further delegate subzones under its control to other organisations. Each parent is responsible
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for maintaining the zone’s data and providing redundant servers [Mockapetris & Dunlap,

1988]. Utilising this model, DNS can easily scale to provide a distributed and fault tolerant

name service for the Internet. Finally, registrars are entities authorised to manage and reserve

domain names within TLDs.

DNS is a popular globally distributed hierarchical name service database for the Internet

that maps human readable domain names to IP addresses. Its architecture is outlined briefly

here as many ICN security implementations borrow components from its design.

2.3.2 PKI

Public key infrastructure (PKI) provides strong authentication on the Internet by binding a

public/private key pair to an entity e.g., person, organisation, account, and so forth, using a

digital certificate. A PKI is a set of components including users, certificate authorities (CAs),

software, physical infrastructure and policies for producing, distributing, storing, using, au-

thenticating and revoking digital certificates and managing the life cycle of public keys. Dig-

ital certificates are issued by a CA based on a certificate standard for interoperability such as

X.509, Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) and Simple Public Key Infrastructure/Simple Distributed

Security Infrastructure (SPKI/SDSI) [Buchmann et al., 2013]. These standards specify for-

mats for digital certificates, certificate revocation lists, path certification algorithms, and so

forth.

There are several trust models used by these certificate standards including hierarchical

trust (e.g., X.509), web of trust e.g., PGP, and small-world model of trust e.g., SPKI/SDSI

[Buchmann et al., 2013][Clarke, 2001]. In the hierarchical model, the CA acts as a cen-

tralised trust anchor, or root of trust, for all digital certificates produced. Similarly, the web

of trust model establishes trust in keys by getting trusted users of the network to certify key

ownership. In each model, trust in an entity can be established by building a certificate path

from a trusted entity to the certificate of the entity requiring trust. For example, in the hi-

erarchical model, trust in an entity can be reduced to trusting the anchor i.e. the CA, and

following the certificate path or chain of trust to the entity requiring trust.

Several ICNs propose using the SPKI/SDSI model where trust originates from a local
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principal [Zhang et al., 2010][Ghodsi et al., 2011]. We also use this model to support Savant.

Consequently, we provide a broader overview of it main components here.

2.3.3 SPKI/SDSI

SPKI/SDSI supports a scalable local namespace architecture using public keys based on a

small-world model of trust. It binds authorisations i.e. privileges, delegation of rights, and

so forth, to local identifiers i.e. local names in the certificate issuers local namespace, that

are valid globally [Clarke, 2001]. In SPKI/SDSI a principal can also act as a CA that can

issue name certificates and authorisation certificates for their local namespace.

A SPKI/SDSI name certificate binds a local name (e.g., user1) in the certificate issuer’s

namespace (e.g., /netflix) to a public key. It has four fields including [Clarke, 2001]: issuer,

which is the public key that signs (or authorises), the name certificate; identifier, which

contains the issuer’s public key and a local name that is being defined; subject, the thing

being empowered by the certificate e.g., the public key of the entity receiving a namespace;

and validity period i.e. certificate start and end date.

A SPKI/SDSI authorisation certificate grants a specific authorisation to a certificate sub-

ject. It has five fields including [Clarke, 2001]: issuer’s public key that signs, or authorises

the certificate; subject, the public key or group of the entity receiving authorisation e.g.,

the end-user; tag, the authorisation being granted e.g., allowed publish in namespace /net-

flix/user1; delegation bit, a Boolean value; and validity period i.e. certificate start and end

date.

Moreover, SPKI/SDSI access control lists (ACLs) have a similar syntax to SPKI/SDSI

authorisation certificates. ACLs restrict access to a resource, which is set up and managed by

a guardian process responsible for protecting it. ACL fields include [Clarke, 2001]: issuer,

subject; tag; delegation bit and validity period. A request to access a resource is contained

in a signed tag, which authenticates the request and a chain of certificates that prove authori-

sation to perform a request [Clarke, 2001].

The ability to trust data received and ensure the network delivers valid content is a fun-

damental design requirement for all ICNs. Consequently, in the remainder of this section we
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give a brief overview of some of the security considerations in ICNs, with a specific focus

on NDN.

2.3.4 Security Attacks in ICNs

One of the primary philosophies of the ICN paradigm is to secure content itself rather than

the path it travels across. This is achieved by decoupling a user’s trust in content from where

it is obtained by enabling the content to self-verify i.e. the user can establish integrity, trust

and provenance in content received from trusted or untrusted infrastructure. This facilitates

more efficient distribution of data in an ICN network as copies of data can be supplied from

any infrastructure element that has an available copy. However, ICNs are susceptible to many

new and legacy types of attack in part as a result of this change, which have an impact on the

following [AbdAllah et al., 2015]:

• Privacy and Censorship: As data is named, users are susceptible to attacks such as

monitoring and censorship.

• Cache Poisoning: Caches intentionally polluted with corrupt or unpopular content.

• Resource Exhaustion: Infrastructure susceptible to large amounts of requests or flood-

ing attacks.

• Path Infiltration: Attackers can announce invalid routes for content.

• Network Congestion: Attacker directing data through heavily congested networks.

• Denial of Service (DoS): Any of the attacks outlined so far can lead to denial of service

i.e. user not receiving requested content.

• Unauthorised Content Access: Viewing content without permission or authorisation.

• Masquerading: Gaining access to the content producer’s private key and pretending to

be them.
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The CCN-KRS framework, outlined in Section 2.3.6, can help prevent issues such as

cache poisoning and DoS attacks. Others, such as user privacy, preventing unauthorised ac-

cess to content or circumventing path infiltration attacks will be covered later as part of the

Savant framework in Section 4.3.1. Additionally, the Savant framework itself was designed

to detect problems during the content distribution process. For example, in Section 5.8.2, we

identify several use cases where Savant can detect infrastructure faults and resource exhaus-

tion scenarios. Moreover, Savant could be utilised to redirect clients to alternative trusted

cache resources for content distribution using authenticated interest commands (see Section

2.3.7). Finally, while we offer solutions to many of these attacks, there are still issues (e.g.,

privacy related), which may go undetected or unresolved by the architecture.

2.3.5 Naming and Security

Data security is achieved in ICNs by binding content to an entity that created it using pub-

lic key cryptography. Consequently, all entities (or principals) that publish content (e.g.,

videos, web pages, and so forth) must be associated with a public/private key pair. Using

public keys, the following security goals can be derived from data received: authenticity and

authentication (data provenance), confidentiality and privacy, integrity (data not modified)

and non-repudiation (cannot deny producing data). The two most common methodologies

for naming content in ICNs include: hierarchical human-readable names and self-certifying

names.

Hierarchical Names

Hierarchical names are composed of arbitrary length typically human-readable strings sim-

ilar to DNS, which are delimited by ’/’ e.g., /ie/tcd.ie/cs/index.html. Names are bound to

entities e.g., organisation, person, and so forth, by an inherent relationship between the con-

tent name and the publisher. Content metadata provides the location of public keys needed

to establish integrity, provenance, trust and authenticity in the content received. This can be

supported by traditional PKI mechanisms to establish trust in keys such as hierarchical trust

or web of trust. However, ICN architectures are free to define new trust models as trust is
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between the content publisher and consumer.

For example, CCN advocates using SPKI/SDSI, which uses a distributed trust model

that does not require support from a globally trusted (root) authority. Additionally, as all

CCN/ICN entities that publish content are bound to a principal, they already have the com-

ponents (i.e. public keys) required to become a CA and support the SPKI/SDSI trust model

[Clarke, 2001]. Consequently, publishers (i.e. the certificate issuer) can define local names

in their namespace and bind these names to public keys of other CCN publishers (i.e. the

certificate subject) [Jacobson et al., 2009]. For example, the /tcd publisher can define the

local name /tcd/cs, which can be bound to the public key of Trinity College Dublin’s com-

puter science department. Similarly, authorisations (such as read/write privileges) can be

granted from the certificate issuer to the certificate subject. As CCN’s names are hierarchical

and content is published as a named content object, a trust relationship can be expressed as

published CCN content, which effectively act as a digital certificate.

Flat-namespace

Flat self-certifying namespaces consist of <P:L>, where <P> is a cryptographic hash of a

principal’s public key and <L> is a unique label with respect to the principal, chosen by

the principal. For example, the DONA architecture [Koponen et al., 2007][Ghodsi et al.,

2011] distributes content in the form <Data, P, L, Metadata, Signature>. Data received

can be verified as having come from an original source (i.e. the principal) by checking that

the public key hashes to <P> and the signature matches the data received. Consequently,

data integrity can be assured. However, a label can also be a cryptographic hash of the data

itself, which end users can use to establish data integrity. In this case, <P> can be assigned

to any purveyor of the content such as a CDN. In both cases data itself is self-verifying.

Consequently, they do not require the services of a PKI to establish data integrity. However,

as namespaces are flat, long and not human readable, it can be difficult to associate names

to content. Consequently, some external mechanism to bind human-readable names to flat

names is required. However, users can easily learn flat names via some external trusted

mechanism such as a search engine, social network or from friends.
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The naming methodology used by ICNs has an impact on whether or not a PKI or some

external mechanism to bind human-readable names to flat names is required. NDN requires

the support of a PKI.

2.3.6 CCN-Key Resolution Service (CCN-KRS)

The CCN architecture requires content to be signed by its publisher. Content metadata pro-

vides the location of public keys needed to establish integrity, provenance, trust and authen-

ticity in the content received. However, the CCN network can have multiple copies of signed

content with the same name from different content providers. As a result, an end-user cannot

trust that the content name:public key binding in the metadata, which is valid, reflects the data

they requested. Moreover, network infrastructure cannot easily differentiate between valid

or polluted content chunks based on the content name only. As a result, a CCN end-user can

specify additional security parameters in an interest such as a publisher’s public key digest

(PPKD) or a content digest along with the content name. However, no framework exists for

end-users to learn this information prior to requesting content. The CCN-key resolution ser-

vice (CCN-KRS) aims to solve this problem. It is a DNS-like service for resolving authorised

content publisher security information such as the public key certificate and content digests

for a CCN namespace [Mahadevan et al., 2014]. CCN-KRS guarantees (assuming network

and cache compliance) an end-user will receive content matching the name and public key

requested, which can be verified against the digital certificate received from KRS.

Key Resolution Service (KRS)

The requirements of a global DNS-like key resolution service for CCN include [Mahadevan

et al., 2014]: It must be secure; scalable to 1014 content names; have a fast response time,

with similar performance to DNS; flexibly resolve a content name to a content hash, pub-

lisher certificate, public key certificate chain or a future parameter; operate transparently to

end-users; and be easily discoverable. As KRS and DNS have similar requirements, KRS

adopts DNS-like components in its design. This includes using local KRS and authoritative

KRS servers. Moreover, KRS uses CCN interests and digitally signed content objects (i.e.
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KRS records) for all communication. Local KRS servers can be discovered transparently in

the network by end-users using a DHCP-like CCN service or using a predictable/predeter-

mined namespace such as /krs.

h5

h4

h7

h6

hi  = recursive hash value
s0 = Sequence Number e.g., timestamp 
t0 = Interest / Data 
c0 = <from-node>
<message (e.g., recent QoE information)> 

Example:

s5=14104465...
t5=Data
c5=/ndn/tcd.ie/seg1

s6=1410446...
t6=Event
c6=avg-bitrate=185kbps

s7=141048...
t7=Event
c7=buffing-interruption=1

s4=14104463...
t4=Data
c4=/ndn/tcd.ie/seg1

/ndn/fixture-namespace/command/ramdomizer||authentication tags

Prefix Cmd Randomizer and Auth Tag

/ndn/agent-namespace/command/ramdomizer||authentication tags

Prefix Cmd Randomizer and Auth Tag

/ndn/agent1.cs.tcd.ie/cpu-on/ramdomizer||digital signature

Prefix Cmd Randomizer and Signature
Example:

Example:

Name:

Payload:

Security 
Info:

Signature
Certificate or Certificate Chain

Public Key or Content Digest

Content Name

Figure 2.2: KRS record [adapted from [Mahadevan et al., 2014]]

A KRS record is a published CCN content object composed of (see Figure 2.2): a content

name, which matches the interest received; payload, which contains security information

associated with the KRS request i.e. content providers public key or content digest; signature

for the KRS content object produced by the KRS server; and a certificate chain of trust, which

is anchored at a globally trusted entity. After a client receives a KRS record for a content

object and verifies its integrity and authenticity, it can specify the content name along with

the publishers public key digest or content digest in all future interests.

For scalability purposes a KRS zone is assigned a name prefix to manage. Like DNS,

each zone has one or more authoritative KRS servers, which store and manage KRS records

associated with a name prefix and sub-prefixes. Requests that cannot be resolved locally

(or by cached KRS records) are forwarded to the KRS authoritative zone server or to a root

or top level domain (TLD) server if the authoritative zone is unknown. As CCN names

are hierarchical, KRS servers use longest prefix-matching (LPM) algorithms when looking

for the next hop KRS server to send a request. LPM also supports a KRS server resolving

cached KRS record requests for sub-prefixes (e.g., /tcd/cs) to an authoritative key for that

prefix (e.g., /tcd). Consequently, KRS record requests for the same or similar keys can be

resolved quickly.

To support CCN principles, if an intermediate KRS server receives a KRS record from

an authoritative KRS server, it needs to decapsulate the record before re-encapsulating it as

a response to interest received. For trust and authentication purposes, all KRS servers and
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end-users must be able to trace a KRS server’s certificate chain to a trusted entity i.e. a global

trusted authority. Additionally, it is envisioned that KRS will adopt a federated methodology

similar to DNS where publishers use a registrar, which has naming and certification authority

for top level domains. This registrar is accredited by a global entity like ICANN, which

coordinates namespace allocation and manages KRS root servers.

The model of trust used by CCN-KRS assumes KRS servers form a chain of trust that

anchors at a global trusted authority. After checking a KRS records integrity and authenticity,

a client can specify the publishers public key digest or content digest along with content

name for all interests sent. Specifying this information in an interest guarantees (assuming

network and cache compliance) an end-user will not receive fake or incorrect content from

the network.

2.3.7 Authenticated Interests

The concept of authenticated interests was originally proposed to increase security across

IP networks for building automation systems (BAS) [Burke et al., 2012]. The aim was to

provide a simple, secure, access controlled and low-latency framework for communicat-

ing between controllers and low-powered lighting fixtures in untrusted IP networks. It was

demonstrated using NDN, a popular implementation of CCN principles, by the NDN lighting

control system [Burke et al., 2013][Burke et al., 2012].

h5

h4

h7

h6

hi  = recursive hash value
s0 = Sequence Number e.g., timestamp 
t0 = Interest / Data 
c0 = <from-node>
<message (e.g., recent QoE information)> 

Example:

s5=14104465...
t5=Data
c5=/ndn/tcd.ie/seg1

s6=1410446...
t6=Event
c6=avg-bitrate=185kbps

s7=141048...
t7=Event
c7=buffing-interruption=1

s4=14104463...
t4=Data
c4=/ndn/tcd.ie/seg1

/ndn/fixture-namespace/command/ramdomizer||authentication tags

Prefix Cmd Randomizer and Auth Tag

Figure 2.3: Authenticated Interest [adapted from [Burke et al., 2013]]

Authenticated interests add commands and authentication tags, i.e. digital signatures

or message authentication codes (MACs), to NDN interests [Burke et al., 2013]. They are

composed of three parts, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The prefix is used for routing, a fixture

specific command and a randomizer (nonce, timestamp, and so forth), which is concatenated

with an authentication tag computed over the rest of the interest. Authentication tags use

nonce, timestamps and estimated RTT to ensure uniqueness and prevent timing and replay
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attacks. Commands are transparent to NDN routing infrastructure and can be interpreted and

executed by the destination infrastructure. Furthermore, commands and acknowledgements

can be encrypted by either the receivers public key or a shared symmetric key.

NDN Lighting Control System

The NDN lighting control system, which demonstrates a concrete NDN-based security archi-

tecture for BAS systems, has four components [Burke et al., 2012]: configuration manager

(CM), fixture (Fix), application (App) and authorization manager (AM). The AM manages

access control, public/private key pair generation and acts as a trusted third party (TTP) or

root of trust for all keys. All lighting fixtures (Fix’s) are assigned a specific namespace, a

public key owned by the AM and access control permissions at initial start-up by the CM.

A long-term secret key is also generated by the Fix at this time to support optional use of

application-specific symmetric keys. For performance reasons, the AM can communicate

the signing key pair to the Fix. Additionally, a Fix can generate and manage key-pairs under

its sub-namespace.

Regional 
Accountability 

Engine

Content 
Provider

NDN Cache

PIT

Content Store

FIB

Summary Accounting and Accountability Information

Content

Interests

End-user 
Device

National 
Accountability 

Engine

Ireland

Spain

UK

EU

Global  
Accountability 

Engine
US

Asia

ISP

/ndn/tcd/cs/application1/domain/lighting-domain-1/expiry/2015123125959Z/key

App Namespace

name/value pair name/value pairRouting 
prefix

Digital Certificate

Access Control Policies

Figure 2.4: Application’s namespace, name/value pair access control policies and digital

certificate location.

When the AM creates a signing key pair for the App’s namespace, it also specifies the

App’s access control policies using attributes (i.e. name/value pairs) such as domain, expiry

date, and so forth in the namespace (see domain and expiry date name/value pairs in Figure

2.4). The AM associates an App with a namespace, which is composed of the App’s prefix

and access control policies, by publishing a content object containing the public key under

/namespace/key. This effectively acts as digital certificate (see App Namespace and Key in

Figure 2.4). When an App sends an authenticated interest command to a Fix, it includes its

namespace, which contains access control policies defined by the AM.
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When an authenticated interest is received by a Fix it: examines if the command is valid;

checks the App is allowed run the command i.e. based on namespace and access control

policies installed at start-up by the CM; inspects the randomizer information; verifies au-

thentication tag; executes the command; and finally responds with signed content as an ac-

knowledgement. No specific commands are specified, but they can be as simple as on or off

or more complex like "intensity/+10/rgb-8bit-color/F0FF39".

Finally, a content producer (i.e. App or Fix) can prove its ownership of a key with a

simple challenge-response protocol. When a challenger sends an interest with random nonce

for data, only the content producer, one of its ancestors or a TTP can respond with valid

(signed) data.

Auditing and Feedback

When auditing and feedback for accountability purposes is required, digital signatures are

recommended [Burke et al., 2012]. However, for performance purposes, MACs are preferred

when collecting data from low powered devices such as sensors. Consequently, the NDN

lighting control system also proposes a mechanism utilising an application-specific symmet-

ric key, which is generated by Fix and shared with App after verifying its public key, for

sending commands and generating auditable acknowledgements supporting accountability

[Burke et al., 2013]. This is supported by a hash chain, which is generated (when required)

by the Fix or a TTP with input x and length `. An anchor H`(x) valid for ` signatures is

sent to the App as a certificate along with other parameters. For each authenticated interest

command sent (assuming a reliable link with no lost packets), App includes the last H i(x)

received from Fix. Fix’s acknowledgement must contain H i−1(x) to ensure accountability,

which can be easily verified by App.

The model of trust used by the NDN lighting control system assumes a namespace prefix

is bound to a public-key signature, which is issued by a TTP or an ancestor. Consequently,

an entity can only publish in its namespace or the namespace of its children.
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2.3.8 Summary

The analysis of these security mechanisms leads to two important conclusions. First, all ICNs

regardless of the naming scheme utilised, depend on external trusted mechanisms of binding

(hierarchical or human readable) names to public keys or flat names respectively. Second,

every ICN requires a PKI to manage the life cycle of public keys. This is a required piece of

infrastructure for any content distribution model that depends on public key cryptography.

2.4 Accounting Frameworks: State of the Art

In this section, we give a brief overview of several IP and ICN frameworks that seek to

maintain visibility and control of network elements and/or data. Our aim is to provide some

background into IP-based frameworks, while highlighting the current state of the art in ICNs.

These frameworks offer insight into the importance of gathering accounting information

related to the content distribution process and understanding some of the requirements of

content providers and ISP’s. However, the model for accounting typically used by these

systems is based on trust i.e. they lack accountability. Consequently, the content provider

needs to trust the infrastructure to deliver content with adequate quality, speed and reliability.

2.4.1 SNMP

The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is a low-overhead protocol standard de-

signed to manage IP-based network devices such as routers, servers, computers, and so forth.

Several versions of the protocol were developed. The first IETF RFCs for SNMPv1 started

in 1988. SNMPv1 proposes the basic network management components, protocols and oper-

ations of the framework, which include [Stallings, 1998]: management station, management

agent, SNMP proxy, management information base (MIB), network management protocol

and trap-directed polling. All three versions of SNMP utilise these basic concepts.

The management station uses a protocol for information exchange and a database con-

taining summary information. These standardised components support human monitoring,

control, analysis, fault recovery, and so forth of managed devices. A management agent runs
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on managed devices and responds to the management stations requests and actions. Agents

can also send unsolicited information called traps to the management station based on local

events. Additionally, an agent can act as a proxy to support one or more devices such as

modems, bridges and computers that do not implement SNMP agent software. Each agent

maintains a collection of standardised objects in a management information base (MIB) that

are accessible to the management station. Objects are essentially data variables represent-

ing some feature of the managed system. The network management protocol can GET or

SET objects values and agents can notify the management station of a significant event via a

TRAP message [Stallings, 1998].

The management station can use the trap-directed polling technique to collect key base-

line information (e.g., interface characteristics, performance statistics, packets sent/received,

and so forth) from agents at periodic intervals (e.g. once daily) [Stallings, 1998]. Agents are

responsible for notifying the management station about unusual events (such as a restart, link

failure, overload conditions, and so forth) using SNMP TRAP messages. The management

station can perform further investigation on agents using GET or SET SNMP messages after

notification. The trap-directed polling operation reduces the overhead on agents, the network

and the management station.

SNMPv2 (work started in 1993) addressed limitations in the original design, which in-

cluded the inability to query network entities efficiently for information. This was facilitated

by bulk data transfer capabilities in SNMPv2. Moreover, decentralised network management

was supported by manager-to-manager cooperation features (e.g., alerts and a manager-to-

manager MIB [Stallings, 1998]). The primary contribution of SNMPv3 (work began in 1997)

addresses security issues in previous versions related to privacy, authentication and access

control. These functions are supported by symmetric-key cryptography and utilise precon-

figured access control policies to prevent unauthorised users running commands at agents

[Stallings, 1998].
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2.4.2 Ccndstatus

The ccnd daemon is the forwarder/router process required for CCNx protocol communi-

cation, which must be run by every CCNx node. It is based on an implementation of the

CCN/NDN principles outlined in Section 2.2.4. Its primary functions include maintain-

ing a forwarding information base (FIB) table, a pending interest table (PIT) and a content

store (CS). The ccndstatus command returns internal state from the local or remote ccnd

daemon, which includes information about the FIB, PIT and CS and can help explain its

behaviour. It can be run via command line or HTTP request against routers. Information

returned includes [PARC, 2015]: ccnd identity (e.g., ID, start time, current time), content

object statistics (e.g., stored, stale, duplicate, sent), interests (names, pending, propagating,

accepted, sent, dropped), configured interfaces (e.g., ID, IP address, bytes in/out, content

objects in/out, pending interests) and forwarding information (e.g., name prefix, ID, expiry

time).

However, the requestor has to trust the metrics produced as no accountability model

exists in ccndstatus to establish integrity or authenticity of information produced. Moreover,

it provides no information about transmission delay, RTT from consumer to content, and so

forth. Additionally, commands need to be run against individual routers. As a result of these

design decisions, it is difficult to trust metrics produced, trace content paths efficiently and

troubleshoot or monitor CCN networks.

2.4.3 Contrace

Contrace is a tool for measuring and tracing content in CCN/NDN networks running over IP

[Asaeda et al., 2015]. It aids with performance evaluation, troubleshooting issues, estimating

content popularity, investigating routing paths and caching conditions in CCNs. Network

tools such as IP’s ping and traceroute and multicast IP’s traceroute facility inspired its design.

These tools cannot directly trace data, forwarding paths (including multipath) or cache status

for name prefix’s in CCN as they are based on host centric rather than data centric content

distribution models. Moreover, similar tools do not currently exist to evaluate CCN networks

or protocols. See Figure 2.5 for a high-level overview of contrace.
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Figure 2.5: The Contrace CCN network analysis tool

A contraced daemon runs on every CCNx router and interfaces with the local ccnd dae-

mon, which is a required component for CCNx communication. The ccnd forward informa-

tion base (FIB) table (see Section 2.2.4) is populated by a name-based routing protocol (e.g.,

OSPF). In contrace, a query message is invoked by a user (via a command-line interface),

which is passed to the contraced daemon. The local ccnd process responds to the query

request with cache and forwarding path information. The contraced daemon can then for-

ward the request to a neighbour router’s contraced daemon, which queries the local ccnd and

responds or forwards the request on to the next router. A response is generated by the con-

traced daemon running on the content forwarder and sent back to the user. Router policies

defined by the network administrator can limit the information in the response. However,

if no policies are defined, cache efficiency, performance and state information captured by

contrace includes [Asaeda et al., 2015]:

• Cached content size.

• Number of cached content chunks.

• Amount of received interests for the content (i.e. content popularity).

• Lifetime and expiration time of cached content.

• Node name or IP address of the publisher or NDN cache.

• RTT between content consumer and NDN cache or content publisher.
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• Cache state per name prefix in NDN cache.

• Prefix forwarding path information.

Contrace is a powerful network measurement tool that can be used to help design and

test new routing protocols and forwarding/caching strategies in CCN/NDN. However, the

contrace accounting model depends on trust. It assumes that routers will not return invalid

or inflated metrics as they lack accountability mechanisms.

2.4.4 LIRA

This architecture is described in an article published in late 2015 in the arXiv preprints repos-

itory, which is a source of eprints of scientific papers. It shares some of the underlying goals

of the Savant architecture such as controlling content and collecting accurate accounting in-

formation for the content distribution process. To our knowledge it has not been published

in any peer reviewed conferences or journals to-date.

The objective of the Location-Independent Routing Layer (LIRA) framework is to sup-

port the deployment of ICNs by providing a network architecture that aligns with the goals of

content providers and ISP’s. LIRA identifies several obstacles hindering ICN deployment by

these entities as follows [Psaras et al., 2015]: absence of a scalable name resolution service,

lack of content control, no data access logging i.e. content accounting information, and the

need for backward compatibility with the current IP Internet model. LIRA achieves these

goals using several mechanisms.

First, content providers are directly involved in the name resolution process. This is

achieved using the Internet’s current standardised location-dependent mechanisms based on

URLs, HTTP, DNS and IP addresses. All consumers are required to consult the content

provider and ask for content name/ID (cID) before content transfer takes place. The content

provider responds with the cID (but not content) to the consumer. Additionally, they can

also add a list of up-to-date cIDs for subsequent content in the response. This avoids the

client having to make requests for every individual content chunk. Consumers use these

cIDs to retrieve content from any local cache that supports LIRA principles and has content
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availability. By requiring all consumers to ask the content provider for content, consumers

are prevented from accessing content transparently to the content provider facilitating the

production of content access logs (i.e. accounting information related to content views).

However, consumers or search engines could distribute known cIDs to other users. To

prevent this, LIRA uses flat self-certifying ephemeral names for content that periodically

expire (after some time period proportional to content popularity). Changing cIDs invali-

dates existing copies of content located in network caches, which will be evicted based on a

cache replacement or predefined eviction strategy. This effectively enables content providers

to purge LIRA caches of old content and actively control content delivered to consumers.

Moreover, this mechanism offers more control over content than specifying a TTL value in

published content. A TTL that is too long results in the delivery of out-dated content while

a TTL that is too short results in the unnecessary redelivery of content.

To support these mechanisms, LIRA transparently adds an extra layer on the protocol

stack above the network (IP) layer and below the transport layer. This layer supports the

ICN philosophy of a location independent data distribution network. All LIRA nodes imple-

ment a Content Forwarding Information Base (C-FIB) table and content cache [Psaras et al.,

2015]. The C-FIB manages incoming and outgoing content based on name and supports na-

tive multi-source routing and off-path cached content delivery (e.g., from neighbour nodes).

Moreover, content cached locally (on-path caching) can be delivered directly to consumers.

Furthermore, LIRA nodes can be deployed incrementally with backward compatibility for

IP using traditional IP location-based routing. Evaluations show a performance gain for ISPs

with a subset of LIRA nodes deployed in the network while content providers continue to

maintain full control of content.

The LIRA content accounting model requires all consumers to ask the content provider

for ephemeral data names (that periodically change). Moreover, it needs to trust caches will

evict expired content and ISP’s, search engines and consumers will not share cIDs with other

users.
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2.4.5 Encryption-Based and Push Interest Based Accounting in CCN

This architecture was also described in papers published in late 2015 in the arXiv preprints

repository. It shares many of the design goals of the Savant architecture such as gathering

accounting information for content distributed and the need for accountability in information

produced. However, it fails to resolve issues related to per-consumer specific accounting and

preventing several types of ICN attacks. In contrast, Savant seeks to specifically address

these types of challenges, which are outlined in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. To our knowledge

this architecture has not been published in any peer reviewed conferences or journals to-date.

Encryption-based and push interest (pInt) based accounting are two practical secure

schemes for gathering real-time feedback information for content distributed in CCN net-

works (specifically using the CCNx 1.0 protocol). The encryption-based scheme works by

encrypting content (a form of access control), which is transparent to networking infrastruc-

ture as it works at the application layer. In contrast to the encryption-based scheme, the

pInt-based scheme operates at the network-layer requiring router participation and modifica-

tions to the CCNx architecture. Both schemes are based on the identification of three types

of accounting information. These include [Ghali et al., 2015]:

• Individual: information is bound to a unique consumer e.g., name or public key. User-

specific information needs to be added to the interest payload1.

• Distinct: the same information as individual but identities are not revealed.

• Aggregate: this is an aggregate of the set of unique consumers.

To facilitate probabilistically accurate accounting, the authors recommend that distin-

guishing information such as nonces and timestamps should be added to interests as payload

for all three types of accounting [Ghali et al., 2015].

Encryption-Based Accounting

The encryption-based scheme works by encrypting each content chunk and getting con-

sumers to retrieve decryption keys, which are the same for all users, directly from the content
1CCNx 1.0 interests can carry payload information in an interest that is signed by the producer. This is in

contrast to the NDN protocol outlined in Section 2.2.4, which does not currently support interest payloads.
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producer [Ghali et al., 2015]. This model facilitates per chunk accounting at the application

layer by the content producer. To support individual accounting, consumer specific data

needs to be specified in interests sent to the content provider for data decryption keys. How-

ever, if aggregate or distinct accounting is needed, no additional consumer information is

required when requesting decryption keys. While this scheme is transparent to the routing

infrastructure, it is based on an access control model. Moreover, it is an inefficient mecha-

nism as at least two interests are sent per content chunk requested i.e. one interest for data

and one for decryption keys. Additionally, all content chunks need encrypting by producers

and decrypting by consumers.

pInt-Based Accounting

The pInt-based scheme is distinct from access control and requires half the number of mes-

sages per content chunk compared to the encryption-based scheme. pInt messages are gen-

erated by routers to inform the content producer that their content has been requested. This

occurs when a cache hit occurs on a router or when collapsed (or aggregated) interests in the

pending interest table (PIT) are satisfied. To support accounting at router caches, the pInt-

based scheme requires a new flag in the content header called ACCT. Flag values include

[Ghali et al., 2015]: NONE, AGGREGATE, DISTINCT or INDIVIDUAL corresponding to

the types of accounting available.

A pInt message is the same as a regular interest as it contains interest name and payload

information, which corresponds to the name and payload of the interest for data served.

However, pInt messages do not leave state behind in routers and interests are not aggregated

or multicasted. As a result, a content producer is guaranteed to receive real-time information

about content requested in the network (i.e. assuming no network failures, maliciousness,

and so forth).

The pInt-based scheme also provides mechanisms to mitigate forgeries and replay attacks

for the individual accounting type by authenticating users and cryptographically binding

consumer specific data to a distinct interest, a nonce and a timestamp. A producer can

detect replayed nonces by maintaining a list of all recently received nonces for a consumer.
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Furthermore, the authenticity of public keys and symmetric keys can be established using

some distribution mechanism prior to verification.

However, preventing forgery and replay attacks is not possible with aggregate or distinct

accounting types as consumer-specific data is required. Additionally, the pInt-based mecha-

nism cannot differentiate between routers not generating pInt messages (when they should),

causing inflation attacks in distinct or aggregate accounting types or when genuine network

packet loss events occur. The authors conclude that per-consumer specific accounting is not

possible without application support when consumers are dishonest, because routers do not

verify consumer specific information before distributing content.

The encryption-based and pInt-based accounting mechanisms identify some of the re-

quirements and challenges of designing an accounting and accountability framework for

ICN architectures.

2.4.6 Summary

We have covered a variety of systems that seek to maintain visibility and control of net-

work elements or data in IP and ICN environments. Many of these systems were designed

with a specific purpose (e.g., network measurement), which is achieved by gathering ac-

counting information. We began with an overview of SNMP, which is used to maintain and

control IP-based network devices. Ccndstatus offers similar information to SNMP (but no

control) and is limited to querying one CCNx network device at a time. Contrace extends

ccndstatus functionality by measuring and tracing content in CCN/NDN networks running

over IP. LIRA uses self-certifying ephemeral names for content that periodically expires to

support content control and content accounting. The encryption-based and pInt-based ac-

counting schemes offer two practical secure frameworks for gathering real-time accounting

information for content distributed in CCN networks. The pInt-based scheme highlights

the importance of gathering accountability information for content distributed in untrusted

environments.

However, many of these architectures lack proper support mechanisms to avoid new and

legacy types of attacks in ICNs as identified in Section 2.3.4. Moreover, if integrity, authen-
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ticity and non-repudiation can be established in accounting information produced for content

distributed in trusted or untrusted environments in near real-time and in a scalable manner,

it would be a useful tool or to support the requirements of content providers, ISPs and end-

users. To support this near real-time capability, an architecture would require the support of

a scalable information processing and control system.

2.5 Information Processing Systems

The collection of accounting information for analytics purposes is common in many con-

tent distribution architectures such as P2P, fixed-infrastructure CDN, hybrid CDN-P2P and

network CDN (NCDN) systems [Bitar et al., 2012] [Androutsellis-Theotokis & Spinellis,

2004][Nygren et al., 2010][Repantis et al., 2010]. The information gathered by these sys-

tems is used for monitoring and alerting on distributed system and network health, content

location and access logging, user engagement and demographics, and so forth. This infor-

mation is typically presented in raw, aggregated and summarised form based on locally or

globally defined metrics. Moreover, with the advent of big data platforms large volumes of

accounting information can now be processed in real-time (or near real-time). The mecha-

nisms and systems to perform these actions have evolved over the last fifteen years, some

of which we discuss in the following section. Moreover, many of the attributes from ar-

chitectures discussed in this section have been used to support the Savant framework. We

begin with a brief overview of the SDIMS system, which provides some background into

distributed aggregation frameworks that can operate in untrusted P2P environments.

2.5.1 Scalable Distributed Information Management System (SDIMS)

The Scalable Distributed Information Management System (SDIMS) is a hierarchical data

aggregation framework for large scale distributed networked systems. The SDIMS philoso-

phy is to provide detailed information locally and summary information globally instead of

providing all information to all nodes, which supports the architectures scalability. SDIMS
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Figure 2.6: SDIMS using the Pastry DHT with support for administrative isolation [adapted
from [Yalagandula & Dahlin, 2004]]

achieves these design goals using the Pastry2 distributed hash table (DHT) with modifications

to support local domain awareness using administrative isolation and scalable aggregation

trees.

First, physical nodes are inserted into the Pastry DHT and assigned a globally unique

key. Administrative isolation is achieved by modifying Pastry’s routing tables so that each

node maintains a separate routing table (called a leaf set) to identify groups of nodes for

each administrative domain (e.g., a university department) they are a member (see leaf sets

in Figure 2.6). A leaf set might be statically configured by a network administrator.

Second, scalable aggregation trees (implemented by every node) store and manage dy-

namic attribute key values, perform attribute aggregation using aggregation functions and

propagate aggregate values to virtual nodes3 in different administrative domains (see Figure

2.7). Each node stores raw attributes as a set of tuples <attributeType, attributeName, value>.

For example:

• <uplink-bitrate, avg-uplink-bitrate, 5mb/s>

• <downlink-bitrate, avg-down-link-bitrate, 10mb/s>

2Pastry (outlined briefly in Section 2.1.4) is a structured self-organising P2P overlay network based on
DHTs with proximity awareness (i.e. local or near by nodes) [Lua et al., 2005]).

3A virtual node acts as a convergence point or root node for an administrative domain. The virtual node is
selected by finding the numerically highest node in the administrative domain (see virtual nodes in Figure 2.6).
The virtual node in an administrative domain maintains aggregate values representative of the local domain and
aggregate data received from other administrative domains. An abstract view of this configuration is depicted
in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: The SDIMS API runs Install, Update and Probe commands across different
Administrative Domains for aggregation and propagation purposes.

• <buffering, avg-buffering-events, 2>

Aggregation takes place globally on attributeType values and locally on attributeKey

values (where attributeKey is a secure hash function (such as SHA-1) over <attributeType,

attributeName>) [Yalagandula & Dahlin, 2004]. Each node in the DHT has an obligation to

manage aggregation for values that map to its key. Moreover, every node in an administrative

domain will have some responsibility for performing data aggregation.

To support flexible distributed aggregate computation and propagation of aggregate val-

ues between administrative domains in the DHT, SDIMS provides an API for installing4

aggregation functions and updating and probing aggregate information. This is depicted in

Figure 2.7. These functions can be invoked by any of the nodes in the tree. After a node ap-

plies an aggregate value update e.g., adding a raw attribute update for buffering interruptions

during a video session, the SDIMS aggregation API may trigger re-computation of aggregate

values up the tree and down different sub-trees using the update function. These functions

enable applications to monitor, query and react to state changes or issues in the distributed

system.

Finally, SDIMS only guarantees eventual consistencies for large distributed systems as

aggregate values are not recalculated each time a global probe occur.

4How far up or down different subtrees an update will propagate depends on the install parameters for each
aggregation function. Install parameters include: attributeType, aggregation function, what to update (e.g., all
nodes), domain restriction information and expiry time.
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2.5.2 Query System

Query is the monitoring system for Akamai’s EdgePlatform, which is a purpose built CDN

of edge servers and optimised protocols that offers accelerated delivery for applications and

content to end-users. Query provides near real-time information about Akamai’s globally

distributed network and services, which handle between 15% to 30% of the Internet’s traffic

each day [F. Chen et al., 2015]. It includes over 170,000 servers located in 102 countries and

1,300 autonomous systems running over one million software components [F. Chen et al.,

2015][J. Cohen et al., 2010]. It has been in constant development and use since Akamai’s

inception in 1998 supporting user services such as live or on-demand media streaming, static

and dynamic HTTP content, and so forth.

Query’s design goals include [Repantis et al., 2010]: low latency for data and queries,

scalable, reliable, consistent, fault-tolerant, with complete and synchronised data. These

goals are achieved using several mechanisms and components in a hierarchical architecture,

which is depicted in Figure 2.8. First, a Query process runs on every Akamai owned and

managed machine i.e. not end-user machines, which collects and combines metrics from

local software components into database tables [J. Cohen et al., 2010]. A set of tables col-

lected at short intervals (i.e. every minute or two depending on configuration) is called a

generation. Generations are collected and combined into tables by cluster proxies, which

process information from all edge machines in a geographical location or cluster. Cluster

proxies provide combined data to top-level aggregators (TLAs). TLAs collect and aggregate

all generations from portions or the entire network, which are again added to database tables.

TLAs send copies of these tables to SQL parsers, which compute and answer user queries.

Data is accessible to users via SQL queries. All queries are executed immediately or pe-

riodically, depending on the availability of tables in SQL parsers. If data is needed regularly,

machines prewarm (or cache) tables based on a predefined list of required data. This infor-

mation is collected, combined and aggregated as part of a generation. If some tables don not

exist in the SQL parser, a request is sent to the TLA for the tables. If tables are still missing,

data is requested from cluster proxies and then from edge machines. Tables missing at all

layers will be delivered during the succeeding generation. This supports the architecture’s
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Figure 2.8: Akamai’s Query System [adapted from [J. Cohen et al., 2010]]

scalability, as only required data and tables are collected, combined and aggregated.

It takes Query about two to three minutes to collect, decode and aggregate data from

edge machines and offer a best-effort synchronized view of Akamai’s network and services

[Repantis et al., 2010]. Users and applications that use Query include [J. Cohen et al., 2010]:

Akamai’s alert system, which monitors and alarms on servers, outages, and so forth; histori-

cal data collection, which is used to track quantitative metrics over time; Akamai’s customers

(i.e. the content providers) providing estimates of recent traffic patterns for content delivered.

Data consistency, completeness and synchronisation are best effort. Moreover, data la-

tency can be up to a few minutes. Finally, these resources are highly replicated for scalability,

reliability and fault tolerance purposes

2.5.3 Google Analytics

Google Analytics is a service that collects and measures website traffic data and provides

a tool to study a user’s online experience. Information collected includes [Clifton, 2012]:

traffic volumes, geographic distribution, latency, user behaviour, social media traffic, and

so forth. Google acquired Urchin Software Corp in April 2005, which developed a web

statistics software program called Urchin to analyse server log files. Urchin went on to
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become Google Analytics, which was released in November 2005. However, the architecture

has evolved significantly since Urchin. As well as providing analytics for web traffic based

on predefined queries, it has also developed into a big data analytics platform. Figure 2.9

shows an illustration of the Google Analytics architecture.

Website 1

Website 2

Website 3

Website 1
Google Analytic's 
Data Collectors

Google's Bigtable 
Proprietary Database

Pre-computed Reports

Google Cloud Dataflow Cluster (which 
was previously a MapReduce Cluster)

Google Dremel/BigQuery

Query 
Engine

Customised 
Interface

Standard 
Interface

Export API

BigQuery 
Interface

End-User Reports

Figure 2.9: Google Analytics architecture [adapted from [Clifton, 2012]]

The architecture is composed of several components to support data collection, scalabil-

ity and big data. First, JavaScript code needs to be installed on every web page to enable

the collection and reporting of visitor interactions. Second, the Google Analytics JavaScript

library (analytics.js) needs to be downloaded by all end-users accessing the website. Addi-

tionally, JavaScript needs to be enabled on the end-user’s browser, otherwise metrics will not

be sent to Google’s collection servers. Third, all information sent to the collection servers

is stored in Bigtable (see Figure 2.9), which is an internal distributed (database-like) storage

system (in development at Google since 2004) designed for scalability and high performance

[Chang et al., 2008]. Fourth, Google Analytics uses two tables in Bigtable. One is associated

with raw clicks, 200TB in size, while the other is a summary table, 20 TB in size, contain-

ing predefined summaries for each website [Chang et al., 2008]. In the past, the summary

table was generated from the raw clicks table by periodically scheduled MapReduce func-

tions. MapReduce is a parallel programming model for batch processing and generating

large datasets [Chang et al., 2008]. However, it was announced in June 2014 that MapRe-

duce has been completely abandoned by Google in favour of Cloud Dataflow [Salapura et

al., 2015]. Like MapReduce, the Dataflow processing model, hides the complexity of large

scale distributed processing from users (such as coordinating workers, data sets, dealing with
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failures, and so forth) by providing an easy to use programming model allowing users to fo-

cus on the logical composition of the data processing job [Akidau et al., 2015]. However,

unlike MapReduce, the Dataflow model can easily process petabytes of data, which caused a

performance issue for MapReduce, deal with both batch processing and ad hoc streaming of

unsorted data, and offer real-time monitoring capabilities [Akidau et al., 2015]. This process

is complemented by Dremel (BigQuery is the public implementation of Dremel), which is

a scalable distributed massively parallel interactive query system that can run aggregation

queries against very large data sets over shared clusters in seconds (e.g., trillion row tables)

[Melnik et al., 2010]. Finally, data is made available to users via the Google Analytics Query

Engine.

2.5.4 C3

Conviva (briefly mentioned in Section 2.1.4), was founded in 2006 and develops tools that

support online video optimization, performance and analytics for content providers and end-

users. Conviva’s C3 controller is a centralised scalable network model for optimising video

delivery on the Internet. It uses global knowledge and a real-time view of network state as

well as content provider policies and objectives to choose the optimal CDN server for content

delivery to a client. Additionally, it seeks to detect and resolve video QoE issues experienced

by users such as start-up delays, low bitrate, buffering, frame dropping, and so forth in near

real-time.

The C3 controller evolved in three phases [Ganjam et al., 2015]. The first phase started in

2006 when P2P content distribution was a cheap alternative to CDNs, which typically cost in

the region of 40 cents/GB. The primary goal of the centralised C3 controller was to compute

optimal overlay trees (based on client location, volume, churn, and so forth) to deliver CDN

quality live video streams over P2P. In this stage clients were largely homogenous (e.g.,

desktop machines) and utilised the Flash/RTMP protocol. Additionally, the number of clients

was relatively small (tens of thousands).

The second phase started in 2009 with the arrival of cheaper CDN distribution (5 cents/GB),

the entry of big players such as Apple and Hulu (seeing the potential for video distribution)
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Figure 2.10: The Conviva Phase III C3 architecture [adapted from [Ganjam et al., 2015]]

and the emergence of HTTP and chunk-based video streaming protocols. The centralised C3

controller evolved to calculate the optimal CDN and bitrate for a client. This was achieved

using a player plugin, which was downloaded by the client when the session started allowing

C3 to modify the player logic and select the best CDN server. However, later adaptations

during the video session (such as bitrate switching) could not be supported by C3 and relied

on local client adaptation logic. Consequently, there was a lot of QoE metric computation

and summarisation logic defined in the player plugin.

The third phase started in 2011 and saw a massive increase in client heterogeneity, which

involved supporting different protocols (e.g., proprietary and HTTP chunking), devices (e.g.,

mobile, set-top-box, TV), application frameworks (e.g., Akamai, Ooyala, PrimeTime) and

the emergence of big data platforms. These trends and advances supported the latest develop-

ment of C3, a diagram of which is available in Figure 2.10. First, the QoE data computation

and summarisation logic moved from the client (in phase two) to the C3 controller, which

was supported by a big data platform e.g., Apache Spark [Zaharia et al., 2012]. The C3 sens-

ing/actuation layer, which runs on the client, provides several functions: it sends raw video

quality metrics to the C3 controller; it receives and implements decisions from the controller

e.g., change CDN or increase/decrease frequency of metric collection; and it has built in fault

tolerance if connectivity is lost to the C3 controller. Second, the C3 controller was split into

two layers [Ganjam et al., 2015]: the centralised modelling layer offers a global view of the
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network state, it’s decisions are pushed to a scalable globally distributed decision layer that

operates on a per-client basis. The global modelling layer operates with stale information

i.e. up to tens of seconds or minutes, based on feedback metrics from clients. This layer

operates based on the premise that CDN metrics are stable for minutes at a time [Ganjam et

al., 2015]. The decision layer, which is horizontally scalable up to 100s of millions of users,

operates geographically close to clients performing calculations and updates on a per-client

basis in milliseconds. The decision layer combines information from: the global (stale) mod-

elling layer; up-to-date client metrics received, aggregated and monitored at intervals of 5-20

seconds; and global policies to make optimal CDN and bitrate selections for clients. These

mechanisms support a scalable, responsive and up-to-date view of the global network state.

The architecture provides scalability by centralising the global model layer, which has

a stale picture of network state and using a distributed layer located close to end-users to

provide decisions quickly to clients.

2.5.5 Summary

In this section, we give a brief overview of several information processing and aggrega-

tion frameworks based on a centralised or decentralised models. SDIMS provides some

background into distributed aggregation frameworks that can operate in untrusted P2P envi-

ronments. Akamai’s Query system uses principles of hierarchical aggregation from SDIMS,

collecting near real-time information about Akamai’s globally distributed network and ser-

vices. In contrast to SDIMS which can operate on untrusted infrastructure, all information

collected and aggregated by Query takes place on trusted infrastructure. Google Analytics

provides a centralised platform that collects data from untrusted client infrastructure, which

is aggregated and presented to content providers. Similarly, Conviva gathers client-side met-

rics that support online video optimization and performance. This is supported with a cen-

tralised global model layer that operates with stale information and a horizontally scalable

decision layer that operates on a per-client basis in milliseconds and is located geographically

close to clients.

The advent of big data analytics supports the collection and processing of near real-time
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information from end-users. However, all of these systems depend a model of trust, which

assumes perfect integrity of the accounting information received for aggregation. Moreover,

it is typically based on the observation of one entity (i.e. the end-user).

2.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter introduces a number of systems and concepts related to content distribution,

security, accounting, accountability and information processing. Each section deals with a

specific aspect of research we believe is required to support effective accounting and ac-

countability for content distribution in ICN environments. We use many of these systems,

concepts and methodologies to support the design of the Savant framework in the following

chapters.
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Chapter 3

Tools for Efficient Content Delivery

In Section 2.1 and 2.2, we surveyed existing and proposed future content delivery archi-

tectures detailing their methodologies for providing efficient low-cost content distribution,

accounting and accountability across trustworthy and untrustworthy infrastructure. We also

surveyed several architectures and systems to help identify desirable elements that can lead to

reduced network traffic, less network congestion, lower distribution costs and smaller origin

server load. Moreover, we identified which architectures and frameworks increase content

availability, scalability, content control, security, accountability and that can help manage

accounting information produced.

In this chapter, we develop and use two tools to help analyse the drawbacks and merits of

the content distribution architectures discussed in Section 2.1 and 2.2. The first is a generic

model for content distribution, developed by synthesising the most desirable elements that

lead to efficient low-cost distribution of content. The second is a taxonomy for analytic in-

formation based on a survey of the logging information gathered by existing systems. Using

these tools in combination with the other systems, mechanisms and frameworks surveyed in

Chapter 2, we identify a table of elements required for efficient content distribution. Finally,

we highlight outstanding challenges for content distribution.

85
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3.1 A Generic Model for Content Distribution

The generic content distribution model in Figure 3.1 is a synthesis of the most important el-

ements in existing content distribution architectures discussed in chapter two. We have used

a high level functional CDN architecture model [ETSI, 2011] (with components for content

acquisition, ingestion, preparation, deployment, request routing, replica servers, accounting

and billing) as the baseline for our generic model. This is due to the CDNs prevalence and

success for content distribution on the Internet [Nygren et al., 2010][Pathan & Buyya, 2008].

However, the generic model adds the functional elements: accountability, ISP cache, P2P,

cloud service provider (CSP), ICN cache (store-and-forward) and multicast IP to comple-

ment existing CDN elements. Consequently, the generic models functional elements iden-

tify more efficient and cost effective methods of content delivery than the traditional CDN

model [ETSI, 2011]. Elements of the generic model utilised by existing content distribution

architectures are summarised at the end of this chapter in Table 3.1.
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Overview of the Generic Model Components

The generic model uses the following elements for content delivery, which can be mapped

to one or more functional CDN activities [ETSI, 2011]. User generated content (UGC) and

commercial licensed content acquired from content providers is uploaded into the content

delivery system. The ingestion element prepares content for distribution to many different

users, devices and networks, preforming tasks such as transcoding, resolution conversion,

encryption and incorporating publisher controls. Ingested content is then pushed or pulled

to CDN replica servers based on content popularity. In the generic model this information

can also be pushed or pulled to ISP cache, ICN cache, CSP, multicast IP and P2P systems.

The request routing element interacts with the deployment element to keep an updated view

of content availability across CDN replicas, ISP cache, multicast IP, CSP and P2P infras-

tructure. Request routing is also responsible for directing users to copies of content using

adaptive or non-adaptive routing algorithms that depend on heuristics or metrics based on

network conditions, server load and server health. The generic model’s accounting element

is responsible for monitoring events such as user engagement, network and system perfor-

mance and user demographics, which also provide input for reporting, billing, analytical

information and request routing elements. Our model enhances accounting with account-

ability, which can provide non-repudiability for content accounting information collected

from trusted or untrusted infrastructure [Haeberlen et al., 2007].

However, the ability to monitor all the logging information generated across distributed

trusted and untrusted infrastructure is a major challenge [Ko et al., 2011][Repantis et al.,

2010]. Consequently, a major obstacle is to identify what accounting and accountability

information should be gathered based on the content distribution infrastructure (trusted or

untrusted)? In the next section we develop a taxonomy of accounting and accountability

based on information gathered by existing content distribution architectures.
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3.2 Taxonomy of Accounting and Accountability

The following taxonomy is based on our analysis of the accounting and accountability in-

formation collected from existing content distribution systems: multicast IP, web cache,

CDN, P2P, transparent cache, CDN-P2P, NCDN, CDNI, virtual environments and ICN sys-

tems. We have grouped the information into the following categories by purpose. Each

sub-category is likely to be of special interest to sub-groups within an organisation such as

marketing, IT and customers.

• Server Configuration and Performance: Details of system information relating to

the distributing server or peer. For example, CPU-type, available RAM, RAM-occupancy,

IP address, open ports and port numbers, CPU usage, OS version, temperature, power

usage, content location, content availability, and so forth.

• Network Performance: Information about the performance of the network when de-

livering the requested content. For example, bytes uploaded, bytes downloaded, total

bytes transferred, speed, reliability, round-trip time (RTT), latency, and so forth.

• Advertising: Record of ads pushed to user. For example, impressions (ad displayed

to user), cost per impression, cost per click, click through rate, gross revenue, ad type

(e.g., reserved in-stream ads (non-skippable), banner ads, auction ads, and so forth)

[Clifton, 2012].

• User Engagement: User involvement and interaction with the content. For exam-

ple, unique-views (i.e. distinct individuals requesting content), subscribers (users who

prearrange access to a service), total play time (minutes watched), content marked

as favourite, user likes and dislikes, user comments, user shares e.g., via Facebook,

Google+ and Blogger [Clifton, 2012][Pathan & Buyya, 2008].

• User Quality of Experience (QoE): Measuring the kind of experience the user has

with the content. For example [Dobrian et al., 2013]: join time (i.e. time it takes for

the buffer to fill up and start playing), buffering ratio - percentage of session time (i.e.

playing time + buffering time) spent buffering, rate of buffering events (i.e. frequency
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of buffering interruptions), average bitrate (e.g.,100 kbps), rendering quality and rate

of bitrate switching.

• User Demographics: Data characterising users. For example, age, location (by coun-

try, city, ISP), gender, device type (computer, tablet, mobile, game console, TV) and

operating system.

• State Machine: A log of the sequence of events (deterministic or non-deterministic)

that a node is expected to follow (based on a protocol) when sending, receiving and

processing messages between CDN systems [Haeberlen et al., 2006][Haeberlen et al.,

2007].

Organisationally sub-groups have different motivations for analysing information in each

of the taxonomy categories. For example, information gathered by the server configuration

and performance and network performance categories can be useful for engineering teams to

determine if the system and network are performing adequately and have enough resources to

scale. Similarly, marketing teams are interested in analytical information related to advertis-

ing, user engagement and user demographics to analyse user behaviour. There are also other

factors determining sub-group interest in these accountability categories. For example, con-

tent producers might be interested in network performance and user QoE if the distribution

infrastructure is untrusted e.g., P2P.

3.3 Outstanding Challenges for Content Distribution

The objective of Chapter 2 was to illustrate the value that can be gained by using alterna-

tive architectures (trusted and untrusted) for content distribution to reduce costs and increase

performance to end-users, while continuing to provide adequate levels of accounting and

accountability information. However, many of the systems discussed are research systems

(such as ESM [Chu et al., 2002], SplitStream [Castro et al., 2003], CoralCDN [Freedman,

2010] and all ICN systems [Xylomenos et al., 2014]) with no paying customers and as a con-

sequence have a tendency to lack accounting and accountability capabilities. However, one
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Table 3.1: Elements for content distribution based on existing and proposed future Internet
architectures

Element P2P CDN TC CDN-P2P NCDN & CDNI ICN
Content Acquisition x x x x x x
Content Ingestion x x x x x x
Content Preparation x x x x x x
Content Deployment x x - x x x
Routing x x x x x x
Accountability x x - x - -
Accounting x x - x x x
Accounting Aggregation - x - x x -
Billing - x - x x x
Security - x - x x x
Use Replica Servers - x - x x x
Use P2P x x x x - x
Use ISP Cache x - x - x x
Use ICN cache - - - - - x
Use multicast IP - - - - - x
Use CSP - x x x x x
Note: P2P=Peer-to-Peer; CDN=Content Distribution Network; TC=Transparent Cache;
CDN-P2P=Hybrid CDN-P2P; NCDN&CDNI=Network CDN and CDN Interconnection;
ICN = Information Centric Networking; CSP=Cloud Service Provider.

of the goals of Chapter 2 was to identify desirable elements for content distribution, which

can be used for the design and development for future content distribution architectures. To

this end, we created the generic model (see Figure 3.1), which combines the advantageous

elements from each architecture identified in Section 2.1 for efficient low-cost content dis-

tribution. Many of the architectures discussed utilise one or more generic model elements.

However, no architecture provides support for the whole model (see Table 3.1 and Table 3.2).
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As identified above, centrally managed CDN infrastructure is the most popular content

distribution architecture [Nygren et al., 2010] but it is also the most expensive and arguably

one of the least efficient [Greenberg et al., 2008][Mathew et al., 2014]. However, the CDN

infrastructure offers the best option for the production of trustworthy accounting informa-

tion by guaranteeing the integrity of the accounting information gathered. Consequently, it

is only rational to assume that any future Internet architecture that spans domains of trust

must provide the same level of accounting and accountability (or trust) as a CDN. However,

CDN logging has its own list of challenges such as requiring trust in the CDN provider, large

log size, associated processing costs and poor availability of real-time log information. Con-

sequently, we propose re-evaluating the following research question: how best to provide

scalable trustworthy content accountability for accounting information produced on trusted

and untrusted infrastructure? Additionally, identifying what taxonomic information to col-

lect to support the content distribution process is also required. Finally, while the production

of scalable and reliable accounting information is an issue for most of the architectures sur-

veyed, it is not an inherent problem in either existing or future Internet architectures.

3.4 Savant System Model

Based on the generic model, research question, distributing content that spans trust domains,

and the reliable trustworthy accounting requirement, we have developed the following sys-

tems model for Savant. It supports the production and collection of trustworthy accounting

information in an ICN environment. The model has four main components with five main

functions, which are depicted in Figure 3.2. These include:

1. Content Provider: A set of entities that are licensed to sell and make content available

for distribution. This involves performing activities described in the generic model (see

3.1) such as content acquisition, ingestion, preparation, deployment, and directing end-

users to copies of available content (request routing / find content). Companies that

fall into this category include: Netflix, YouTube, HBO, BBC, and so forth.

2. ICN Cache: Popular content is cached in an ISPs network, which can be any trusted
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or untrusted ICN component that can cache data, respond to subscriber requests for

available content, and deliver data to end-users. The following elements in the generic

model correspond to ISP cache components: replica servers, P2P, ISP cache, ICN

cache, multicast IP, and CSP. The ICN cache element also collects and sends account-

ing and accountability information to the accountability engine. Organisations that fall

into this category include: Eir, Vodafone, AT&T, BT, and so forth.

3. Subscriber: Content is requested by a subscribers device. A subscriber is any end-user

that interacts with content available from a content provider. This component dis-

plays and renders delivered data to the end-user. It also reports industry standard QoE

metrics associated with the content distribution process to the accountability engine

element.

4. Accountability Engine: This element is owned and operated by the content provider.

It collects and aggregates data from cache and subscriber entities. It can also send

commands (Cmds) or instructions to these elements. For example, commands include:

collect additional CPU consumption statistics; increase/reduce the frequency of data

collection; instruct a client to download content from an alternative cache resource.

These commands are outlined in greater detail in Section 4.2.7.

5. Content Provider: The accountability engine provides summary data back to the con-

tent provider. The content provider is responsible for the generic model elements for

collecting accounting information and billing customers. They can also send com-

mands to ICN Cache or Subscriber elements via the accountability engine. For exam-

ple, instruct all subscribers in Ireland to blacklist a certain cache element.

There are several assumptions to make this architecture function. As outlined in Sec-

tion 2.1, the premise of our work states that content providers want visibility over content

distributed for control and analytic’s purposes. Based on ideas and principles explored in

multicast and web caching in Section 2.1.1, P2P in Section 2.1.2, hybrid CDN-P2P in Sec-

tion 2.1.4, and transparent caching in Section 2.1.5, we assume that content cached in an

ISP’s network can be delivered with high quality, reliability and performance, and at low
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Figure 3.2: System System Model: 1. Content Provider, 2. ICN Cache, 3. Subscriber, and 4.
Accountability Engine

cost. Additionally, ICN principles are used by cache and subscriber elements to produce

accounting information.

The Savant accounting and accountability element provides trustworthy accounting infor-

mation about the content distribution process to the content provider for content distributed

from trusted and untrusted elements. In Chapter 4 we outline how this is achieved with

Savant based on ICN principles.

3.5 Chapter Summary

All of the content distribution architectures and systems surveyed in Section 2.1 and 2.2 use

at least some combination of desirable elements identified in the generic model for content

distribution. Only ICN architectures potentially offer support for the whole model. How-

ever, they lack adequate mechanisms to provide accountability for accounting information

produced on trusted or untrusted infrastructure. At present, the CDN architecture offers the

most comprehensive support for efficient content distribution while also assuring integrity

and trust in the accounting information gathered. It is the technology that has been most suc-
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cessful commercially but also the most expensive to use. While this model is adequate for

centrally managed and centrally controlled content distribution architectures, it is an inade-

quate model to use when distributing content from both trusted and untrusted infrastructure.

Consequently, we identified a major challenge to solve before all generic model elements

can be utilised for efficient content distribution. This involves providing adequate levels of

accounting and accountability information during the content distribution process to content

providers and content distributors. Two research issues are identified arising from this chap-

ter. The first is how best to provide scalable trustworthy content accountability for content

accounting information produced on trusted and untrusted infrastructure? The second is the

identification of what information to collect as part of the content distribution process. Fi-

nally, the taxonomy and the generic model used in this chapter may be used as foundations

for the design and development of future Internet architectures that can utilize trusted and

untrusted infrastructure for efficient low-cost content distribution, accounting and account-

ability.
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Chapter 4

Savant Design

In chapter one, we identified the problems we wish to solve and the requirements for the

Savant architecture. In chapter two, we surveyed existing content distribution models, archi-

tectures and accounting methodologies. Moreover, we identified mechanisms and systems

we will utilise in our solution that perform such functions as accountability, data aggregation

and security. In chapter three, we synthesised the most important elements in existing con-

tent distribution systems identified in Section 2.1 and 2.2 into a generic model for content

distribution. Additionally, we developed a taxonomy for analytic information based on a

survey of the logging information gathered by these systems.

Based on our analysis in chapter three, we observed that it is difficult to gather reliable

accounting and accountability information for architectures that span domains of trust and

that lack central administration such as P2P or ICN architectures. We also noticed that there

is a correlation between the efficiency of the content distribution architecture and the integrity

of accounting information produced. Moreover, there is a relationship between the success of

a content distribution architecture and the amount of accounting information it produces. For

example, we observed that content providers typically utilise arguably inefficient distribution

infrastructure that offers extensive accounting and accountability information for the content

distribution process e.g., CDNs.

Consequently, one of the primary philosophies of this thesis is that accounting and ac-

countability information is a fundamental business requirement for many content providers.

Moreover, it should be supported in future Internet architectures such as ICNs as they can

97
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potentially support the whole generic model by offering efficient low-cost content distribu-

tion from trusted or untrusted infrastructure. However, existing ICN architectures do not

provide natural support for content accounting and accountability. Instead, many of these

architectures make a virtue out of not providing it claiming to offer natural privacy to users.

Consequently, Savant is designed for ICN architectures based on the premise that content

providers want visibility over the content being distributed primarily for control and ana-

lytics purposes. This goal was achieved by combining cryptographic techniques, PKI se-

curity processes, ICN principles and information flow processing mechanisms utilised in

existing systems to develop a scalable, secure, near real-time accounting and accountabil-

ity framework for an ICN packet-level content distribution architecture [Haeberlen et al.,

2007][Aditya et al., 2012][Cugola & Margara, 2012][Burke et al., 2013] .

This chapter is divided into several sections. First, we identify Savant’s architectural re-

quirements. Second, we give an overview of the main components, attributes and processes

in the Savant framework. Third, we outline Savant’s security and trust model, providing de-

tails about threats, attacks and defence mechanisms. Fourth, we provide details of Savant’s

global and local namespace, which is based on the trust and security models adopted. Fifth,

we outline Savant’s protocols: agent discovery and local identity management protocol, log

commitment protocol and challenge response protocol. Sixth, we give an overview of the ex-

tensions and improvements needed to make Savant scalable. Finally, we analyse our solution

based on Savant’s architectural requirements and conclude the chapter.

4.1 Requirements

We identify several requirements to support accountability in an untrusted accounting envi-

ronment. These include:

1. Identification of the accounting information to be collected from NDN client and cache

infrastructure during content distribution.

2. Provide auditable, tamper-evident and non-repudiable accounting and accountability

information for content distributed from trusted and untrusted infrastructure.
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3. The architecture must reduce the accounting information overhead in contrast to ex-

isting infrastructure such as CDNs. However, it should also guarantee fault detection

and the ability to diagnose problems in near real-time. Consequently, the architecture

should be able to increase or decrease accounting and accountability collection when

required.

4. The architecture must be able to scale both in terms of content distribution and ac-

counting and accountability collection.

5. The architecture should provide a model to prevent security threats and attacks such

as polluting data, cache poisoning, sending unauthorised authenticated interest com-

mands, and so forth.

4.2 Overview of The Savant Framework

Existing ICN architectures do not provide organic support for content accounting and ac-

countability. Instead, many of these architectures make a virtue out of not providing it

claiming to offer natural privacy to users. Content accounting refers to the information

tracked by content distributors related to the delivery of content to its intended consumers.

This includes content views, end-user quality of experience (QoE), user demographics, and

so forth. In contrast, content accountability refers to a content providers ability to produce

accurate and verifiable information about the content distribution process. This involves the

ability to establish authentication, integrity, provenance, auditability and non-repudiation in

the accounting information received [Yumerefendi & Chase, 2005]. The primary difference

between these concepts is that when trust fails, the latter has the tools to pinpoint the re-

sponsible entity with non-repudiable evidence. Consequently, accountability is an important

concept when the primary form of communication is between nodes that span domains of

trust, which is the case in ICN architectures.

Savant is designed based on the premise that content providers want visibility over the

content being distributed primarily for control and analytics purposes. This is achieved by

pushing primary responsibility for accounting and accountability out to the NDN clients
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and NDN caches, collectively referred to as NDN agents, sending and receiving content. A

high-level overview of the Savant architecture is depicted in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: High-level Overview of the Savant Architecture

Content providers are responsible for collecting and auditing published log objects as-

sociated with content emanating from them. This is supported by a set of accountability

engines, which are owned and operated by the content provider or a trusted third party. NDN

agents are directed to a local accountability engine by the NDN network based on contact

information contained in the content metadata. This is specified during the content inges-

tion process. The accountability engine runs aggregator functions based on event processing

languages to aggregate, summarise and alert upon data collected [Cugola & Margara, 2012].

Additionally, it performs log auditing (see Section 4.2.9), supports NDN agent discovery

(see Section 4.5.1) and log commitment between NDN agents (see Section 4.5.2).

Moreover, content providers and NDN agents depend on two security models based on
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the SPKI/SDSI small-world model of trust (see Section 2.3.2). The first model is supported

by a globally trusted ICANN-like entity, which coordinates namespace allocation and digital

certificates with content providers. This entity also administers and regularly updates a col-

lection of globally distributed CCN-KRS servers (described in Section 2.3.6), which resolve

authorised content publisher security information for a CCN namespace. NDN agents get

the latest security information for content providers from CCN-KRS servers. In the second

model, content providers bind trust to NDN agents by assigning them name and authorisation

certificates using the SPKI/SDSI certificate standard.

In the remainder of this chapter, we identify components and attributes needed to support

the scalable collection of accounting and accountability information in an untrusted decen-

tralised ICN environment. Moreover, for simplicity purposes, we assume that a content

provider (such as Netflix) will be the entity managing the content distribution process and

the Savant framework. However, this function can be delegated to a third party by applying

the same principles.

4.2.1 Content Provenance and Authentication

In ICNs, data is bound to the entity that created it. As a result, all entities (or principals

i.e. entities capable of generating a digital signature) that publish content (e.g., movies, web

pages, log objects, and so forth) must be associated with a public key πi and private key σi

pair. This is to ensure that integrity, trust, authenticity and non-repudiation can be estab-

lished in the data received. To establish a trust context in Savant, all NDN agents sending

and receiving content must be identifiable to content providers. Moreover, to ensure authen-

ticity and non-repudiation in content and log objects received, a security model is required.

As discussed above, Savant uses a small-world model of trust to support the architectures

scalability. We will provide details of Savant’s security model in Section 4.3.

4.2.2 Content Ingestion

Commercially licensed content acquired from content producers is uploaded into the content

delivery system. The ingestion element prepares content for distribution to many different
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users, devices and networks, performing tasks such as encryption, adding metadata and pro-

ducing signed chunks of content. Similar to the generic model outlined in Section 3.1, in

Savant this information can then be pushed or pulled to CDN replica servers, ISP cache, ICN

cache, CSP, multicast IP and P2P systems. Moreover, content can be cached opportunisti-

cally at any trusted or untrusted ICN cache resource. Most ICN architectures support either

on-path or off-path caching. On-path caching refers to information cached along the interest

reverse request path taken by the ICN routing service. Off-path caching directs requests to

cache servers not on the requested path. Moreover, content is typically cached according to

some cache replacement strategy such as Least Frequently Used (LFU), Most Recently Used

(MRU), Most Frequently Used (MFU), and so forth.

4.2.3 NDN Agents

If content is cached on untrusted infrastructure in the network, content providers and dis-

tributors cannot monitor the data distribution process. As a result, the primary responsibility

of NDN caches and NDN clients (collectively referred to as NDN agents) is to produce ac-

counting and accountability information for the content distribution process. An NDN cache

is a component that holds a copy of requested content and is prepared to deliver it to any

entity that requests it. In contrast, an NDN client downloads, views and interacts with the

content received from an NDN cache.

An NDN cache creates a log entry for content if it is retrieved from its local content store.

It also creates log entries for collapsed interests in its PIT table. A collapsed interest refers to

an interest that is not forwarded upstream to the content provider. The original interest that

reached the content provider already triggered the creation of a log entry. Collapsed interests

support content objects being multicast to multiple simultaneous receiver’s in NDN. This

scheme has similarities to the push interest based accounting mechanism outlined in Section

2.4.5.

It is envisaged that NDN agents will have some monetary agreement with content providers.

For example, the NDN cache might distribute content and produce accounting and account-

ability information for a fee, while the NDN client might pay a subscription to view content.
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4.2.4 Content Metadata

In ICNs, content metadata is associated with information such as content author, creation

date, expiry date, data encoding rate, security, search keywords, and so forth [Ahlgren et al.,

2012]. This information is specified during the content ingestion process and is customisable

by the ICN architecture or content provider. As outlined above in Section 2.3.5, a digital

signature is computed over the content object’s name, payload and the metadata in ICN

architectures. Consequently, metadata is bound to content and creator and cannot be changed

without affecting the integrity of the content object.

In Savant, content providers are responsible for collecting published logs associated with

content emanating from them. This is supported by a set of accountability engines, which are

owned and operated by the content provider or a trusted third party. To support accountabil-

ity engines collecting logs from NDN agents, the content provider specifies a feedback field

in the metadata during the content ingestion process. This field directs NDN agents to the ac-

countability engine responsible for collecting accounting and accountability information for

that content provider. For example, Netflix’s accountability engine may be contactable via

the metadata feedback:/netflix/acc-engine, which is directed by the NDN network to the lo-

cal /netflix/acc-engine resource. Moreover, it is bound to the content and cannot be changed

by a malicious third party. The only entity that will receive accounting and accountability

information for the content distribution process is specified in the metadata. If the content

provider wants to allow content anonymity, they can just omit the feedback metadata during

content ingestion.

4.2.5 Published Log Objects

Savant NDN agents use NDN technology to publish log objects. Consequently, all log ob-

jects act as digitally signed commitments to log integrity and provenance. A published log

object ei has the following properties: ei = (hi,si, ti,ci). This corresponds to a sequence

number si (always increasing e.g., timestamp), a type ti (e.g., Interest, Content or Event),

type-specific content ci (e.g., content name, QoE, and so forth) and a hash hi of the current

log object.
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Figure 4.2: Published Log Object

Figure 4.2 illustrates the fields in a published log object. The log object name reflects

the local namespace convention outlined in Section 4.4.1. The payload contains log entries

such as ei = (hi,si, ti,ci). Each log object is cryptographically signed and carries a link in

the metadata to the associated public key and certificate chain. In the Savant security model,

the accountability engine receiving a published log object will only trust the NDN agent if

the digital certificate anchors at the content provider. Content providers use the SPKI/SDSI

certificate standard, which enables local principals (i.e. content provider) to issue digital

certificates to NDN agents. Savant’s security model is outlined in more detail in Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: A hash chain of published log objects

Tamper-Evident Logs

A recursively defined hash chain hi linking the current log object with the previously pub-

lished log object hi−1 makes the log tamper-evident. This is depicted in Figure 4.3. By
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maintaining hash chains between published log objects, an NDN agent commits to the in-

tegrity of the current log object and to all previously published log objects. Moreover, a

single linear append-only log, which contains all communication between NDN agents for a

particular content provider, must be maintained by each NDN agent to ensure consistency.

4.2.6 Accounting

Content accounting enables a content provider and a content distributor to track the content,

quality of service (QoS) and end-user QoE. This information can help to determine what

content is popular, the geographical location of users and what kind of performance clients

are receiving from the network [Aditya et al., 2012]. Content providers can use this infor-

mation to maximise revenue and minimise distribution costs, while providing the user with

a quality viewing experience for the least cost [Balachandran et al., 2012]. As can be seen

in the taxonomy in Section 3.2, there is a broad spectrum of accounting and accountability

information that can be produced by NDN agents. The following illustrate two possible ac-

counting scenarios. We utilise the minimal scenario in Section 5.7 to demonstrate Savant’s

capabilities. The minimal and maximal accounting scenarios collect different amounts of

accounting metrics related to content distributed, client QoE and network QoS.

Minimal

This scenario collects industry standard QoE metrics based the on the player state machine

in Figure 4.4 (adapted from [Dobrian et al., 2013]). Client metrics monitored include [Do-

brian et al., 2013]: join-time, which is the time it takes for the buffer to fill up and start

playing; buffering ratio, which is the fraction of total session time (i.e. playing time plus

buffering time) spent buffering; rate of buffering events, which is the frequency of buffering

interruptions; rendering quality, which is the frames displayed per second on the client; and

average uplink or downlink bitrate (e.g., 200 kbps). Additionally, a sample of content chunks

distributed is gathered.

It is envisaged that this accounting scenario will be the default for video content distri-

bution in Savant, as the overhead for accounting and accountability is small on NDN agents
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Figure 4.4: Video Player State Machine (adapted from [Dobrian et al., 2013]).

while the utility of the metrics gathered is high. Savant’s performance under this scenario is

demonstrated in Section 5.7.

Maximal

There is a broad spectrum of accounting information to gather in the maximal scenario.

However, we limit the information collected to the following metrics on the client and cache

server. These include: CPU usage, uplink and downlink bandwidth, user demographic in-

formation and all content chunks distributed. This is in addition to minimal metrics such

as join-time, rate of buffering events, buffering ratio and rendering quality. Moreover, addi-

tional metrics can be inferred from the information gathered. For example, the time taken

to serve all individual content chunks, chunk delivery failures, cache hit ratios and content

popularity. Additionally, content quality can be determined based on chunks distributed,

received and frequency of end-user random access such as Play/Stop/Seek.

4.2.7 Authenticated Interest Commands

Savant’s scalability and potential to detect, isolate and resolve content distribution problems

depends on its ability to run commands whenever required at NDN agents. We realise this

using authenticated interest commands, which add commands and digital signatures to NDN

interests [Burke et al., 2013]. Savant’s authenticated interest commands are based on the

same principles as the NDN lighting control system outlined in Section 2.3.7. They provide

a secure, access controlled and non-repudiable methodology for communicating with un-

trusted infrastructure. Additionally, authenticity and provenance of commands received can

be easily established by NDN agents based on security information received for the content

provider using the CCN-KRS framework.
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/ndn/agent-namespace/command/ramdomizer||authentication tags

Prefix Cmd Randomizer and Auth Tag

/ndn/agent1.cs.tcd.ie/cpu-on/ramdomizer||digital signature

Prefix Cmd Randomizer and Signature
Example:

Example:

Figure 4.5: Authenticated Interest [adapted from [Burke et al., 2013]]

To recap Section 2.3.7, an authenticated interest is composed of three parts, as illustrated

in Figure 4.5. The prefix is used for routing commands to NDN agents while the cmd carries

the directive. The randomizer contains a nonce and timestamp to prevent timing and replay

attacks, which is concatenated with a digital signature computed over the rest of the interest.

The content provider or one of its delegates such as an accountability engine signs interests.

Savant uses simple commands such as on or off to enable or disable accounting functionality.

However, more sophisticated commands can be run, such as redirecting clients to alternative

cache resources or blacklisting cache servers from content distribution. See Table 4.1 for a

list of sample commands used by Savant.

Table 4.1: Savant Authenticated Interest Commands
Command Comment

cpu-on/cpu-off Turn off/on CPU statistics at NDN agent

framedrop-on/framedrop-off Turn off/on frame drop accounting on client

uplink-on/uplink-off Turn off/on average uplink bitrate

downlink-on/downlink-off Turn off/on average downlink bitrate

blacklist=[ip-address] Blacklist cache server

/namespace=[ip-address] Add new route for /namespace

logging-period=15 increase/decrease logging periodicity

sample-frequency=325 chunk statistical sample frequency

Savant uses a similar methodology to the NDN lighting control framework described in

Section 2.3.7 to produce and verify authenticated interest commands. However, as NDN

agents are expected to run on non-resource constrained devices, we recommend using public

keys and digital signatures for authentication. This is in contrast to the NDN lighting con-

trol system, which advocates using symmetric keys to produce message authentication codes

(MACs), on resource constrained devices [Burke et al., 2012]. Moreover, as the collec-
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tion of additional accounting metrics can have associated costs (both system and monetary),

all commands received from content providers must be acknowledged. Consequently, ac-

countability and non-repudiation is supported in the architecture as both interests and data

responses are digitally signed.

When an NDN agent receives an authenticated interest from a content provider, it deter-

mines whether or not to execute the command, as follows:

1. Obtain and verify the authenticity of the content providers public key. If the key is not

available locally, it can be retrieved using the CCN-KRS framework [Mahadevan et

al., 2014], which is outlined in detail in Section 2.3.6.

2. Verify the digital signature in the authenticated interest received is from the content

provider.

3. Check if the content provider is allowed to run the command, which is determined by

the access control policy described in Section 4.3.5.

4. Verify the command is well formed.

5. Verify the randomizer information is current e.g., timestamp.

If these steps are completed successfully, the NDN agent executes the command and gen-

erates a data response to the content provider. Moreover, the command executed is published

as a log object.

4.2.8 Accountability Engine

The accountability engine is a critical piece of infrastructure for the Savant framework. A

high-level overview is depicted in Figure 4.6. It is infrastructure owned and operated by

the content provider or a trusted third party. Its primary function is to support content

providers collecting, aggregating and auditing accounting and accountability information

collected from trusted or untrusted NDN agents. However, it also supports NDN agents with

discovering accountability engine infrastructure based on metadata specified during content

ingestion. Moreover, it supports log commitment (see Section 4.5.2), which ensures an NDN
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Process
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Category 1: System Configuration 
CPU Type, OS Version, RAM, System Up-time, IP address

Category 2: Network Performance
Bytes Uploaded, Downloaded, Speed & Reliability
Category 3: User Engagement
Content marked as favourite, User likes and dislikes, Pause, Play, 
Fast-Forward, Rewind, User comments, User shares e.g., to 
Facebook, Google+ and Blogger. 
Category 4: User Quality of Experience (QoE)
Last join time (time it takes for the buffer to fill up and start playing), 
total play time (minutes watched), Buffering ratio - fraction of 
session time (i.e., playing time + buffering time) spent buffering, 
Rate of buffering events (i.e., frequency of buffering interruptions), 
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Figure 4.6: High-level Overview of the Savant Accountability Engine

agent cannot create log entries for interest or content it never sent or received. Furthermore,

during the agent discovery process (see Section 4.5.1), the accountability engine provides

NDN agents with digital certificates based on the SPKI/SDSI certificate standard to support

the production of accounting and accountability information in local namespaces. This is

based on the local trust model outlined in Section 4.3.1.

When NDN agents are authorised to publish accounting and accountability information

in a content provider’s namespace, the collection of accounting and accountability informa-

tion can start. NDN agents produce published log objects using sequential data names based

on the hierarchical naming scheme. As a result, it is easy for accountability engine infras-

tructure to formulate the name of the next interest to send for a published log object. Once

the log object is collected, the following happens on the accountability engine:

1. The integrity and authenticity of the published log object is established using the NDN

agents public key.

2. The log object is decapsulated.

3. The integrity of the logs hash chain is determined.
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Table 4.2: Log Auditing Event and Type
Event Type

Uplink bandwidth Deterministic (every second)
Downlink bandwidth Deterministic (every second)

Buffering ratio Non-deterministic
Join-time Deterministic (occurs once)

Rate of buffering events Non-deterministic
Rendering quality Non-deterministic

Interest Deterministic
Content Deterministic

4. Logs are audited based on the accounting scenario used, e.g., typically using the Min-

imal Accounting scenario.

5. Logs are presented to aggregator functions for data aggregation, summarisation and

alerting.

4.2.9 Log Auditing

Each log is audited according to a logging scenario defined by the content provider and based

on a record of authenticated interest commands received. Combined, they identify what in-

formation is expected to be in the log during auditing e.g., QoE metrics, interests and content

sent/received, and so forth. For example, based on the minimal accounting scenario outlined

in Section 4.2.6, the log should contain some of the information in Table 4.2. While certain

information is deterministic by predictably occurring at intervals such as every second (e.g.,

uplink or downlink bandwidth), other metrics such as buffering interruptions or rendering

quality are non-deterministic and can occur due to network fluctuations or client-side issues.

Regardless of the order of data in the log, it should be compatible with what was defined

in the accounting scenario used and based on authenticated interest commands received. For

example, if an authenticated interest command is received to turn on CPU metric gathering,

then we would expect to see CPU metrics occurring deterministically every second in the log.

Any evidence of log subversion, log-tampering (i.e. based on checking for the consistency

of hash chains between published log objects) or inconsistencies (i.e. logs deviate from the

expected logging scenario) can be reported directly to the content provider or investigated
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further using authenticated interest commands.

4.2.10 Aggregator Functions

Aggregator functions based on information flow processing mechanisms are utilised by Savant-

NDN agents and accountability engines to aggregate, summarise and alert on data collected

[Cugola & Margara, 2012][Zaharia et al., 2012]. Some aggregator functions embody func-

tionality similar to data stream management systems, which run queries continuously and

provide updated answers when new data arrives. Savant’s accountability engine is config-

ured to produce a summary of events received at ten second intervals1 using the following

generic Apache Spark SQL command:

Listing 4.1: Apache Spark SQL Command

1 SELECT hostname, eventtype, AVG(value) as Average

2 FROM records

3 GROUP BY hostname, eventtype

4 ORDER BY eventtype desc

The command in Listing 4.1 produces a table in the accountability engine every ten sec-

onds with an average of all events received grouped by NDN agent. Other functions can

perform complex event processing such as monitoring event patterns for multiple related

events in tables produced, then notifying interested parties on occurrence. Consequently, ag-

gregator functions can determine what feedback information to collect and the frequency at

which it is collected. Furthermore, they can combine the outputs from other aggregator func-

tions, supporting compositional processing. Utilising support from high-level accountability

engine infrastructure, aggregation is performed in the distributed architecture incrementally

and hierarchically and does not require large volumes of logs to be aggregated nightly, which

is common in existing CDN, CDNI and hybrid CDN-P2P systems such as Akamai and Aka-

mai Netsession [Nygren et al., 2010] [Aditya et al., 2012]. Furthermore, Savant supports

decentralised aggregation in order to aggregate information as close as possible to the data

1This interval can be configured by the content provider and changed easily when required. For example,
if the log size is very large and gathered every 1, 10, or 60 minutes, the SQL can be configured to reflect this
interval.
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source and minimise the amount of bandwidth used when collecting logging information. Fi-

nally, summarised information is published as a log object, which is available for collection

by higher-level accountability engines or the content provider.

4.2.11 On-Demand Accounting and Accountability

One of the defining benefits of the Savant framework is its ability to monitor the content

distribution process by collecting a subset of the information available in the taxonomy in

Section 3.2 in near real-time, while maintaining the flexibility to gather additional account-

ing information when required. This is achieved utilising authenticated interest commands

(outlined in Section 4.2.7) and choosing the right subset of accounting metrics to monitor.

In the current implementation of Savant, we use the minimal accounting scenario (defined

in Section 4.2.6) by default, which is based on industry standard QoE metrics [Dobrian et

al., 2013]. These metrics are summarised in a table in the accountability engine (currently

at ten second intervals using the Apache Spark framework [Zaharia et al., 2012]). This is

supported by aggregator functions (outlined in Section 4.2.10) based on event processing

languages, which intelligently aggregate, monitor and alert on arriving data in near real-

time. Using aggregator functions and authenticated interest commands, Savant can easily

collect additional metrics if anomalies are detected. For example, if the downlink bandwidth

decreases on a client, this could initiate collection of additional accounting metrics on the

client and cache to try determine the cause of the fault. In Section 5.8.2, we present an

example of Savant detecting a fault scenario.

In the current version of Savant, the frequency that NDN agents produce and accountabil-

ity engine infrastructure collect published log objects is configurable by the content provider

using authenticated interest commands. This interval, which is currently set to 15 seconds

by default for all NDN agents, can be increased or decreased when needed at a single pair of

communicating NDN agent or all NDN agents by the content provider.
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Figure 4.7: High-level Overview of the NDN architecture with support from hierarchical
accountability engines.

4.2.12 High-level Accountability Engine

Savant’s scalability is supported by hierarchical accountability engines, which collect and

aggregate summary data from multiple low-level accountability engines. Summary informa-

tion is propagated back to the content provider as published log objects. The Savant architec-

ture forms a tree-like structure where leaves represent NDN agents, accountability engines

correspond to branches and the content provider acts as the root of the tree. A high-level

overview of the NDN architecture with support from hierarchical accountability engines is

depicted in Figure 4.7.

4.3 Security Model

NDN’s trust model does not rely on any centralised public key infrastructure (PKI), instead

advocating a distributed trust model. Trust in keys is typically established using a PKI-like

certificate chain based on the content naming hierarchy [Xylomenos et al., 2014]. However,
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the CCN network can have multiple copies of published content with the same name from

different content providers, which are bound to valid public keys. Savant aggravates this

trust problem further as both NDN agents and content providers can publish content in any

namespace they choose. Consequently, a key resolution service is required (such as CCN-

KRS [Mahadevan et al., 2014], which is adopted by Savant) to resolve authorised content

provider security information for a CCN namespace (see Section 2.3.6). Moreover, Savant

requires a scalable and flexible security model that can manage namespace allocation and the

integrity and authenticity of published content for both content providers and NDN agents.

This should be supported with a PKI for producing, distributing, storing, using, authenti-

cating and revoking digital certificates and managing the life cycle of public keys. Finally,

known and unknown threats and attack methods should be mitigated in the best possible way.

4.3.1 Savant’s Trust Model

In Savant, different levels of trust are required between content providers, NDN agents and

accountability engine infrastructure. For example, if a private key is compromised in any

ICN architecture, an attacker can publish valid content under the publishers namespace. This

is a serious threat for content providers as they are responsible for copyrighted material such

as movies, TV shows, and so forth. Additionally, an attacker with a publisher’s private

key in Savant can send authenticated interest commands to NDN agents (see Section 4.2.7),

which can impact on client performance and have associated monetary costs. In contrast to

content providers publishing copyrighted material, NDN agents produce accounting metrics

related to the content distribution process, which while important, are less critical to secure.

Moreover, these metrics are typically only of interest to the content provider.

Consequently, we envision Savant using at least two PKI trust models to support the ar-

chitectures scalability, see Figure 4.8. In the first PKI model, trust is anchored at a globally

trusted ICANN-like entity, which supports content providers publishing copyrighted mate-

rial and end-users getting authorised content for a namespace. In the second PKI model, trust

originates from the content provider (local principal) to NDN agents publishing accounting

and accountability information. Both trust models are based on the SPKI/SDSI PKI cer-
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Figure 4.8: This figure shows two trust models (hierarchical and local) used by the Savant
framework, which are both supported by the SPKI/SDSI PKI certificate standard.

tificate standard (see Section 2.3.2). End-users receiving content can easily establish the

authenticity of a content providers public key by following the certificate path from the trust

anchor to the content provider’s digital certificate.

Global Trust Model

In the global PKI model, we envisage content providers such as Netflix and HBO using

the services of a globally trusted ICANN-like entity to coordinate namespace allocation and

manage associated digital certificates. Additionally, one of its secondary responsibilities is to

update the CCN-KRS service (outlined in Section 2.3.6) with the latest security information

(such as new, updated or revoked digital keys) for content providers. Consequently, end-

users can easily resolve up-to-date authorised content publisher security information for a

CCN namespace. This entity can also act as a CA that produces digital certificates, manages

the life cycle of public keys and certifies and accepts liability for the authenticity of these

keys if required. However, trust can originate from different sources based on the SPKI/S-

DSI certificate standard. As a result, its main responsibilities include managing namespace
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allocation and updating CCN-KRS servers.

This ICANN-like entity can also delegate capabilities to third party registrar entities (sim-

ilar to those used in DNS in Section 2.3.1), which are authorised to manage and reserve pre-

fixes. To ensure the architecture’s scalability, registrars are also authorised to produce digital

certificates using the SPKI/SDSI certificate standard for content providers.

Local Trust Model

In the local trust model (i.e. small-world model of trust), NDN agents are given digital cer-

tificates by the content provider (e.g., Netflix) based on the SPKI/SDSI certificate standard.

In this model trust originates from the content provider (i.e. local principal), which defines a

local name in the issuers namespace using SPKI/SDSI name certificate (outlined in Section

2.3.2) and assigns these names to NDN agents. Moreover, the local principal grants autho-

risations using SPKI/SDSI authorisation certificate (outlined in Section 2.3.2) to publish log

objects under a namespace.

Granting name and authorisation certificates to NDN agents can also be delegated (us-

ing the authorisation certificate delegation bit) to an accountability engine (or other entity)

by the content provider. For example, a Netflix end-user is granted a name certificate for

namespace /netflix/acc-engine/user1 by a Netflix accountability engine, which also issues an

authorisation certificate to publish log objects under that namespace.

SPKI/SDSI supports a secure, scalable and flexible authorisation model managed by a

content provider or accountability engine infrastructure, which can build distributed trust

among local communities without requiring the support of a globally trusted entity (root).

Moreover, every accountability engine or content provider is free to adopt an independent

model for managing the life cycle of NDN agent public keys, which can expire periodi-

cally requiring new certificates to be issued. NDN agents require valid digital certificates to

publish in a content providers namespace.

Adopting the SPKI/SDSI trust model can also help mitigate some ICN threats and attacks

identified next while continuing to support the architecture’s scalability.
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4.3.2 Threats and Attack Scenarios

Several threats and attacks were identified related to the Savant accounting and accountability

model. These include [AbdAllah et al., 2015]:

1. Corrupted Data: Data has not been modified or tampered with and comes from an

original source. Data integrity, provenance and authenticity can be established.

2. Unauthorised Access: End-users viewing content without permission or authorisation.

3. Cache Poisoning: Caches intentionally polluted with corrupt or unpopular content.

4. Path Infiltration: Attackers announcing invalid routes for content.

5. Unauthorised Commands: Unauthorised (authenticated interest) commands being run

against NDN agents such as turning off or on accounting and accountability function-

ality.

6. Privacy - Content Monitoring and Censorship: A third party eavesdropping, inter-

cepting and modifying published log object information or authenticated interest com-

mands.

7. Collusion: Agents suspected of colluding to perform malicious or deceitful behaviour.

This includes an inflation or deflation attack where the client and cache collude to over

or under report upload or download activity [Aditya et al., 2012]. Similarly, a Sybil

attack, when a user forges multiple identities that join a system in order to perform one

or multiple attacks while subverting the system authority.

8. Denial of service (DoS) Attacks: This includes interest flooding and content/cache

poisoning [Afanasyev et al., 2013]. Additionally, content providers overloading the

cache or client with requests for accounting and accountability information using au-

thenticated interest commands.

9. Poor Quality of Service (QoS): Caches refusing, degrading or aborting data transfers

to end-users and reporting otherwise.
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10. Resource Exhaustion: Infrastructure susceptible to large amounts of requests or flood-

ing attacks.

4.3.3 Defence Mechanisms

To illustrate Savant’s defence mechanisms against these kinds of threats and attacks, we

consider how a content provider similar to Netflix might use the NDN model for content

distribution in conjunction with the Savant framework for accounting and accountability.

• To support Savant, each end-user device, cache server and content provider must be

associated with identities that can be cryptographically asserted. Public keys are used

to establish the integrity and provenance in content and log objects received from con-

tent providers and NDN agents. In Savant, a globally trusted ICANN-like entity issues

namespaces to content providers and digital certificates (if required). Additionally,

content providers adopt a local trust model using the SPKI/SDSI certificate standard

to issue name and authorisation certificates to NDN agents for publishing accounting

and accountability information.

• To force NDN agents to produce accounting and accountability information, content

providers can encrypt content before distribution to protect it from unauthorised ac-

cess. Decryption keys are shared with authorised users. Consequently, all end-users

viewing content must be accessible to the content provider. Additionally, this content

can be set to periodically expire (e.g., daily) requiring replacing at caches with new

encrypted content.

• In CCN/NDN, establishing trust in content is an application-dependent concept. Con-

sequently, it is difficult for the CCN network to differentiate between valid or polluted

content based on content name only. As a result, Savant employs the CCN-key reso-

lution service (CCN-KRS), which is a DNS-like service for resolving security infor-

mation (such as public key certificates) for a CCN/NDN namespace [Mahadevan et

al., 2014]. As outlined in Section 2.3.6, CCN-KRS supports the restriction of content

requests to that which is signed with a content providers public key or content digest
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[Mahadevan et al., 2014]. Consequently, public keys or content digests can be speci-

fied in the interest sent, which guarantees (assuming network compliance) an end-user

will not receive fake or polluted content from a cache. Additionally, content provider

security information is maintained and updated in CCN-KRS in cooperation with a

globally trusted CA.

• A related attack involves caches advertising invalid routes for content. Using CCN-

KRS security information, the CCN network will only deliver valid content for an

interest request (assuming network compliance).

• NDN agents can also establish the integrity and provenance of authenticated interest

commands received from content providers using the CCN-KRS framework [Burke

et al., 2013]. Additionally, they include mechanisms (such as timestamps, estimated

round-trip-time, sequence number, and so forth) to protect against an adversary attack

that records, drops, modifies, replays, injects or delays commands [Burke et al., 2013].

• Several threats exist whereby accounting information is disclosed to a competitor. This

involves eavesdropping on information sent between client, cache and accountability

engine. Encrypting all published log object information with the content providers

public key or a symmetric key shared with the accountability engine can rectify this

issue. Moreover, authenticated interest commands and data response can optionally be

encrypted with the receiver’s public key.

• A related threat involves a competitor running a hostile cache node where they have a

complete view of the accounting process for a particular content item in a specific re-

gion. This falls into an area of collusion attacks if the competitor also runs client nodes

to create fake transactions. The use of a strong identity management system, which

binds actions to agents, should act to discourage this kind of behaviour, assuming the

cost of getting caught outweighs the gains [Yumerefendi & Chase, 2005].

• Savant is susceptible to several types of denial of service (DoS) attack including: con-

tent pollution and interest (and authenticated interest) flooding. As discussed in Sec-

tion 2.3.6, the CCN-KRS framework limits the impact of content pollution attacks by
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guaranteeing the client will not receive corrupted or fake content. To mitigate interest-

flooding attacks, we advocate using proven statistical algorithms that use per packet

router state, interest satisfaction ratios (i.e. interests sent versus satisfied) and ex-

plicit interface limits to restrict the amount of malicious interests forwarded by routers

[Afanasyev et al., 2013]. Moreover, authenticated interest commands received can

help isolate the attack source as commands are signed by the attacker, which is iden-

tifiable to the system. Finally, we suggest content providers and caches use some sort

of monetary model based on reimbursement for different amounts of accounting and

accountability information produced. These choices require future research.

4.3.4 Savant Supported Defence Mechanisms

Other attack methods exist that cannot be mitigated by the mechanisms outlined above. How-

ever, the faults generated by these attacks can be recognised by the Savant framework and

some action taken (e.g., raise an alarm or redirect clients to alternative infrastructure for

content distribution using authenticated interest commands). These include:

• Savant can monitor the quality of experience of experience (QoE) between NDN

agents using aggregator functions based on event processing languages. Consequently,

it is able to recognise issues such as caches refusing, degrading or aborting data trans-

fers to NDN clients. Moreover, published log objects provide non-repudiable evidence

of actions taken by NDN agents, which can be audited. Alarms can be raised and some

action initiated such as automatically redirecting clients to alternative trusted cache in-

frastructure for content distribution using authenticated interest commands.

• Authenticated interest commands could also be used to redirect client infrastructure

to alternative trusted cache resources if NDN agents are suspected of colluding to

perform malicious or deceitful behaviour. This is similar to the hybrid CDN-P2P ap-

proach adopted by the RCA system [Aditya et al., 2012], which redirects (quarantines)

nodes suspected of causing malicious or deceitful behaviour to trusted infrastructure

for content distribution.
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• As Savant has the capability to process and aggregate client and cache performance

metrics it can monitor for types of DoS attacks such as resource exhaustion or network

congestion. This is supported by authenticated interest commands, which turn off an

on accounting and accountability information at NDN agents. Moreover, as Savant

knows the location of multiple copies of content, it can redirect client infrastructure to

an alternate location for content distribution.

This is not an exhaustive list of attacks methods that can be identified by Savant. It serves

only to illustrate some of Savant’s capabilities. In Section 5.8.2, we engineer a fault into the

NDN content distribution process to demonstrate Savant’s ability to detect and isolate some

of these kinds of attack.

The defence mechanisms outlined above are supported by the Savant trust model, asym-

metric and symmetric cryptographic techniques, the CCN-KRS framework, a strong identity

management system and proven statistical algorithms (to mitigate interest flooding attacks).

Moreover, Savant components such as accountability engines, aggregator functions and au-

thenticated interest commands provide additional mechanisms to recognise faults and per-

form some action to help mitigate content distribution problems.

4.3.5 Access Control Lists

An NDN agent can decide whether or not to execute authenticated interest commands re-

ceived from content providers based on locally defined access control lists (ACLs). NDN

agents can optionally create their own ACLs using the SPKI/SDSI certificate standard (see

Section 2.3.2). These ACLs can determine what authenticated interest commands content

providers are allowed to run on NDN agents. Consequently, they are expected to be based

on policies and agreements between content providers and NDN agents. For example, an

NDN cache may adopt a monetary model based on reimbursement for different amounts of

accounting and accountability information produced and shared with content providers.

Every NDN agent contains a complete list of access control policies for all accounting

and accountability information listed in the accounting taxonomy in Section 3.2. However,

for scalability purposes, all of these are disabled by default except for the minimal accounting
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scenario metrics outlined in Section 4.2.6. However, the other metrics can be turned off

and on when required using authenticated interest commands. It should be noted that the

more access control policies activated, the more accounting and accountability information

generated. This can have a significant impact on available client, cache and accountability

engine resources. Consequently, it is recommended that this functionality be turned on only

when necessary.

4.4 Naming

4.4.1 Global and Local Namespace

The global and local namespace used by content providers and NDN agents in the Savant

architecture is dependent on the trust model used. As outlined in Section 4.3, Savant uses

hierarchical and local trust models supported by the SPKI/SDSI certificate standard.

The hierarchical model is rooted at a globally trusted ICANN-like entity that manages

namespaces and optionally, digital certificates. This entity designates content providers such

as Netflix and HBO to be the authoritative publisher for a prefix e.g., /netflix or /hbo. This

is reflected in the global CCN-KRS service, which like DNS today, can be easily queried

by NDN agents. Moreover, a content provider is free to manage the sub-prefix in any way

they choose. For example, Netflix movies may be published under /netflix/movies while TV

shows might be published under /netflix/tv.

To support the architecture’s scalability, content providers are responsible for managing

trust relationships between themselves and NDN agents. This is supported by Savant’s small-

world model of trust based on the SPKI/SDSI certificate standard [Clarke, 2001]. As outlined

in Section 4.3, name and authorisation certificates are issued by the content provider or an

accountability engine designated by the content provider to NDN agents. An NDN agent’s

namespace is local to the namespace of the entity granting it a name certificate.

For example in Figure 4.9, an ICANN-like entity designates Netflix as the authoritative

publisher for the /netflix prefix. Netflix in turn grants several accountability engines author-

ity to delegate authorisation certificates and publish in a local namespace in the certificate
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Figure 4.9: Savant’s SPKI/SDSI small-world trust model

issuer’s namespace (e.g., /netflix/acc-engine). Accountability engines can, via succession,

grant NDN agents authority to publish in a local namespace to the accountability engine

(e.g., /netflix/acc-engine/agent1).

Moreover, NDN agents publish log objects for a content provider under their designated

namespace e.g., /netflix/acc-engine/agent2/logid1. If NDN agents interact with multiple con-

tent providers, they will publish log objects under multiple namespaces e.g., /netflix or /hbo

or /bbc. Accountability engines send interests to NDN agents for published log objects.

Moreover, accountability engines and hierarchical accountability engines can publish aggre-

gate data under the namespace designated to them by the content provider e.g., /netflix/acc-

engine/logid1.

4.5 Savant Protocols

Several protocols are required to support the Savant framework. The first underpins agent

discovery and identity management and is supported by the accountability engine and the

SPKI/SDSI certificate standard. The second supports log commitment between NDN agents,
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which is also aided by the accountability engine. The third ensures a content publisher

(content provider, NDN agent, and so forth) can prove its ownership of a key, which is

achieved using a simple challenge response protocol. We will outline these protocols in the

remainder of this section.

4.5.1 Agent Discovery and Local Identity Management Protocol

Content providers specify the accountability engine responsible for collecting accounting

and accountability information using feedback metadata during content ingestion. For ex-

ample, Netflix’s accountability engine might be contactable via the following metadata:

feedback:/netflix/acc-engine. NDN agents read metadata when sending or receiving content.

If the feedback field is present and the NDN agent does not have a valid SPKI/SDSI name

or authorisation certificate for the content provider, it will contact the local2 accountability

engine by sending it an authenticated interest command. The authenticated interest contains

the following information (see Figure 4.10): the feedback prefix; a command request for

a name or authorisation certificate; the NDN agents IP address and public key (generated

by the NDN agent if required), which will be used to publish log objects; randomizer and

authentication tags.

/netflix/acc-engine/cmd=cert-request/ip=ipaddress/agent-public-key/randomizer and authentication tags 

Feedback Prefix Command Request IP Address Agent Public Key Randomizer and 
Authentication tags

Figure 4.10: Authenticated interest command supporting NDN agent discovery

After verifying the integrity of the authenticated interest received using the digital sig-

nature and NDN agent’s public key, the accountability engine responds with a published

content object (see Figure 4.11). This content object acts as a SPKI/SDSI name certificate.

It contains the accountability engines public key i.e. the issuer, a local namespace in the ac-

countability engines namespace i.e. the identifier e.g., /netflix/acc-engine/agent1, the NDN

agents public key i.e. the subject, and a certificate start and expiry date i.e. the validity

2The NDN network forwards the request to the closest (i.e. local) accountability engine responsible for
collecting accounting and accountability information for that content provider. Interests are forwarded based
on NDN router FIB table entries, which are populated by a name-based routing protocol.
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period.

/netflix/acc-engine/cmd=cert-request/ip=ipaddress/agent-public-key/randomizer and authentication tags 

Feedback Prefix Command Request IP Address Agent Public Key Randomizer and 
Authentication tags

Data Response: /netflix/agent1/nonce=99988992

Interest: /netflix/agent1/nonce=99988992

Challenger Content Producer

SPKI/SDSI Name Certificate
Authenticated Interest: Name Cert Request

NDN Agent Accountability Engine
Generate 
Key Pair

Authenticated Interest: Authorisation Cert Request

SPKI/SDSI Authorisation Certificate

Figure 4.11: SPKI/SDSI local identity management protocol between client and account-

ability engine

On receiving the name certificate, the NDN agent sends another authenticated interest

command requesting an authorisation certificate to publish content under its assigned local

namespace. The accountability engine responds with a second content object, which acts as

an SPKI/SDSI authorisation certificate (see Figure 4.11). It contains: the accountability en-

gine’s public key i.e. the issuer; the NDN agents public key i.e. the subject; the authorisation

to publish under the local namespace /netflix/acc-engine/agent1 i.e. the tag; and a certificate

start and expiry date i.e. the validity period.

When both SPKI/SDSI name and authorisation certificates have been received, the NDN

agent can publish log objects under its designated local namespace until the associated cer-

tificates expire or are revoked. Published logs are collected and audited in near real-time by

the accountability engine. Moreover, content providers have direct control over the security

model used and can manage the life cycle of public keys associated with NDN agents. Fi-

nally, the agent discovery and local identity management protocol runs only when the name

or authorisation certificates do not exist or expire on NDN agents.

4.5.2 The Log Commitment Protocol

Log commitment between NDN agents ensures that an NDN agent cannot create log entries

for interests or content it has never sent or received. This is accomplished by adding the dig-

ital signature of the published log object for the interest or content sent to the corresponding

agents log for interest or content received.

The log commitment protocol in Figure 4.12 is an improvement on previously pub-
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Figure 4.12: Savant commitment protocol with accountability engine support

lished versions [Ó Coileáin & O’Mahony, 2014b], [Ó Coileáin & O’Mahony, 2014a] and

[Ó Coileáin & O’Mahony, 2014c]. As a result of these changes, less network and system

resources are required to support the log commitment and accountability process between

NDN agents. The updated protocol works as follows:

• Log objects are published at the client (Step 2) for interest sent (Step 1) and the cache

(Step 4) for Data response (Step 3).

• The client (Step 6) and the cache (Step 5) send the content name (in interest or data

sent/received), nonce and ID of recently published log objects to the accountability

engine.

• The accountability engine associates communicating agents using the content name

and nonce (Step 7).

• It then responds to each agent with the opposing agents LogID (Step 8 to Step 9).

• The client and the cache share published log object information (Step 10 and Step 11;

Step 13 and Step 14).

• Log commitment occurs when the digital signature for the interest or content sent is

appended to the receiving agents log (Step 12 and Step 15).

Step 10 to Step 12 and Step 13 to Step 15 typically occur in parallel.
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This protocol supports log integrity and authenticity between the clients and caches by

getting NDN agents to acknowledge having sent or received interests and data messages.

Moreover, they provide non-repudiable evidence of their actions by digitally signing a pub-

lished log object.

It should be noted that in early versions of the Savant architecture we proposed perform-

ing log commitment and verification for every individual content chunk distributed. How-

ever, it quickly became apparent that gathering accounting and accountability information

for all content chunks distributed in a packet-level ICN architecture is a major challenge. As

a result, we take a statistical sample of content chunks distributed. This process is covered

in greater detail in Section 5.2.2.

/netflix/acc-engine/cmd=cert-request/ip=ipaddress/agent-public-key/randomizer and authentication tags 

Feedback Prefix Command Request IP Address Agent Public Key Randomizer and 
Authentication tags

Data Response: /netflix/agent1/nonce=99988992

Interest: /netflix/agent1/nonce=99988992

Challenger Content Producer

Figure 4.13: Challenge Response Protocol

4.5.3 The Challenge-Response Protocol

A content producer i.e. a content provider, accountability engine, trusted third party or NDN

agent, can prove its ownership of a private key using a simple challenge response protocol

adopted from the NDN lighting control system [Burke et al., 2012]. A challenger sends an

interest to a content provider with a random nonce (see Figure 4.13). For example, /netflix/a-

gent1/nonce=99988992. Based on NDN principles, only a content producer with the secret

key can respond to the interest received with a valid content object.

4.6 Extensions and Improvements

During Savant’s implementation, we encountered many problems for video distribution re-

lated to the volume of content objects created in a packet-level ICN architecture such as

NDN. Additionally, there were also issues related to the size of published log objects and
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the overhead of producing and verifying content received. Consequently, the remainder of

this section outlines several modifications we made to Savant to improve the architectures

scalability.

4.6.1 Statistical Sample

Savant can monitor all content chunks distributed between NDN agents. However, there

is a significant overhead performing log commitment in a packet-level architecture such

as NDN for every individual content chunk distributed. As a result, we use a systematic

sampling technique to flag content chunks for log commitment using metadata e.g., flagged-

content=true, during content ingestion. When a published log object, linked via a hash chain

to the previous log entry, is produced by both the client and cache infrastructure that matches

flagged metadata, the log commitment protocol is utilised. As a result, the accountability

engine and the content provider have a non-repudiable tamper-evident view of the content

distribution process between NDN agents based on a statistical sample, which can be audited,

aggregated, summarised and alerted upon.

4.6.2 Public/Private Key Length

In the initial design, content and log objects were both published with at least 2048 bit

RSA keys. However, there is a significant overhead for NDN agents and accountability

engine infrastructure producing, verifying and auditing published log objects produced. In

the updated design, content providers such as Netflix continue to publish copyrighted content

using at least 2048 bit RSA keys, while NDN agents now use at most 1024 bit RSA keys.

As outlined in Section 4.3.1, we justify this change by the level of trust required different

entities. For example, we believe stronger keys are required to support copyrighted material

such as movies and TV shows provided by content providers. In contrast, NDN agents

publish local accounting and accountability information using digital certificates provided

by the content provider or accountability engine. Consequently, a compromised key only

puts one NDN agent’s integrity in danger.
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4.6.3 Published Log Object Size

Chunk size varies across ICN architectures due to the overhead required for asymmetric

cryptography. In NDN, this is about 650 bytes per chunk, which is independent of the chunk

size [Salsano et al., 2012]. Consequently, there is an argument in favour of adding more than

one log entry, which is typically between 50 bytes to 130 bytes in size, to a published log

object. This would reduce the system and network overhead of producing, distributing and

verifying published log objects at both NDN agents and accountability engine infrastructure.

To achieve this in Savant, all interests and content sent and received and all accounting

metrics produced during a fifteen second interval are aggregated into one published log object

by both client and cache infrastructure. Additionally, hash chains are maintained between

each log entry. Consequently, when logs are collected by the accountability engine, hash

chain integrity between log entries and published log objects requires verification.

4.7 Analysis

In section 4.1, we outlined several requirements that Savant must fulfil. We now analyse how

we believe these requirements have been satisfied by Savant’s design.

The first requirement was to identify what accounting information should be collected

from NDN agents. In the taxonomy in Section 3.2, there is a broad spectrum of accounting

and accountability information that can be produced by NDN agents. However, the most

useful information is defined in the minimal accounting scenario in Section 4.2.6, which is

based on industry standard QoE metrics for video distribution. It is envisaged that this would

be the default scenario for video content distribution in Savant, as the overhead for account-

ing and accountability is small on NDN agents while the utility of the metrics gathered is

high.

Savant also needs to provide auditable, tamper-evident and non-repudiable accounting

and accountability information for the content distribution process. This was achieved by

getting NDN agents to use NDN principles to publish log objects. This requires all infras-

tructures that can publish content or log objects to be associated with identities that can be
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cryptographically asserted. Moreover, by maintaining hash chains between published log

objects, an NDN agent commits to the integrity of the current log object and to all previ-

ously published log objects. Furthermore, logs are audited according a logging scenario

(e.g., minimal) defined by the content provider and based on a record of authenticated inter-

est commands received. Combined, they identify what information is expected to be in the

log during auditing e.g., QoE metrics, interests and content sent/received, and so forth.

The next requirement was to reduce the amount of accounting information collected and

processed in contrast to existing infrastructure such as CDNs [Repantis et al., 2010], while

maintaining the ability to detect faults and diagnose problems in near real-time. This was

achieved by collecting the minimal accounting metrics defined in Section 4.2.6 and allowing

content providers to run authenticated interest commands on NDN agents. This is supported

by aggregator functions running on accountability engine infrastructure that monitor, ag-

gregate and alert on data collected. These mechanisms support Savant gathering additional

accounting metrics when required, which helps with problem investigation, fault detection,

and so forth during the content distribution process.

Savant also requires scalability, which has been achieved with several mechanisms. The

first utilises accountability engines, which aggregate and summarise data produced at NDN

agents. Moreover, hierarchical accountability engines summarise data collected from multi-

ple low-level accountability engines. Summary information is propagated back to the content

provider as published log objects. We also identified several extensions and improvements

such as statistical sampling and size of published log objects needed to ensure the volume of

log objects produced did not overload NDN agents or accountability infrastructure.

Savant requires a security model to ensure the architectures scalability and prevent vari-

ous types of ICN threats and attacks. We achieved this by developing two trust models based

around content providers and NDN agents using the SPKI/SDSI certificate standard. Content

providers depend on a globally trusted ICANN-like entity to manage namespace allocation

and digital certificates. This entity provides updates regularly to a globally distributed CCN-

KRS service, which helps NDN agents resolve authorised content provider security infor-

mation for a CCN namespace. Additionally, NDN agents use a local trust model rooted at
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the content provider supported by the SPKI/SDSI certificate standard. These models provide

scalable mechanisms to manage global and local namespace allocation, and manage the life

cycle of public keys for content providers and NDN agents. Furthermore, we provide details

of Savant’s protocols to manage agent discovery and identity management, and log commit-

ment between NDN agents. This is in addition to mechanisms for detecting log tampering

using hash chains, log auditing, and proving key ownership using the challenge response

protocol. Savant also provides various processes to encrypt authenticated interest commands

and published log objects, prevent timing and replay attacks, determine access permissions

using ACLs, and so forth.

In the next chapter, we analyse the behaviour of the Savant system we implemented and

also the architecture’s scalability based on simulations using ndnSIM, an ns-3 module that

allows discrete-event network simulation for Internet systems.

4.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter outlines the design of the Savant accounting and accountability framework for

NDN content distribution. It grew out of the requirements for effective content distribution

identified in Chapter three, which was based on our analysis of content distribution architec-

tures in Chapter two. Existing effective models for content distribution rely on centralised

trust to deliver content with adequate quality, speed and reliability. However, this is not a

sufficient model for content distributed from primarily untrusted infrastructure. The aim of

the Savant framework is to address this challenge for an ICN packet-level architecture, where

the content is distributed from primarily untrusted infrastructure. We identified the architec-

tures requirements in Section 4.1. The remainder of the chapter outlines how we satisfy

these requirements. This was accomplished using cryptographic techniques, PKI security

processes, information flow processing mechanisms and ICN principles to collect, control,

audit and aggregate accounting and accountability information in near real-time in a scalable

and efficient manner.
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Chapter 5

Savant: An Implementation

This chapter discusses our approach to implementing the Savant framework outlined in

Chapter 4. To develop the whole architecture would be a very substantial undertaking. How-

ever, we have implemented several components to support a proof-of-concept accounting

and accountability framework for video distribution using the NDN ICN architecture. Com-

ponents implemented include: client and cache accounting and accountability functionality;

the log commitment protocol outlined in Section 4.5.2; accountability engine processes such

as log auditing, hash chain verification, aggregator functions and authenticated interest com-

mands; and basic security functionality. We outline how we implemented these components

and experiments carried out to validate the architecture in the remainder of this chapter.

5.1 Savant Design and Implementation

We implemented Savant1 accounting and accountability components using Java SE 7, which

runs on the Ubuntu 14.04.3 LTS operating system. We used the NDN v0.3.4 library [NDN,

2015] for security, routing, caching, and so forth and GStreamer 0.102, which is a pipeline

based multimedia framework for playing, recording, streaming, and editing media content.

1The full implementation consists of over 50 Java classes and about 7,000 lines of code (including about
3,000 lines of my own code), which includes elements for NDN, security, GStreamer, Apache Spark and
accounting and accountability. The library produces independent jar files for the NDN client, NDN cache and
accountability engine components. Access to bitbucket code available on request from collindi@tcd.ie.

2GStreamer 0.10 is available from https://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/documentation/gstreamer010.html.
GStreamer-Java was also required as the client player was written in Java https://github.com/gstreamer-java

133
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Figure 5.1: A High Level View of Communicating Entities and Components in Savant

Moreover, accountability engine components use the Apache Spark library3, which is a

framework for real-time event stream processing and data aggregation [Zaharia et al., 2012].

Furthermore, all client, cache and accountability engine elements ran on Amazon EC2 in-

stance machines with the following configuration: m3.medium, CPU=1, memory=3.75GB.

These libraries and configuration allowed us to focus exclusively on producing, collecting,

aggregating and auditing accounting and accountability information for the NDN content

distribution process rather than solving NDN routing, video player or data aggregation is-

sues.

5.1.1 High Level Components

The Savant architecture is relatively simple. A high-level view of libraries and components

utilised by Savant is depicted in Figure 5.1. All entities use the NDN Library for requesting

and publishing content. Additionally, they all use an Accounting & Accountability process

to publish log objects using NDN principles.

3Available from http://spark.apache.org
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NDN Client

The NDN client (in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2) renders video to the end-user using the

GStreamer multimedia player. GStreamer sends interests for content using the NDN Li-

brary when the buffer is empty or goes below a certain threshold. The NDN cache replies to

interests received with content objects. Every time an event occurs on the GStreamer player

based on the minimal accounting scenario defined in Section 4.2.6 and Section 5.4, a log

entry is created and linked to the previous log entry with a hash chain by the accounting

and accountability component. Additionally, a log entry is created each time an interest or

content chunk matching the statistical sample (methodology described in Section 5.2.2) is

encountered by the player. Every 15 seconds4 a batch of log entries is produced as one NDN

published log object (see Section 4.2.5) by the NDN client.

NDN Cache

The primary function of the NDN cache (in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.3) is to accept interests

from the NDN client and respond with chunks of content. To simplify the implementation,

all content is retrieved from the local NDN cache content store i.e. it is not forwarded to an

upstream cache or content provider. We used the standard NDN cache component (in NDN

4Fifteen seconds is currently the default interval. However, it can be reconfigured on-demand by sending
an authenticated interest command to a pair of NDN agents or to all NDN agents by the content provider. This
process is outlined in more detail in Section 4.2.11 and Section 5.6 for additional information
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v0.3.4 library) with code modifications to gather a statistical sample (methodology described

in Section 5.2.2) when content is retrieved. Sampled data is sent to a Java process, which

performs hash chaining, accounting and accountability functionality. This component also

collects and processes accounting metrics related to uplink bandwidth usage. Like the client,

the cache publishes a log object at intervals of 15 seconds, which contain a batch of log

entries for the content provider.

Accountability Engine

The accountability engine (in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.4) is built as a standalone Java process.

We implemented functionality to collect published log objects from NDN agents (which is

supported by the NDN library) and aggregate data received (supported by the Apache Spark

framework (see Aggregator Functions in Section 4.2.10)). We also developed functionality

to audit hash chain state and verify the integrity and provenance of published log objects

received. Furthermore, the accountability engine assists NDN clients and caches with ac-

countability. This component was developed based on the statistical sampling technique

(outlined in Section 5.2.2) and the log commitment protocol outlined in Section 4.5.2.

To support the log commitment protocol, NDN agents send the interestId or contentId

and the logId of the locally created published log object to the accountability engine using a

standard NDN interest. The accountability engine responds with a published content object

in response to the interest received, which contains the corresponding agents logId. NDN

agents perform log commitment by requesting the opposing agents published log object and

committing the associated digital signature to their log.

Finally, the collection of additional accounting metrics at NDN agents is achieved using

authenticated interest commands. In the current Savant implementation, authenticated inter-

est commands are generated and sent manually when an issue is detected within NDN agent

infrastructure.
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5.2 Considerations for Accounting and Accountability

In this section, we identify several considerations for collecting accounting and accountabil-

ity information for content distributed in a packet-level ICN architecture such as NDN. In the

NDN v0.3.4 library, chunk size typically ranges between 1024 bytes to 8800 bytes5. Many

of the following considerations would not be necessary if content chunks were larger than a

maximum of 8.8KB e.g., 500KB, 1MB, and so forth. Additionally, it proved useful to define

the accounting information to collect based on existing standards because the volume of logs

collected can get very large. Many of the considerations in this section were the result of

problems experienced with early versions of the Savant architecture. In some cases issues

were discovered when we deployed several NDN agents running full client functionality on

Amazon EC2 instances, similar to the overview depicted in Figure 5.5.

5NDN uses a default chunk size of 4KB (roughly three IP packets of 1500 bytes), which limits the negative
effect on performance if one fragment is lost due to congestion. However, as CCN is an evolving Future Internet
Architecture (FIA), the current CCN 1.0 implementation allows chunk size up to 64KB [PARC, 2015]. Other
ICNs, such as MultiCache, support 16MB chunks [Katsaros et al., 2011].
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5.2.1 Packet-Level Architecture

As mentioned in Section 4.6.3, chunk size varies across ICN architectures due to the over-

head required for asymmetric cryptography, which is about 650 bytes per chunk regardless

of chunk size [Salsano et al., 2012]. Savant uses chunk sizes of 8800 bytes, which is the

maximum allowed by the NDN v0.3.4 library. This is to try and reduce the accounting and

accountability overhead associated with the log commitment protocol (see Section 4.5.2).

5.2.2 Statistical Sample

It is difficulty for scalability purposes to perform log commitment and verification for every

individual content chunk distributed in a packet-level ICN architecture. As a result, we

take a statistical sample of content chunks distributed. This was achieved using the content

chunk number, a sampling interval, the modulo operation at NDN agents and support from

accountability engine infrastructure. This process is supported by the following mechanisms:

• In NDN, every content chunk is numbered. Chunk numbers start at 0 and increment

by 1 until the end of the file.

• We used the systematic sampling technique to select the sampling interval, where the

sith content chunk is selected. The sampling interval si, is calculated as: si = P
p , where

P is the amount of NDN content chunks created by a file during the content ingestion

process and p is the sample size.

• For ease of development, we statically configured the sampling interval at distributed

NDN agents. However, this value can also be specified in metadata during content in-

gestion or configured remotely when required at NDN agents by accountability engine

infrastructure using authenticated interest commands.

• The modulo operation finds the remainder after dividing the chunk number by the

statistical sample size. If it equals zero, then it performs log commitment, as outlined

in the protocol in Section 4.5.2
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5.2.3 Security

All entities that publish content and log objects in the Savant architecture including NDN

agents, accountability engine infrastructure, content providers, and so forth, require a pub-

lic/private key pair. This enables integrity, trust and provenance to be established in content

and log objects received, as discussed in Section 2.3.5. However, our security implementa-

tion only provides enough support for basic proof of concept. To simplify the development,

testing and auditing process, all RSA keys are hard-coded at each entity and located in a local

database table. In the current implementation, all entities utilise RSA 2048-bit encryption

keys for signing content and log objects. Savant can be extended in the future to use the

SPKI/SDSI PKI model [Clarke, 2001] and CCN-KRS framework [Mahadevan et al., 2014].

Additionally, tamper evident logs are supported using the SHA-1 hash function for linking

log entries and published log objects.

5.2.4 Namespace

DNS is a distributed hierarchical name service database for the Internet, which is separate

from the IP architecture. Similarly, namespace management is not a component of the

NDN architecture. However, it is a fundamental element required for its successful oper-

ation [Zhang et al., 2014]. All publishing entities in the NDN architecture implicitly require

a globally routable name. We envision using an ICANN-like entity to coordinate names-

pace allocation to content providers. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, this is supported by the

SPKI/SDSI distributed trust model, which maps a small-world model of trust on to public

keys and local namespaces. In Savant, this translates to trust originating from the content

provider (local principal) to NDN agents. Consequently, NDN agents publish log objects in

a sub-namespace of the content provider. Moreover, we expect NDN agents to interact with

multiple content providers and publish log objects in multiple different namespaces. For

example:

• /netflix/agent-id/logs

• /hbo/agent-id/logs
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• /bbc/agent-id/logs

In this implementation, all entities publish under the /tcd namespace. For example:

• /tcd/data

• /tcd/client-1/logs

• /tcd/ndn-router/logs

• /tcd/accountability-engine/logs

5.2.5 Prerequisites and Assumptions

To reduce the programming overhead associated with the following prerequisites and as-

sumptions, we manually configure namespaces and routing prefixes at every NDN entity

operating on Amazon EC2 in the current Savant implementation.

Full Agent Connectivity

Full agent connectivity implies that all NDN entities should be able to establish direct com-

munication with all other NDN entities. NDN operates as an overlay network on top of the

IP Internet using UDP. Consequently, all entities must have an IP address and several UDP

ports open. For example, the NDN Network Forwarding Daemon (NFD), which is run by

every NDN entity requires UDP port 6363 open.

All Entities Publish Under a Unique namespace

In order to publish content in Savant, all entities must publish under a unique namespace.

However, any NDN entity can publish under any NDN namespace. As a result, when re-

questing published content, the requestor e.g., accountability engine or NDN agent, should

also specify content publisher security information such as the public key certificate or con-

tent digests.
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Routing

For routing purposes, all entities must be associated with a NDN prefix and an IP address.

For example, all NDN agents need a route entry for the accountability engine. The following

command creates a UDP tunnel to the remote accountability engine NFD at an NDN agent:

• nfdc register /ndn/accountability-engine udp://<IP-ADDRESS>

The accountability engine should also have a back route to NDN agents, which is sup-

ported by the agent discovery protocol. This enables accountability engine infrastructure to

collect published log objects from NDN agents for auditing and aggregation purposes.

Agent Discovery Protocol

To access the Savant network, NDN agents need to make contact with the accountability en-

gine, which is supported by the NDN agent discovery protocol (as outlined in Section 4.5.1).

Metadata in content received specifies the accountability engine responsible for collecting

accounting and accountability information for a content provider. This enables the account-

ability engine infrastructure to collect published log objects and support the log commitment

protocol between NDN agents. However, to reduce the development overhead in this im-

plementation, the accountability engine infrastructure is manually configured at each NDN

agent.

5.3 Savant Business Model

The free business model utilised by web and transparent cache systems discussed in Section

2.1.1 and Section 2.1.5 is based on decreasing capital and operational costs by localising

traffic to cache servers with available content in a company or ISPs network. We advocate

using a similar model with a Savant ICN system, where cache servers take part in the content

distribution process without requiring payment. Their reward is non-financial and delivers

the following benefits to content providers:

1. Reliable trustworthy analytic information associated with content distributed from

their network. This functionality is supported by the Savant framework.
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2. Reduced costs associated with distributing data from expensive CDN infrastructure

or content provider equipment, as data is now delivered from a local network cache

server.

3. Network operators can offer better QoE to end-users then the content provider as data

is located close to subscribers.

4. Using the web cache business model reduces the amount of relationships or business

agreements a content provider needs to maintain with cache providers, which could

potentially run into thousands worldwide.

We anticipate that these benefits will deliver financial savings within their own organi-

sations that will compensate for the effort of taking part in Savant dialogues. In summary,

the free web/transparent cache business model helps both network operators and content

providers reduce costs and infrastructure overheads associated with requesting, distributing,

and delivering frequently requested content to end-users, while continuing to offer reliable

and trustworthy analytic information for the content distribution process.

5.4 Accounting Scenarios

Significant amounts of accounting metrics can be collected by Savant. Such metrics relate to

(see Section 3.2): advertising, record of ads pushed to users; network performance, quality of

service; demographics, data characterizing users; and so forth. This data can help diagnose

system and network problems, determine the success of a marketing campaign or bill clients

for movies watched. Listing each metric individually is outside the scope of this work.

However, we did define and use one6 ICN accounting and accountability scenario for use

in the NDN video content distribution session (see Section 4.2.6): minimal accounting. We

also define the default scenario, which serves as the control scenario.

6In previous versions of Savant we also defined and implemented a maximal accounting scenario, see Sec-
tion 4.2.6. However, it quickly became apparent that gathering accounting and accountability information for
all content chunks distributed in a packet-level ICN architecture is a major challenge. This is why we chose to
gather a statistical sample of content chunks distributed, see Section 5.2.2
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Figure 5.6: Video Player State Machine (adapted from [Dobrian et al., 2013]).

5.4.1 Control Scenario: Default

We compare the minimal accounting scenario against a set of base values for CPU con-

sumption, uplink and downlink bandwidth usage. See Figure 5.9 for an example of metrics

collected. We call this control scenario: default. The default scenario shows the overhead of

the NDN content distribution process on NDN client and NDN cache infrastructure without

any accounting or accountability functionality turned on. In the experiments in Section 5.8,

we evaluate the Savant minimal accounting and accountability scenario against this scenario.

5.4.2 Minimal Accounting

The minimal accounting scenario collects industry standard QoE metrics based the on the

player state machine in Figure 5.6 (adapted from [Dobrian et al., 2013]). Client metrics mon-

itored include [Dobrian et al., 2013]: join-time, which is the time it takes for the buffer to fill

up and start playing; buffering ratio, which is the fraction of total session time (i.e. playing

time plus buffering time) spent buffering; rate of buffering events, which is the frequency

of buffering interruptions; rendering quality, which is the frames displayed per second on

the client; and average downlink bitrate e.g., 200kb/s. We also collect a statistical sample of

content chunks distributed, which is supported by the log commitment protocol outlined in

Section 4.5.2. The collection, processing and aggregation of these metrics form the basis of

our experiments in Section 5.8. The minimal scenario also has support for hash chaining (see

Section 4.2.5), log commitment (see Section 4.5.2) and accountability (see Section 4.2.1).

Table 5.1 shows the log metrics collected for the minimal accounting scenario while Figure

5.7 and Figure 5.8 show screenshots of log entries collected.
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Table 5.1: Example of Log Entries Collected by NDN Client and Cache Elements
Log Entry (NDN Client) Hash hi SeqNo. si Content Type tici hi−1
Interest Sent hi 1327 interest_s=%00%02%C3 hi−1
Content Received hi 1328 content_obj_r=%00%02%C3 hi−1
Downlink BW hi 1329 do=80233 hi−1
Frames Dropped hi 1330 fd=697 hi−1
Frames Rendered hi 1331 fr=25346 hi−1
Buffering Event hi 1332 be=1 hi−1
Buffer Empty Event hi 1333 nd=1 hi−1
Duration End of Stream hi 1334 st=end-of-stream hi−1

Log Entry (NDN Cache) Hash hi SeqNo. si Content Type tici hi−1
Interest Received hi 2100 interest_r=%00%02%C3 hi−1
Content Sent hi 2101 content_obj_s=%00%02%C3 hi−1
Uplink BW hi 2102 up=51040 hi−1
CPU Usage % hi 2103 cpu=39 hi−1

Note: Hash entries are quite large for the SHA-1 message digest algorithm. For clarity they
have been removed from this table. However, the following is an example of both an hi−1
and hi hash value e.g., b8716858d6a54860abd920893e98207d9003d85e

Figure 5.7: Savant Client Log Example

5.5 Log Entries

As discussed in 4.2.5, a log entry ei has the following properties: ei = (hi,si, ti,ci). This

corresponds to a sequence number si (always increasing), a type ti (e.g., Interest, Content or

Event), type-specific content ci (e.g., content name, QoE, and so forth). Moreover, Section

4.2.5 outlined how a tamper-evident log is maintained between each log using a recursively

defined hash chain hi. This links the current log object with the previously published log

object hi−1. Table 5.1 shows example log entries for client and cache elements such as uplink

and downlink bandwidth consumed, a statistical sample of content chunks distributed, and

so forth. Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 show screenshot examples of real client and cache log

entries.
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Figure 5.8: Savant Cache Log Example

5.6 Log Object Frequency

To minimise the amount of log objects produced, collected, audited, aggregated, and so

forth, the logging component periodically every 15 seconds produces one published log ob-

ject. This is a configurable interval that can be changed per content provider, data producer,

or at autonomous system (AS) level. A published log object, which is a digitally signed

commitment to log integrity and provenance (see Section 4.2.5), contains a collection of log

entries of recent QoE metrics and events that have occurred on the NDN agent over the last

15 seconds. A hash chain is maintained between each log entry and between published log

objects, which is audited by the accountability engine. This process is supported by a play-

back video buffer on the client, which is roughly 30 seconds in length. As a result of this

configurable parameter, the accountability engine can receive an aggregate of log entries at

intervals from NDN agents and perform some corrective or investigative action on the client

or cache before the end-user encounters problems i.e., before the playback buffer empties.

The interval with which published log objects are produced can be modified before data is

published by the content provider or while data is being sent or received by the cache or

subscriber elements using authenticated interest commands (see Section 4.2.7).

5.6.1 Authenticated Interest Commands

One of the defining benefits of the Savant framework is its ability to monitor the content

distribution process by collecting a subset of the information available in the taxonomy in

Section 3.2 in near real-time, while maintaining the flexibility to gather additional account-

ing information or change certain parameters on remote agents (such as log frequency) when

required. This is achieved using authenticated interest commands. The commands imple-

mented for the Savant framework are outlined in detail in Section 4.2.7. The idea here is that

due to the expected scale of the system e.g., millions of nodes, basic or minimal account-
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ing information should be collected from all NDN agents. However, if additional metrics

are required to investigate issues outlined in the taxonomy in Section 3.2 such as network

performance issues, server problems, advertising impressions, and so forth, then the content

provider has the tools to activate the collection of additional metrics to help satisfy these

requirements.

5.7 Experiment Setup, Evaluation and Results

Our main objective during implementation was to show that the Savant system could dis-

tribute NDN video chunks efficiently while producing accounting and accountability infor-

mation, and scale to potentially millions of NDN agents. To achieved these goals, we ran

the Savant client, cache and accountability engine components on separate Amazon Elas-

tic Compute Cloud (EC2) instances7 to test and evaluate their capabilities in a real-world

content distribution environment. A complete list of the environment, software utilised and

code to reproduce experiments is available in Section 5.1. We also used ndnSIM to simulate

the production of aggregated accounting information by local accountability engine infras-

tructure representing data from thousands of NDN agents. This information is collected and

aggregated further by a hierarchical accountability engine. In the remainder of this section,

we provide an overview of our methodology to evaluate these objectives.

5.7.1 Experiment Overview

During the final two years of the PhD I ran thousands of Savant NDN experiments. Initially,

I started using the python version of NDN video already developed by UCLA Computer

Science Department [Kulinski & Burke, 2012]. However, it quickly became apparent that

the industry standard QoE metrics outlined in the minimal accounting secnario in Section

4.2.6 (adapted from [Dobrian et al., 2013]) could not be captured easily using this system.

This required building a new custom GStreamer Java player, which is outlined in Section

5.1, to support capturing these metrics. However, this was a complex undertaking and every

7As discussed above in Section 5.1, all Amazon EC2 instance machines refer to the following configuration:
m3.medium, CPU=1, memory=3.75GB.
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time the software was updated to support new Savant functionality, fix bugs, or change vari-

able parameters, the results from old experiments effectively became useless. For example,

typical variables that changed frequently included: collecting a larger/smaller sample size

of content chunks distributed, using more powerful EC2 instance machines, changing the

message digest algorithm e.g., between MD5, SHA-256, SHA-1, or collecting published log

objects at intervals of milliseconds, 1 second, 10 seconds, 15 seconds, 20 seconds, and so

forth.

5.7.2 Experiment Configuration

Experiments were scheduled to stream data from the NDN cache and render video8 at the

NDN client continuously at two minute intervals from the unix cron table for different dura-

tions of 24, 48, 72, and 96 hours corresponding to 720, 1440, 2160, and 2880 independent

experiments respectively. There are several reasons why Savant’s experiments were run at

these intervals including:

1. The Savant client video software, cache component and accountability engine element

had reliability issues. All three components needed to start up and run successfully for

1 minute 45 second periods9, otherwise the experiment failed. If any element failed,

the QoE metrics generated by all other components were also invalid and discarded.

2. Most fluctuations in the GStreamer multimedia player, client, cache, accountability

engine and network that caused QoE events, typically happened within the first 80

seconds of the content distribution process. The accounting metrics collected by Sa-

vant are detailed in Table 5.1. Long periods of stability typically followed this initial

start-up period, possibly due to an efficient EC2 environment, which resulted in mini-

mal QoE activity.

8The video ’CLANNAD - Live At Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin’ was just over 57 minutes long and
available from https://vimeo.com/35666925

9The length of time each experiment ran during the two minute cron table interval was 1 minute 45 seconds.
It takes 15 seconds to stop, restart and make sure the NDN client, cache, and accountability engine processes
are up and running. This delay was primarily required to ensure the NDN cache element retrieved data from its
long-term content store repository, and not the local cache store.
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Figure 5.9: Metrics were Collected at 1 second intervals by an Experiment System Monitor-
ing Script

5.7.3 Data Analysis

The data collected and averaged by the experiment monitoring script and outputted to a

log file every second includes (see sample log data in Figure 5.9): CPU consumption, RAM

used, uplink and downlink bandwidth usage. Every two minutes a new log file was created on

the client, cache and accountability engine machines corresponding to the next experiment

run. After each set of experiments completed, all log files were collected from all nodes

and processed by a log-analyser10 script. This script supports the removal of invalid data

elements and outliers. For example, it was expected that the uplink and downlink throughput

should average between 95 kbps and 100 kbps for a 1 minute 45 second period. If the average

was outside these values then the log-analyser script assumed there was an experimental

error during the content distribution process and the data was discarded. The log-analyser

also computed the average for all experiments completed during the 24, 48, 72, or 96 hour

period.

5.8 Experiments

The following experiments were run to:

1. Establish the overhead of the Savant accounting and accountability process.

2. Determine if the system can detect faults.
10The log analyser code is available on request from collindi@tcd.ie
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Scenario CPU Utilisation % Downlink(kb/s) Uplink(kb/s)

1 Client
Default 88% 98.0 1.3
Minimal 89% 98.4 1.4

1 Cache
Default 6% 1.1 99.5
Minimal 10% 1.2 99.6

1 Acc-Engine 2 Agents - 0.22 0.05

Table 5.2: Results for Default and Minimal Scenarios

3. Check if the accountability engine component is scalable.

4. Verify if Savant system can scale.

5.8.1 Savant Accounting and Accountability Overhead

To demonstrate Savant’s capabilities, the first experiment compares accounting scenarios:

default and minimal. The default or control scenario shows the overhead of the NDN content

distribution process on client and cache infrastructure without any accounting or accountabil-

ity functionality turned on. This serves as a baseline scenario to evaluate minimal accounting

against. We implemented the minimal scenario defined in Section 5.4 and Section 4.2.6 with

support for hash chaining (see Section 4.2.5), log commitment (see Section 4.5.2) and ac-

countability (see Section 4.2.1). Metrics were gathered from independent elements running

on dedicated EC2 instance machines. The three machines deployed on EC2 are conceptually

similar to the client, cache and accountability engine elements illustrated in Figure 5.1.

The results in Table 5.2 shows the overhead created by the NDN content distribution

process based on the default and minimal scenarios on the client and cache infrastructure.

We see that there is a small increase in CPU utilisation on the client and the cache with an

average increase of just over 2.5% for the minimal scenario in comparison to the baseline.

This is good as it demonstrates the accounting and accountability overhead on the client and

cache infrastructure is small. Additionally, we believe that implementing Savant in efficient

C code would add significant improvements to overall performance. Furthermore, based on

a sampling interval of 0.3% of content chunks distributed (see Statistical Sample in Section

5.2.2), the sum of all logging data generated for the minimal scenario i.e. uplink and down-

link bandwidth usage, log commitment, and so forth, for client, cache and accountability
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Figure 5.10: NDN Client experiencing a fault
before, during and after its introduction
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Figure 5.11: NDN Cache with fault before,
during and after its introduction

engine entities comes to a total of 0.48% increase in comparison to the baseline scenario.

This experiment shows that Savant’s overhead creates only a small increase in resource

usage (i.e. CPU, uplink and downlink bandwidth) on client, cache, accountability engine and

network infrastructure for the minimal accounting and accountability scenario.

5.8.2 Fault Detection

Utilising the prototype implementation outlined in Section 5.8.1, we engineering a fault into

the NDN content distribution process to demonstrate Savant’s ability to detect, isolate and

resolve problems. During a normal content distribution session (such as outlined in Section

5.8.1), we introduced a rogue process on the NDN cache to consume all available CPU

resources.

Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 show an NDN client and an NDN cache before, during and

after the introduction of this rogue process. On the client in Figure 5.10, we see a drop in

downlink bandwidth consumption and an increase in the number of buffering interruptions

occurring after the faults introduction. Similarly, on the cache in Figure 5.11, we see a drop in

uplink bandwidth consumption after the faults introduction. These anomalies were detected

by the generic aggregator function defined in Section 4.2.10 running on the accountability

engine instance on Amazon EC2. Based on the information gathered, we manually sent

an authenticated interest command to activate collection of additional CPU statistics on all

NDN agents suspected of being the source of the fault. Based on the latest metrics collected
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Figure 5.12: PLOPS Processed by an Ac-
countability Engine on EC2
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Figure 5.13: Graph of PLOPS from Figure
5.12

and aggregated by the generic aggregator function, we identified a CPU resource problem

on the NDN cache (see Figure 5.11). To resolve the problem, we identified and killed the

problematic process. This caused the downlink bandwidth and buffering interruptions to

return to normal on the client, shown in Figure 5.10. Moreover, CPU utilisation and uplink

bandwidth returned to normal on the cache, which is illustrated in Figure 5.11.

This scenario shows that the Savant framework can identify problems during the NDN

content distribution process based on the minimal accounting scenario defined in Section

4.2.6 and using the aggregator functions described in Section 4.2.10. It also showed the col-

lection of additional QoE metrics at NDN agents can be initiated easily using authenticated

interest commands.

5.8.3 Accountability Engine Scalability

It was not feasible to take our working prototype and scale it to operate with a very large

number of NDN agents. Consequently, in a separate experiment our goal was to determine

how many NDN agents an accountability engine can support. This was achieved by measur-

ing the amount of published log objects per second (PLOPS), based on simulated client and

cache interactions with real published log objects, that an accountability engine can process

before the instance saturates.

In this scenario, data is collected and content integrity and hash chain is state verified by
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High-level 
Accountability Engine

Figure 5.14: Rocketfuel’s "Verio US" Internet topology with one high-level accountability
engine that collects data from nine hundred and twenty low-level accountability engines.

the accountability engine element running on EC2. Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show the

increase in CPU resource usage the more PLOPS processed by the accountability engine,

with instance saturation at 109 PLOPS. Based on this result, if each NDN agent produces

data at 15-second intervals, then we can extrapolate that each accountability engine running

on EC2 hardware can support about 1,600 concurrent NDN agents.

This experiment shows that even with a small EC2 instance machine, the overhead of col-

lecting and validating published log objects is small, which should support the architecture’s

scalability.

5.8.4 NDNSim

Savant is designed to be scalable. This is supported by hierarchical (or high-level) account-

ability engine infrastructure (see Section 4.2.12), which collects and aggregates data from

hundreds or thousands of low-level accountability engines that are located (geographically)

close to end-users. To emulate this scenario, we used ndnSIM, an ns-3 module that allows
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Figure 5.15: Sample NDN agent aggregate data received by a high-level accountability en-
gine.

discrete-event network simulation for Internet systems and Rocketfuel’s "Verio US" Internet

topology. Rocketfuel is a tool that measures realistic router-level ISP topologies, while "Ve-

rio US" is an ISP topology that was mapped using the Rocketfuel technique [Spring et al.,

2002]. The Verio US topology was selected for this simulation as it offers an environment

with over nine hundred hierarchically connected nodes. This topology is illustrated in Figure

5.14.

In this simulation, we wanted to measure the uplink and downlink bandwidth overhead at

one high-level accountability engine collecting aggregate data from over nine hundred low-

level accountability engines. To achieve this goal using Rocketfuel’s "Verio US" Internet

topology, we classify one backbone node as a high-level accountability engine (see Figure

5.14), which collects summary data (represented as InData in Figure 5.16) using NDN in-

terests (represented as OutInterests in Figure 5.16) from nine hundred and twenty low-level

accountability engines (i.e. all other nodes) in the "Verio US" topology. Additionally, follow-

ing the output from the previous experiment in Section 5.8.3, each low-level accountability

engine simulates the production of summary statistics received at fifteen second intervals

from 1,600 synchronous NDN agents running the minimal accounting and accountability

scenario. A sample of summary statistics received from low-level accountability engines is

depicted in Figure 5.15. These metrics are an aggregate of published log objects received

from NDN agents including log entries from Table 5.1.

The result in Figure 5.16 shows over 73 Mbps of published log objects are received every

second by the high-level accountability engine. This represents aggregate data received from

almost 1.5 million synchronous NDN agents i.e. aggregate data received from nine hundred

and twenty low-level accountability engines, each simulating the production of aggregate

data from 1600 NDN agents. Moreover, interests sent i.e. OutInterests in Figure 5.16 appear

constant at almost zero due to their low uplink bandwidth overhead.

This simulation shows that the Savant architecture can easily scale to millions of nodes.
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Figure 5.16: Total average downlink bandwidth consumed by a high-level accountability
engine receiving summary statistics from almost 1.5 million NDN agents.

Moreover, utilising large EC2 instance machines, cloud auto-scaling capabilities and scala-

bility through accountability engine hierarchy, we are confident the Savant architecture can

scale to accommodate 10s of millions and possibly 100s of millions of NDN agents.

5.8.5 Accounting Overhead Projection

In 2010, Akamai processed over 100 TB of logs per day collected from edge server’s han-

dling over 10 million HTTP requests per second [Nygren et al., 2010]. Based on data gath-

ered from the experiments in this section, we can estimate that Savant can support at least

1.5 million NDN agents sending and receiving around 8 million content objects per second.

These agents generate about 6 TB of published log objects per day, which is collected and

processed by Savant accountability engine infrastructure. This estimate is based on the data

collected using the minimal accounting scenario described in Section 5.4. While not an ideal

comparison, this is a large reduction in log size in comparison to the Akamai CDN model.

We make some additional projections for larger numbers of subscribers in table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Estimated Accounting Overhead Based the Minimal Scenario
No. of NDN Agents Content Objects (Millions) Log Size (TB)

Akamai Unknown[Nygren et al., 2010] 10 100 TB
1.5 Million 8 6 TB
10 Million 53 40 TB
50 Million 267 200 TB
100 Million 533 400 TB
500 Million 2667 2000 TB

5.9 Lessons Learned

We end with a list of key lessons learned from implementing Savant.

First, collecting accounting and accountability information using the log commitment

protocol outlined in Section 4.5.2 for every individual content chunk distributed in a packet-

level ICN architecture is a major challenge. This is due to the volume of content chunks

created. For example, in this implementation a 294MB video file was broken up into 35,004

independent content chunks of 8.8KB in size. Consequently, if accountability is required

for every content chunk distributed it is worth considering using larger chunk sizes. Alter-

natively, gathering a random statistical sample of data chunks distributed is a viable option

(which was demonstrated in this implementation).

Second, utilising cryptographic techniques to publish log objects and authenticated inter-

ests to send commands to NDN agents is a useful insight for ICN content distribution. These

mechanisms give content providers the ability to control the content distribution process and

gather in-depth reporting and analytics information with associated integrity and authentic-

ity. They also offer the basic tools using public key cryptography for NDN agents to bill

content providers for accounting and accountability information produced and commands

executed. Furthermore, these tools offer a methodology to reduce the accounting overhead

in comparison to current architectures such as CDNs, as discussed in Section 5.8.5.

Third, accountability engines offer detailed near real-time aggregate information locally

while hierarchical accountability engine infrastructure offer summary information globally.

Moreover, using the SPKI/SDSI PKI model where trust originates from a local principal,

decisions that require support from authenticated interest commands (such as collecting ad-

ditional accounting information, and so forth) can be created and sent by the accountability
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engine infrastructure located close to end-users. The scalability and responsiveness of a

similar architecture that uses hierarchical infrastructure to support system monitoring while

local infrastructure can execute control has already been validated by architectures such as

C3 [Ganjam et al., 2015].

Fourth, the frequency of log production, collection and analysis should be almost propor-

tionate to amount of video play time available (in seconds) in a clients buffer. However, this

interval should provide enough time to support recovery if problems are encountered (e.g.,

before the buffer empties). Producing less published log objects also reduces the accounting

and accountability overhead on client, cache and accountability engine infrastructure. Ad-

ditionally, using authenticated interest commands, it is easy to increase or decrease the log

production frequency when required. Again, near real-time log collection and analysis meth-

ods have been validated by Conviva’s C3 platform when supporting remote clients [Ganjam

et al., 2015].

Finally, if logging information is collected for every content chunk distributed, then it

is easy to calculate the uplink and downlink bitrate at NDN agents. This simplifies client-

side functionality as content providers only need to keep track of their own content and its

interaction with the client-player (e.g., frame-rate, buffering events, and so forth). This is

in contrast to the current method of collecting uplink and downlink bandwidth information

from network interfaces.

5.10 Chapter Summary

In preceding chapters, we claim the Savant architecture can offer content providers the abil-

ity to use many different trusted and untrusted cache elements to distribute content while

offering integrity and authenticity for reporting and analytics information produced. In this

chapter we demonstrated Savant’s capabilities via an implementation. We achieved our goals

of determining: if the logging component was lightweight and robust; if it could help iden-

tify, isolate and correct faults; and if it could scale to accommodate 10s of millions of NDN

agents. These attributes were demonstrated in several experiments described, which were

run on Amazon EC2 instance machines and using ndnSIM. Moreover, this implementation
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was supported by several extensions and improvements to support the development of an

efficient accounting and accountability framework for a packet-level ICN architecture. We

concluded with a list of key lessons learned from implementing Savant in an ICN video con-

tent distribution environment. Finally, knowledge of these consideration and lessons learned

should prove useful to future researchers implementing an accounting and accountability

framework for an ICN Internet architecture.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we argue that the integrity and authenticity of the accounting information

produced by a content distribution architecture is important as it provides valuable insight

about the content viewed, network performance, end-users, and so forth. The premise of

our work is that if an architecture does not provide this information it leads to its lack of

adoption and utilisation by content providers and content distributors. For example, many

architectures offer cheap and efficient content distribution mechanisms such as P2P, multi-

cast IP, web caching, and so forth, but they fail to sufficiently address this accounting and

accountability requirement leading to their limited adoption. In contrast, architectures such

as CDNs that provide integrity for accounting information produced are being utilised ex-

tensively. However, CDNs have challenges related to end-user latency, large volumes of

logging information produced, high costs, and so forth. Moreover, content providers need

to trust the accounting information produced because they lack non-repudiable evidence of

actions taken (i.e. accountability).

Furthermore, there has not been a comprehensive study of what elements and require-

ments constitute an efficient and successful content distribution system across current or

future Internet architectures. In this thesis we developed and used two tools to help identify

the drawbacks and merits of existing architectures based on systems surveyed. The first is a

taxonomy for accounting and accountability information (summarised in Section 3.2) based

on our analysis of logging information gathered from the surveyed systems. The second is a

generic model (shown in Figure 3.1) for content distribution based on a synthesis of desirable

159
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elements from the surveyed architectures. This analysis (based on Table 3.1) helped iden-

tify the need for an architecture that supports the whole generic model by offering efficient

low-cost content distribution from trusted or untrusted infrastructure while supporting con-

tent: control, security, routing, billing, accounting, accountability, and ubiquitous caching.

The ICN future Internet paradigm offers solutions to many of these challenges by enabling

content to self-verify. However, it fails to provide an adequate accounting and accountability

framework for the content distribution process. Moreover, many of these architectures make

a virtue out of not providing it claiming to offer natural privacy to users.

We propose an ICN architecture extension for content accounting and accountability

called the Savant framework, which we apply to the NDN architecture. Savant is designed

based on the premise that content providers want visibility over the content being distributed

primarily for control and analytics purposes. This goal was achieved by combining cryp-

tographic techniques, PKI security processes, ICN principles and information flow process-

ing mechanisms utilised in existing systems to develop a scalable, secure, near real-time

accounting and accountability framework for an ICN packet-level content distribution ar-

chitecture. This architecture naturally supports efficient content distribution while gathering

non-repudiable near real-time information efficiently from NDN clients and NDN caches.

Our proof-of-concept implementation (shown in Figure 5.1), which was based on an

NDN video content distribution session, demonstrated that accounting and accountability

information can be gathered for an ICN packet-level architecture. Our experiments demon-

strated that the overhead on the system is very small if several extensions and improvements

are applied to the architecture for efficiency. Further experiments on NDNSim, an ns-3 mod-

ule, demonstrated that it could easily scale to accommodate 10s of millions of NDN agents.

Furthermore, we demonstrated that Savant can gather additional accounting metrics when

required, which helps reduce the accounting information overhead while still maintaining

the ability to investigate problems, detect and isolate faults, and so forth during the content

distribution process.

As described, ICNs/NDN with Savant support, could eventually complement or replace

today’s CDN infrastructure with a scalable, trustworthy, reliable accounting and account-
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ability framework for content distributed in trusted and untrusted environments meeting the

diverse requirements of content providers, network operators and end-users.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis include:

• an analysis of the problem of efficient content distribution in existing and future Inter-

net architectures and recognising that the success of a content distribution architecture

relies on the level of content accounting and accountability it offers; the identification

of usage patterns and basic requirements an accounting and accountability framework

must satisfy, regardless of the infrastructure (trustworthy or untrustworthy) it is de-

ployed or implemented on;

• a system, Savant, that satisfies these requirements for future Internet architectures such

as NDN by synthesising components, designs and principles from multiple different

systems, architectures and environments into an accounting, accountability and near

real-time scalable aggregation framework supported by a set of protocols to ensure

log commitment between communicating agents and that can help identify, isolate and

correct faults;

• a demonstration of the feasibility of adding an accounting and accountability element

to the NDN ICN architecture, and verifying its applicability for video content distri-

bution;

• a lessons learned during development of an accounting and accountability framework

for a ICN packet-level architecture, which should be useful to future researchers de-

signing and implementing a similar framework.

6.2 Future Work

The Savant framework and the accounting and accountability information it gathers holds a

lot of potential for future work. These elements present a number of research questions that
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we will discuss in the remaining paragraphs.

The Savant architecture presents an opportunity to develop new routing algorithms to

support the content distribution process. This is based on the observation that Savant ac-

cumulates knowledge about the locations of multiple copies of content at client and cache

infrastructure. Similar algorithms for request routing are already being utilised by CDNs

such as Akamai when directing users to surrogate servers based on a set of metrics such as

content location, latency to server, proximity to server and so forth [Nygren et al., 2010].

Additionally, Conviva’s centralised C3 controller [Ganjam et al., 2015] uses optimization

algorithms to direct users to the optimal CDN server (from a list of servers from multi-

ple CDN providers) for content delivery to a client. These algorithms are based on a set

of metrics similar to CDN request routing but also based on content provider policies and

objectives. Savant could take this further, not only incorporating policies and metrics for

the optimal CDN infrastructure, but also P2P client infrastructure, network operator caches,

multicast environments, and so forth.

The Savant architecture has the potential to decouple a content provider’s dependence on

a handful of global CDN providers by providing a framework that guarantees the integrity of

the accounting information produced. However, a monetary model based on reimbursement

for different amounts of accounting and accountability information produced is required.

This model should consider traditional CDN accounting metrics such as proximity to users,

content latency, volume of content delivered, and so forth. However, it should also consider

how much money the content distributor or network operator is saving in terms of core

and backhaul network bandwidth saved; no inter-ISP, Tier 1 or Tier 2 network traffic; and

so forth. Moreover, some models could also be considered around reimbursement for P2P

content distribution.

There is scope for developing an FCAPS (fault, configuration, accounting, performance,

security) model for network management in ICNs. Savant has already been designed with

many FCAPS requirements in mind. However, we have been focused on accounting for

the content distribution process and developing a model to establish the integrity of the ac-

counting information produced on trusted and untrusted ICN infrastructure. Moreover, our
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framework is designed for distributed collection and aggregation of logs produced across

millions of NDN agents. However, many of the baseline principles and components already

exist in Savant for collecting information from local network infrastructure such as a method-

ology to publish and collect logs, a security model, an aggregation and alerting system, and

so forth. Additionally, configuration instructions can be sent to network devices using au-

thenticated interests commands, which can also be used to help identify, isolate and correct

faults. Even the taxonomy we developed could be expanded to identify different statistical

metrics or objects to collect from ICN network infrastructure.

There is scope to investigate what accounting information can be produced when utilising

a service such as Savant in ICN architectures. Most of the information collected in our

implementation is based on existing industry standard QoE accounting metrics for video

distribution. However, in Chapter 5 we established that if we account for every chunk of

content distributed by client and cache infrastructure, then we can easily calculate the bitrate

based on chunk size. As a result, we do not need to gather uplink or downlink bitrate from the

client or cache infrastructure. Using Savant in conjunction with different ICN architectures

and applications will change accounting requirements, which should be explored further.

To our knowledge, the SPKI/SDSI [Clarke, 2001] security model has not been investi-

gated to any great depth in ICNs. Moreover, it has not had any significant development’s

in over sixteen years. Consequently, there is scope to investigate different security and trust

models related to local namespaces and key management using this model based around ICN

content, content providers, users, infrastructure, routing, and so forth [Zhang et al., 2010].

NDN cache components need to be located inside ISP networks and NDN traffic needs

to be directed to these elements by network operators. The advent of network function

virtualisation (NFV) frameworks inside ISP networks offers virtualised environments where

NDN caches can be easily deployed and extended [Mijumbi et al., 2016]. However, at what

location will these elements be most effective e.g., core network, backhaul network or cell

tower [Spagna et al., 2013]? Moreover, NDN cache components should not be confined

to ISP networks. They can also become part of wireless access points, P2P infrastructure,

automobiles, drones, and so forth. Detailed analysis of the benefits Savant can offer in these
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environments is required.
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